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ABSTRACT 
Val ues educat ion in geography can be seen as a way of educat inc! pupi J' to 
think critically and independently on matters to which they can readily 
relate. It also involves the relating of facts and concepts of a subject 
area to the pupils ' own lives. There is, therefore, a need to introduce 
values education in geography at our schools . 
The DET geography syllabuses offer many topics of social and environmental 
concern. Va luing proce sses, based on values analysis and values clarifi-
cation, can be used to teach these topics. Through values education, 
geography pupils can become more purposeful, more enthusiastic and positive 
in their learning. 
This study investigates the efTectiveness of valuing strategies in the 
teaching of geography. A broad overview of the literature on valuing in 
general and valuing in geographical education in particular, was analysed. 
Three teaching units were then devised and tried out in KwaZulu schools. 
The responses of pupils to these units were then investigated through 
questionnaires. Teachers were also interviewed to find the extent to 
which valuing approaches were being used. 
The principal findings of the study are, firstly, that the pupils responded 
well to the valuing units. Secondly, that teachers \<.ere not using valuing 
strategies in schools and, lastly, that the un its in the research could be 
effective in teaching values geography. From the findings of this re-
search, it is evident that values geography has an important place in the 
South African school curriculum. 
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PREFACE 
As a teacher it had always worried me to find that my pupils regarded 
geography as a difficult and boring subject. Some did not actually 
perceive the vocational value of geography. It became clear to me 
that unless something was done to help change the outlook of pupils on 
the subject, geography teaching would not be meaningful or fulfilling. 
I came to know about values education in geography in 1986 through 
Professor E.A.G. Clark. The approaches discussed then provided a solu-
tion to the problem of the pupils' negative attitudes to geography. 
When pupils are aware of their own values and other peoples', they may 
develop positive attitudes. Values geography teaches pupils this 
awareness. 
Before I could use the valuing approaches with my secondary pupils, I 
moved from Mdantsane to take up a post as a lecturer in geography method, 
at t he University of Zululand. It was at this pOint that I was able to 
tryout valuing strategies, with a measure of success. 
I hope when my students go out to teach they will continue teaching 
value -laden issues the way they handled t hem dur ing practice-teaching. 
also hope that through their anticipated enthusiasm they will disseminate 
the ideas in the teaching fraternity. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER 1 
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
One of the major aims of education is to help pupils become complete 
citizens , to reason and make sound judgements about rea l ities of 
li fe. For this aim to be realised there are three levels in which 
pupils may be taught. These are facts, concepts and values. Facts 
and concepts imply knowledge, which is fundamental in education. 
Some argue that these are sufficient to give the pupil all he needs, 
a 'survival kit'. However, such an education, where emphasis is on 
knowledge, can be perceived not to include the third and important 
level of values. Wray (1981) refers °u exercises willcl! pro-
mote values awareness as developing 'life-skills', fo r example 
'co-operation'. Values are anything one holds to be of worth. If one 
holds education to be of worth then it ought to have a value. There-
fore , in South Africa, as in other countries where education is 
believed to be central to the development of the values of citi -
zen s. values education ought to have a place in schools. 
value objectives are included in the geography syllabus of the De -
partment of Education and Training (DET) (see 1.2 and Appendix 1). 
However, this seems to be rather superficial because there is no 
guide to the teacher as to how the value objectives can be app li ed 
to c lassroom teaching. Failure t o encourage values awareness at 
schools leads to pupils leaving schools with confused va lues, not 
only about the abundance of choice but a l so of ways or skills to 
make the right choice. 
Since geography teachers usually tend to concentrate on cognit i ve 
deve lopment only, values education is ignored. Although this 
attitudinal tendency may have good exam ination results at times, 
it is, however, doubtfu l whether pupils will be ab le to apply 
their geographical knowledge when confronted with issues based on 
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their understanding of the socio-economic environment. It must 
not be overlooked that whilst some pupils produce excellent aca-
demic work, the same cannot be said about the way in which they 
relate to other people in different circumstances to themselves. 
1.2 PLACE OF VALUES IN SOUTH AFRICAN GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM 
Value objectives are implicit in most subjects undertaken at 
secondary level. The geography syl l abus offered by the DET, for 
instance, has the following aff ective obj ect ive s re l ati ng to 
values education: 
To develop pupils ' moral and emotiona l at tributes. 
Geography should promote the formation and re - inforcement 
of positive attitudes and va lues. (See Appendix 1). 
The DET geography sy ll abuses offer many topics of socia l and environ -
mental concern. Social issues are found , amongst others, in t he 
settlement geography under topics l ike 'serv ices off ered by a type 
of settlement', 'urban prob lems', and 'pollution and environmental 
balance'. Other examp les of value -l aden topics ar e li sted in 
Table 1.1. 
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TABLE 1.1 
EXAMPLES OF VALUE-LADEN TDPICS IN THE DET SYLLABUS 
STD SYLLABUS AREA 
8 Population Geography 
9 
10 
Regional Geography 
Geomorphology 
Economic Geography 
·Regiona l Geography 
Ecosystems, Environmental 
Balance and Conservation 
Set.t lement Geography 
Settlement Geography 
Regional Geography 
VALUE-LADEN TOPIC 
Popu I at ion Data 
Growth Rate 
Occupation Structure 
Nutritional Level of the Population 
Population Movements 
Popu lat ion Explosion 
'!:l2veloped' and 'Developi ng' Countries 
Significance of Oceans: 
Associated Problems and Possible 
Solutions 
Resources 
Economic Activities 
Economic !:l2velopment 
Criteria of Development 
' Developed' and ' !:l2veloping' 
Countries 
Human Impact on Ecosystems 
Dynamics of Rural Settlement 
Planning and Development Strategies 
for Rural Areas 
Origin and Spread of Urban Places 
Urban Prob I ems 
Planning Improved Urban Environments 
The Republic of South Africa: 
Environmental Problems 
The Peoples of South Africa 
Economic Activity in South Africa 
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The onus remains with the teacher not only to realise these objec-
tives but also to work towards acllieving them . It is important to 
understand tllat attitudes and values of teacilers influence teaching 
and learning in the sense that discussions of matters of social and 
environmental concern are affected by the views and opinions held 
by teachers. 
FIGURE 1. 1 
POGROMS 
The 20th century has been identified with so many forced migra-
tions that only a few can be listed here: These pogroms arc 
J{(~butcd to polit ical, racial and religious conflicts. 
• Over a million Russians were dispersed and left stranded in 
Jdjaccllt parts of Europe as a result of the 1917 revolution and 
the subsequent civil war. 
• More than J million 'r'dugecs, mostly Je\\'s, left Germany in 
the 19305 to CSCl.IpC Nazi persecution. 
• Some 18 million people in Central and Eastern Europe moved 
across international frontiers through !light, expulsion or 
popu lation exchange in the three years following the Second 
"'orld \Var. 
• The 1947 partition led to some 6-7 million Muslims leaving 
India for Pakistan; and about the ~~mc number of Hindus and 
Sikhs moving in the other dircction. 
• The flight of Arabs on the proclamation of the state of Israel 
in 1948 has led to a refugee force of some 1,5 million. 
• The Korean War of the early 1950s Jed to an exodus of about 
4 million people from North to South Korea. 
• In the early 1970s in East Africa, people of Asiatic descent 
wcre subjected to mass expulsion, which began in Kenya and 
was subsequcntly repeated in Z<lmbia and Uganda. 
• South Africa expcricnccd minor movemcnts of populations of 
:Joout 3 million people. for ethnic and politic~1I reasons. with 
the establishment of 10 independent and self-govcrning states 
between 1951 and 1983. 
(Earle et aI, 1985) 
In Southern Af rican schools the 
macro level (i.e. World Scale). 
geography topics are Ilandled at a 
Pupils learn more about countries 
other than their own. Little reference is made to the South 
African situation ; for example in 'Developed and Developing' 
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countries emphasis is on countries like the USA, USSR, France, 
Nigeria, Egypt and others. The example in Figure 1.1 is from a 
South African textbook. The pogroms in other countries are made 
to appear more serious than the ones that take place in Southern 
Africa. This may be seen as showing a bias in that the South 
African situation is made 1 ight of. Giving many examples (8) like 
these encourages reception-learning and not values teaching, although 
the topics as such are value-laden. Topics like migrant labour have 
political connotat ions which presumably may be the reason why they 
are dealt with su perfi c ially. 
On the other hand, some American, British and Australian schools 
deal with topics which concern the people's immediate personal 
1 i ves : topics I ike "where would you I ike to 1 i ve? " are concerned 
with the process of choosing . They are 'meaningful to the pupils 
because they concern their own problems and environment. Since 
such topics are important for the development of the child, he 
invariably becomes sensitive to the need s of other people. 
Values education in geography can be seen as a way of educating 
pupils to think critically and independently on matters to which 
they can readily relate. The abundance of knowledge that has 
emerged as a result of technological advancement makes it 
necessary for the pupils to think clearly and make value 
judgements. Questions like: "Where would you like to live?", 
would help pupils firstly to think critically about tire 
morphology of a city rather than just follow the words of 
the textbook and, secondly, to consider the ir own values. 
Values education also involves the relating of facts and concepts 
of a subject area to the pupils' own l ives . Populat ion geography, 
urban geography and regional geography offer a wide range of topics 
to which the pupi Is can relate. For instance in 'developed and 
developing' countries, pupils would be in a better position to 
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explore the connection between the subject matter and their own 
feelings, opinions and behaviour if a valuing 
in teaching that section . In the standard 9 
strategy was used 
geomorphology 
section, a topic l ike 'the significance of the ocean' may help 
pupils clarify their values because they can be asked to choose 
between having a non-polluted ocean and therefore good health, and 
having industrial development which may result in dumping of waste 
in the ocean. 
1.3 STATING THE PROBLEM UNDER INVESTIGATION 
Firstly, there is a need for values education in geography. From ob -
servation South African rlack schools teachers tend to ad here to 
teacher -directed learning . Commen t ing on the South African situation, 
Ballantyne ~ '986) s hows that. t eache rs ratE' highly t he 
"lecture-style" presentation. This kind of learning cannot meet the 
demands of the world wide knowledge explosion. There is a need to 
experiment with the innovative strategies used in developed countries. 
This could help teachers to strike a dynamic balance between teacher-
directed and child-centred approaches. 
South African black pupil s are often not encouraged to think criti -
cally because the teacher provides the informat ion. Teacher-
directed learning at times results in boredom and development of 
negative attitudes towards a subject. In contrast, pupil -centred 
learning encourages mental growth and development of independent 
thought. Pupils are taught to think cri tically , organise their 
thoughts and make rational choices. Valuing strategies are some of 
the modern strategies that can be used to help pupils make clear 
choices. If pupils are not encouraged to think clear ly , organise 
their thoughts and make rational chOices they will not be able to 
make defensible va lue judgements. 
Values education, therefore, is seen as a means to teaching pupils 
to think critically and indeperdEf1tJy of others. Through values, 
geography pupils will become more purposeful, more enthusiastic and 
positive in their learning. 
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The researcher therefore makes two assumptions. Firstly, that in 
South Afric~n black schools teaching strategies involving valuing 
are little used or not used effective ly . Secondly, geography pupils 
who are subjected to values education will find it easier to cope 
with social problems than pupils who are not. This study therefore 
focuses on these assumptions in an educationa l way in schoo l s. 
The study seeks to investigate the use of simulations, role play and 
small group discussions as val uing strategies in KwaZulu schools. 
Values analysis and values clarification were the two approaches on 
which the teaching units developed,..ere based. These approaches have 
been chosen because they emphasise rational thinking. A brief out-
line of the approaches will now be given. 
Values inculcation 
Values analysis 
Moral reasoning 
Values clarification 
Action learning 
FIGURE 1. 2 
APPROACHES TO VALUES EDUCATION - A BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
has the objective that students will adopt a predetermined set of values. 
uses structured discussion and logical analysis of evidence to investigate values 
issues . . 
provides opportunities to discuss reasons for value positions and choices with the 
aim of encouraging growth in moral reasoning ability. 
has Iho objective of helping students become aware of their own values in relation 
to their behaviour and that of others: 
encourages students to see themselves as interacting members of social and en· 
vironmental systems through having them analyse and clarify values with the inten· 
tion of enabling them to act in relation 10 social and environmental issues according 
to their value choices. 
Values analysis is an approach which is used for probing values. 
The students are given exercises that will help them to make value 
judgements. Analysis helps students to think logically and use 
scient ific investigation to decide values issues and questions. 
Through analysis students can use rational, analytical processes in 
interrelating and conceptualising their values. Values analysis 
emphasises that moral judgements are based on facts and values, the 
foundation of which is reasoning. (See Figure 1.2). 
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Clarification is an approach that helps students become aware of 
and identify their own values and those of others. It is based on 
the notion that values must be subjected to three processes, namely 
prizing one ' s beliefs; choosing one's beliefs and acting on one's 
beliefs. Values clarification helps students communicate openly and 
honestly with others about their values . Students can develop 
rational thinking and emotional awareness to examine their personal 
feelings, values and behaviour patterns. (See Figure 1.2). Other 
approaches to values education are described in Figure 1.2. 
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The main objectives of the study are as follows: 
1.4.1 To investigate the effectiveness of valuing strategies in the 
teaching of geography. 
1.4.2 To work out model strategies that can help teachers to en-
courage pupils to think about values. 
1.4.3 To consider how valuing strategies might be organised in 
the core curriculum fo r geography in the South African 
curriculum, as indicated by the topics in the syllabus 
in which these strategies can be applied. (See Table 1.1). 
1.5 RESEARCH APPROACH 
The following methodoJngicol approach WeS adopted: 
1.5.1 In chapter two a broad overv iew of the 1 i terature on 
valuing in education in general and valuing in geo-
graphical education in particular was analysed. 
From this a framework on which to base this study 
was developed. 
1.5.2 Teaching units (Appendix 2) were then devised for 
pilot testing in black schools in KwaZulu. Some 
units were adapted from existing ones by Walford, 
Ha ll and Slater. (Appendix 12). 
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1.5.3 Fieldworkers were then engaged t o teach these unit s 
at KwaZulu schools. 
1.5.4 Detai led questionna ires (Append i x 3) were generated 
and administered to the groups to which the units 
were taug ht. The ma in aim of the questionnai re wa s 
to evaluate the responses of the pupils to units 
involving va lu ing strategies. 
1.5.5 In one school the researcher t aught two c lasses using 
a teacher-directed approach with one class and a 
valuing approach with the other . Thereafter pupils in 
both classes were required to write an essay based on 
the lesson taught (Appendix 4) . The impression 
afforded by the different approaches was estab lished. 
1.5.6 A second questi onna ire (Appendix 5) was administered 
t o geography teachers in KwaZulu secondary schools . 
This was fo ll owed by interviews which were conducted 
with teacher s. The a im was to investigate the 
teaching methods used by teac her s and to find the 
extent to which the valuing strat egies were being 
used. The researcher thereafter suggested 
strategies that t eachers cou ld use to encourage 
pupi l s to think about values in geography lessons. 
1.5.7 Syl labuses and textbooks were analysed in order to 
establish wheth er the syllabus and textbooks 
catered for the te aching of values . (Appendices 1, 
8, 11). 
1.6 VALUE OF THE STUDY 
The researcher hopes to motivate teachers to use strategies which 
will he lp pupils become purposefu l , enthus iastic and pos it ive in 
their lea rni ng. The study also has a long-term objective in that 
it is hoped that a better society wil l emerge from pupi l s who are 
ab le to make clear chuices. Having been subject ed to values edu-
II 
cation it is also hoped that various departments of education in 
the Republic of South Africa will encourage teachers to use values 
education regularly. From the findings of the study it is hoped 
that a contribution to the important disucssion on values education 
in Southern Africa will be made . It is also hoped that the thesis 
will be read by those engaged in geograph ica l education like 
teachers, lecturers, inspectors and syllabus planners . This is a 
pioneer study on values educat i on in geography in Southern Africa 
and as such it is hoped that it will make an important contribution 
to geography teaching. 
Finally, it is hoped that the writers of school geography textbooks 
will incorporate more values exercises. 
1.7 CONCLUSION 
The study of people in an environment necessarily involves the study 
of values. Therefore geography, being concerned with the people and 
the spatial organisation of phenexnena, has values incorporated in 
the subject. The researcher further believes that values education 
in geography has an important place in the South African geography 
curriculum. 
The following chapter, chapter two, focuses upon the overview of 
the literature on valuing in general as well as in geography edu-
cation. Chapter three presents the methodological procedure which 
was fol lowed in collecting data. This data will be analysed in 
chapter four. In chapter five conclusions and recommendations 
will be outlined. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GEOGRAPHY AND VALUES EDUCATION: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Va lues ed ucation is a comp lex concept on which there is some disagree-
ment. People often interpret values in terms of their own culture, 
socia l life and outlook on life. Urban dwellers have different 
values from people in rural areas , and as people grow, their values 
usually change for higher order ideals. The focus of this chapter 
i s on the definition of va lues and values education in geography. 
The South Afr ican school syllabus in respect of geography will form 
the basis fo r furt her discussion on vaiues education in South 
African school curricu l ums . 
Values education is a contentious issue on which many people have 
written since the 1960s. (Raths, 1966; Simon, 1973; Raths, 1978; 
Harmin, 1973; Pepper, 1970; Rich, 1968). The fact that there are 
many books and articles on the subject shows that values education 
is widely regarded as important. However , in geography as a sub-
ject, there are relatively few artic les and books on the subject of 
values educat ion . People only started writing 
values education in geogra phy f airly recently, 
2. 1 ) . 
2.2 TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF VALUES 
explicitly about 
in the 1970s (Table 
According to Windmiller et al values imply a choice. They are 
"ideals which provide some direction for persona l behaviour. They 
are kind of beliefs having to do with the appropriateness or 
acceptabi lity of behaviour." (1980. p. 202). In contrast, Shaver and Strong 
define values as "our standards and principles for judging worth . 
They are cr iteria by which we j udge things to be good, worthwhile, 
desirable or on the other hand bad, worthless, despicable , or 
of course, some'"here in between these extremes ." (1982, p. 19). 
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TABLE 2.1 
BOOKS AND ARTICLES CONTAINING EXPLICIT REFERENCE IN TITLE 
TO VALUES AND GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATION 
Year 
1972 
1974 
1974 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1978 
1980 
1980 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
Author 
Blatchford 
Buttimer 
Cole 
Watson 
Edynbry 
Huckle 
Smith 
Cowie 
Fien 
Hartley 
Huckle 
Fien & SI ater 
Slater 
Ba i ley 
Waterman & 
Ma itland 
Maye 
Article 
Values and geographical education. 
Values in geography. 
A new role for geograph ic education: 
values and environmental concern. 
On the teaching of values geography. 
Attitudes·and values in geography 
teach i ng. 
Geography and values in higher 
education. 
Values and the teaching of geography. 
A va lue-laden subject in education. 
Values probing. 
Values and values education in 
geography teaching. 
Values and the teaching of geography: 
towards a curriculum rationale. 
Four strategies for values education 
in geography. 
Interpreting and analysing attitudes 
and values. 
Values. 
Value positions in teaching. 
Developing valuing and decis ion-making 
in the geography classroom. 
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Huckle defines values as "enduring single beliefs that a specific 
and state of existence or mode of conduct is personal ly or socially 
preferable". He further adds that they are "what the individual 
desires to be true". (1980) (my underlining). 
MJye (1985) def ines values according to the i r characteristics, as 
follows: 
Values are abstract concepts people hold about what is important 
in relation to aspects of life experience. 
2 Values are close ly related to actions and be haviou r people engage 
in. 
3 Values are often labelled by abstract terms. 
4 Values give rise to value judgements , value differences and 
value conflicts. 
5 Value differences occur between individua l s and groups. 
Charles (1976) defines values simp ly as "whatever one think s i s 
good or right or worth having" . 
All these definitions suggest that values imply (i) choosing from 
alternatives after due deliberations, and (ii) freedom to choose 
without imposition. Pupils must therefore be helped to examine 
assumpt ions , find alternatives and make clear choices. There is a 
need for teachers to help pupils to appreciate other people ' s values . 
It wi ll be possible for ~'"pil.<; to makp sound decis ion, ,',.,:y when 
they are aware of the ir own va lues and those of others. Values 
teaching, therefo re , becomes a necessary component in the education 
of a complete person . 
People's deeply he ld values influence the way they react to environ-
menta l matters and the way they take action. Studies on the Third 
World and developed countries would be impossible to teach in a 
value-free way because they are value-charged i ssues. 
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2.3 VALUES EDUCATION 
According to Harmin et al (1973) values education is the relating of 
the facts and concepts in a subject area to the pupils' own lives. 
It raises the question 'what does this have to do with me? In other 
words, pupils assign personal meaning to subject matter . Pupils are 
encouraged to explore the connection between the subject matter and 
their own feelings, opinions and behaviour. 
Yelon and Weinstein (1977) see values education as affective educa -
tion in the sense of Bloom (1 964). They see it as being concernpd 
with "the emotional well being of students." They maintain that 
values education includes the confidence children develop about their 
own abilities, the relationships with others and their willingne<s 
and ability to express themselves . Affective education also pertains 
to values and attitudes . 
Raths (197B) contends that values education, when properly applied. 
could help pupils become better at anticipating consequences. He 
pOints out that we often find pupils angry, feeling hopeless and 
lacking the ability to think about future events. He suggests that 
if pupils could be made aware of some activities they could practice 
anticipating consequences. He further explains that pupils 
" . . . grow upward and exercise in consequential 
thinking will help them to reason clearly And 
will interact enough with ideas more advanced 
than their own." 
(Raths, 1978, p. 27) 
This implies that the more exposed the pupils are to critical 
thinking, the more they will learn how to make clear chOices. 
The researcher believes that values education is relevant to the 
pupils' own lives. Matters like the removal of people from one 
place to another in Southern Africa concern the pupils directly. 
Therefore they become involved emotionally, which is where 
affective education should enter. 
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2.4 GEOGRAPHY AND VALUES EDUCATION 
As mentioned earl ier . values education in geography is largely a de-
velopment of the 1970s (refer to Table 2.1). Many writers are 
urging geography teachers to incorporate values education in their 
lesson . Watson (1977) mai ntains that no geography lesson is free 
of value judgements. Every lesson in human geography expresses a 
view of man and soc iety at lea st by impl ication. Bailey (1983) 
supports this view. pointing out that geographers themselves have 
va lues and make choices. Hurst. as quoted in Watson (1977), calls 
for a view of education that prepares people to advance beyond the 
limitations of accepted knowledge and ways of knowing. The use of 
a values analysis approach can lead to the fulfilment of this 
ideal. Watson (1977 ) suggests that by exploring new values- and 
see ing how they could work. education i-s a constant challenge to 
those values that tend to perpetuate the status quo. 
In the 1980s many writers see values teaching as a necessary com-
ponent of the geography curr iculum. Maye views values education 
as 
•• . .. assisting students to develop skills 
in realistically analysing phenomena and 
situations involving people and the ir en-
vironments . and to make constructive 
responses relating to them." 
(1985, p. 32) 
Many pa rts of geography and geography teaching are value-laden. 
Even a lesson on wave action may prove 
the resu ltant land forms for instance. 
all the time to the reader's empathy . 
to have an aesthetic value. 
Third World studies appeal 
It is therefore important 
to teach about values because besides developing new ones, existing 
values may also be re inforced . In geography there are few to pics 
that do not include values and there is no escape from value judge-
ment in teaching, no matter how hard we try to be neutral. Never-
theless. some parts are more value-laden than others. (See Table 1.1). 
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2.5 ROLE OF THE GEOGRAPHY TEACHER 
The role of the teacher in values education is often very contro-
versial. Some people are against the teaching of values by 
teachers, they are concerned that teachers will instill their own 
values on the pupils. Teachers who do this, they say, will be guilty of in-
doctrination . Those peop le who are aga inst va lues education support 
the notion that it is the duty of the church, home and the community 
to teach va lues. 
Raths (1978) suggests that teachers should make their values clear 
to the pupils. They should not assume netura l standpoints or 
superior ones. Besides encouraging pupils to be honest, thev are 
help ing to show them alternatives. 
Rawling (1986) supports the view that teachers should teach values 
at school. She maintains that teachers are no longer satisfied with 
taking neutral standpoi nts on the issue of values. In geography 
there is hardly a topic that can be dealt with without reference to 
the influence of attitudes and values . Rawling further asserts 
that unless is sues involving a range of viewpoints and opinions 
are opened up in the c lassroom, pupils may not find chances to under-
stand the nature of attitudes and values, to clarify their own 
values and to develop their own convict ions and commitments. 
Third World studies are seen as a controversial area. Writers like 
Hicks (1981, p. 64) urge geography teachers to be aware of the 
changes in emphasis with regard to Third World issues. Teachers 
should keep up with t hese cha nges so that they can adapt their 
teaching accordingly. He suggests tha t the world be viewed "as a 
system or collection of interdependent parts" as against the 
divided world that wa s used earlier. 
Bale (1973) maintains that many teachers are not yet ready to tackle 
bias, ethnocentricism and racism in the geography curriculum be-
cause they have not been schooled in recognising it. This t ie s up 
with Bailey (1983): "We tend to take our own values to be normal 
and what we do not know to be abnorma 1 ." Waterman and Ma i tl and 
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support this reluctance of teachers in introducing values education 
by pOinting out the teachers' argument that 
"How can we be realistically asked to judae 
development issues from non-European ... stand-
pOints when, for most people, these traditions 
are by definition ingrained as part of our in-
tellectual and social growth." 
(1984 ) 
Cowie and Smith (1978) (in Maye, 1985) address those who protest 
against values education and concentrate only on teaching facts. 
These teachers miss the point that knowledge itself is not neutral, 
and that geography is a value-laden subject. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates different standpoints that teachers can ciloose 
to take. Geography topics are such that a teacher may have to ask 
himself questions I ike 'how ought this topic, e.g. 'population 
movements', to be taught?' His decision can be traced on the scalp 
in Figure 2.1. If he follows a biased textbook then ile is also 
gui Ity of indoctrination. 
FIGURE 2.1 
THE GEOGRAPHY TEACHER AND SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ISSUES 
OBJECTIVITY AND 
COGNITIVE OPENNESS 
AS AN IDEAL 
CONFORMITY TO 'RADICAL/ATTITUDE TO 
SOCIAL AND ------l--..:...--- SOCIAL AND POLITICAL 
POLITICAL NORMS NORMS 
INDOCTRINATION 
(Source: M Ed Notes, E A G Clark) 
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Geography teachers make decisions many times a week about the type 
of materials they will select. Inevitably one's own values play 
their part in the se lection process of teaching strategies. The 
statements they make are based on their own beliefs, however sub-
consciously they do so. A value -free position is impossible. 
However, teachers should strive to present balanced and accurate 
information. The choice of top ic and stimulus material is in-
fluenced by the teacher's values. This makes it necessary, there-
fore, for the teacher to clarify his own values in relation to the 
topic chosen . Table 2.2 shows teaching approaches that can be used 
to teach some value-issues in geography. Teachers may try these out 
with simi l ar topics . 
TABLE 2.2 
VALU E-ISSUES AND RELEVANT TEACHING APPROACHES 
Teaching 
Approach 
Anti- Acid 
racism Rain 
Values 
Inc ulcation 
Values 
Analysis 
* 
* 
MJra I * 
Reasoning 
Values * 
Clarifica-
tion 
Action * 
Learning 
Discussion * 
* 
* 
* 
Spatial 
Injustice 
* 
* 
Haven for 
Battered 
wives 
* 
* 
Stereotypi ng 
* 
(Source: Articles on teaching Geography) 
Column 1 - G.II (1983) 
2 - Aygeman (1986) 
3 - Hall (1975) 
4 - Slater (1982) 
5 - Day (1985) 
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2.6 VALUES ISSUES IN GEOGRAPH rCAl EDUCAT ION 
There are signs of new attention to va lues in geography teaching. 
Since 1975 several artic les on welfare geography, i ss ued-based 
geography, relevant geography, social justice and spatial in justice 
have appeared (Table 2.3) . Maye (1984) identifies three areas under 
wh i ch values in geography can be traced and adopted. These are 
environmental educat ion, social education and cit izenship educa -
t ion. Maye fu rther suggests that the geography c lassroom can 
be made t o be a place where meaningfu l environmental i ssues can 
be discussed . On soc ia l education he cites aspects such as 
employment, race , or mig ration wh ich influences the peoples' be-
haviour according to the va lues they ho ld. He maintains that 
pupils can learn about their own values in relation to socia l 
issues . Maye warns that cognitive lea rning alone does not al low 
for such learning. lastly, on citizenship, Maye focuses on skills 
and processes which ca n be deve loped by the way in which these 
aspects are taught. tt i s expected of future c itizens to make a 
pos it i ve contribution to their communities . 
Hicks (198 1, p. 66) discusses the "geography of concern." He 
focuses on i ssues of devel opment and states that in the Third 
World the approach has now changed from the trad itional one 
which was only concerned with population, urban growth and in -
dustrialisation . Emphasis i s now on the people, their welfare, 
cu ltural ahc ievements and other i ssues of human concern . On 
t he issues of mu lt icultural ed ucation, Hicks suggests that a 
review of textbooks be undertaken. There is a need to look into 
the way in which the Th ird World i s presented in these textbooks . 
He expla ins that although geographers can be said to be concerned 
about t he perception of envi ronment and place, they have se ldom con-
cerned themselves with percepti ons of other cultures. Hicks further 
warns that attitudes and values form at a very early age and this, 
therefore, suggests that perception of other cultures should be 
introduced as soon as possible. 
~ dea ling with ethnocentricity and bias , Hicks recommends the 
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adoption of King's (1976) approach to development and underdevelop-
ment studies. This approach points out that the people in the Third 
World now realise that they are poor and backward because they are 
dependent and exploited . Textbooks need to show different explana-
tions of underdevelopment. 
Tabl e 2.3 shows t he extent to which va lue s issues are being written 
about. It further shows that geographers are concerned about t he 
way values education is being neglected at schools. Blachford 
(1972, pp. 319-330) commented that there was no attempt to guide 
va lues teaching in schools . In contrast, today, in wr it ing about 
values issues, authors are now making suggestions to teachers as to 
how to go about ha nd ling such topics in the classroom. 'nspectors 
also give guidance in the syllabus preambles. The articles in 
Table 2.3 have games or simulations that can be used when teaching 
about the topics. 
TABL E 2.3 
SOI~E VALlIF [SSl·C. Utill r I, !TH BY ~,RJTERS ON 
-. ~-- . - . .•. 
GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATION 
W"iters Third World Anti - Acid ~tial Challenging 'Haven for 
and Racism Rlin Injustice Stereotypes Battered 
Developrart wi yeS ' 
--
Pgyenan * (191:£ ) 
Clark * (1985) 
Day (1985) * 
Fien (1984) * * * * 
Gill (1983) * 
Hall (1975) * * 
Hibberd * (1983) 
Hicks (1977) * * 
M3itlard & * 
Waterman 
(1984 ) 
M3ye (1984) * 
Slater (l9iQ) * 
Watson (1977) * 
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The table shows that there is a growing interest in values education. 
People are no longer adopting neutral standpoints but are appea l ing 
to others to endorse their values. The topics also show that 
people are writing about a wide range of topics which are value-
laden and therefore are probing people's attitudes. 
2.7 TEACHING STRATEGIES 
Maye (1985) suggests five approaches that can be used in the teaching 
of values in geography. These are values inculcation, values 
analysis, moral reasoning, values c larification and action learning. 
(See Figure 1. 3) . For the purposes of this research only values 
analysis and clarification will be dealt with in detail. These two 
approaches are more relevant for geography and they have got the 
following features in common: 
Pupils are encouraged to make decisions in their daily lives. 
This, therefore, implies that pupils should acquire certain 
skills in valuing that would help them in making such de-
cision s 
2 Pupils should be assisted to develop their own appropriate 
set of values and related behaviour. 
Val ues clarification is based on the valuing process. This means 
that valuing involves free choice from considered alternatives. 
This approach is best used for introducing a lesson or for summari-
sing lengthy pieces of work. One disadvantage this approach has is 
that: 
"It can encourage moral relativism by 
suggesting that one's values are one's 
own concern and that prov ided one is 
happy with one's choice, all is well." 
(Huck le, 1980) 
However, if handled carefully. clarification can place responsibility 
on students to review their ideas , desires and behaviour individually. 
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Fien and Slater (1981) maintain that values clarification "emphasizes 
the process of valuing in daily life rather than particular sets of 
values." A good example of a geography topic in which values clari-
fication can be applied is the location of the Mondi Millon the 
north coast of Natal. 1 The exponents of values clarification, Raths, 
Harmin and Simon (1978) identify seven valuing sub-processes: 
choosing from alternative values; 
2 choosing freely; 
3 choosing after consideration of the implications of each value; 
4 being personally content with decisions one takes; 
5 Being willing to tell others of one's values choices; 
6 Acting upon one's values; 
7 Being consistent in one's choices and actions. 
After discussing the locational factors, pupils can choose the one 
they feel is more important than others using th is approach. 
Taking the location of the Mondi Mill as an example the teacher may 
have to provide stimulus material. Pupils may have to read liter-
ature on the paper industry. Thereafter, either a 'rating scale' 
or a 'ranking scale' may be used to discuss whether it is a good 
thing or not to have the mill located where it is. The choices 
may have to be justified. 
Maye (1985) pOints out that va l ues analysis involves using structured 
discussion and logical analysis of evidence to investigate values 
issues. Values analysis emphasizes that moral judgements are based 
on facts and values and that reason is t he foundation of values 
analysis in education (Huckle, 1980) . To be able to reason well 
When this report was being written people at Emparlgeni were being asked 
to sign a petition in protest of the offensive smell emitted by the 
mi 11. 
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pupils should be taught the decision-making process. However, the 
pupils must be free to make their own judgements. A decision-making 
routE: model (Figure 2.2) based on Bank's value inquiry can be used 
to guide pupils in values analysis. (Huckle, 1980). 
FIGURE 2.2 
A SIMPl!FIF~ DErISION-MAKING MODEL (to Figure 2.3) 
Decision-Problem 
Social Inquiry / ~value 
1 
Inqu i ry 
1 
KnOWledge~ k. D .. / Value 
~a lng a eC1Slon 
Clar ification 
1 Acting 
(Huck 1 e, 1980) 
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FIGUR E 2. 3 
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The scientific m eth od of epqui ry 
(Taken from Eyre and Gower, 1983, p. 42) 
Values analysis and hypotheSis testing both begi n with a pr oblem . 
This is analysed in a scientif ic and systematic way. At t he end, 
both methods end up with act ion. 
A unit on Development (see Appendix 2) was desig ned to show how th is 
model can be used . 
Huckle (1980) identifies the following weaknesses of values 
analysis: 
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its readiness to cling to what some consider a debased form 
of rationality ; 
2 it promotes knowledge above values. 
Allen (in Huckle, 1980) reinforces these criticisms by suggesting 
"that the knowledge, values and alternati ves considered 
in values analys i s are likely to be limited." 
Other disadvantages, as cited by Huckle, are that 
And 
"values analysis reinforces the myth of enlightenment man 
contained within positive thought." 
"Values analysis creates a false confidence in democratic 
society which is likely to be frustrated in later life. " 
Wilson et al (1980) agree that va lues analysis is designed "to allow 
students to arrive at a decision about a values issue on the basis of 
logical and object ive inquiry." The ir major criticisms of the strategy 
are that: 
it does not rea l ly give students a chance to ana lyse at all; 
2 it ope rates mainly on cognit i ve and not affective levels. 
ft would seem that people regard values ana lys i s as an approach that will 
not bring about the desired results. The strategy neverthel ess helps the 
pupils to sort out a prob lem in a systematic way, that could help them 
reach the best decision. ft is not true that values are not analysed be-
cause the very dec i sion a person reaches after ana lysing the problem is 
influenced by his beliefs. 
These two strategies, values clarification and values ana lysis, both have 
shortcomings. In this study these two strategies have both been used so 
that they complement each other . Where clarification falls short, analysis 
was considered to be of help . Further di scuss ion on teaching strategies 
will be continued in chapter five. 
2.8 VALUES IN THE SOUTH AFR lCAN GEOGRAPHY SYLLABUS 
The new DET and Department of Educat ion and Cu 1 ture geogrc;>hy 
syllabuses for standard nine cater for values education. 
Top ics in economic, regional, population, sett lement and news 
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geography are heavily laden with va lues education (See Tab le 1.1). 
One of the principles on which the standard nine syl labus is based 
states that pupils are to "develop their moral and emotional 
(affective) attr ibutes". The first appraisal objective states that 
"stud ies in geog raphy shou ld promot e the format ion and reinforcement 
of positive attitudes and values" . tt goes on to explain that with-
out the development of these positive attitudes and va lues, lea rning 
seldom takes place. Another objective states that pupils "need to 
feel a commitment towards the environment by developing a car i ng 
att itude". 
tt i s curious to note that although these syllabuses all ow for the 
teaching of values (i .e . affective -objective), nonetheless values 
educating is not included in the examination. The geography examination 
papers set by the DET mainly test factual knowledge (see Appendix 7). 
Affective knowledge i s hard to examine . h is not surpris ing, there-
fore, to find t hat teachers are s low in tryi ng and testing 
strategies that promote affective deve lopment. 
h is in this light that teachers should be encouraged to 
try strategies that wi l l promote values education. One can 
argue that some fo rm of teach i ng gu idel ines promoting values 
education should be included in the syllabus. 
An examination of the Cape Education Senior Secondary geography 
syllabus reveals some teaching approaches that teachers can 
employ to realise affective objectives. Approaches l ike problem-solving, 
systems. fieldwork. models, individual and group research tech -
niques are not merely mentioned but the i r value to the ch il d is 
expressed as well. For i sntance, it can be argued that indi-
vidua l and group research techniques aim at helpi ng pupils 
develop worthwhile attitudes towards learning. Th i s allows 
pupils to be able to distinguish between central issues of 
importance and peripheral issues. 
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The sy II abus of t he Geography for the Young School Leaver (GYSL) 
also provides the teacher with gu idelines which offer suggestions 
for classroom procedure. Teacher s work in groups to produce re-
source material they wi ll use in thei r various schoo l s . m top ic s 
like 'C it ies and People'. the concept of spat ial injustice can be 
introduced . Such guideli nes do not onl y serve to direct the teacher 
as to how to plan his lessons, but al so to make the teaching of 
geography more meaningfu l. Another positive aspect of the GYSL is 
that views of pupi ls were considered when the geography syllabus 
was constructed . Hebden et al (1977) a l so consider this important. 
ft cannot be doubted that such considerations help to moti vate the 
pupils. 
2.9. VALUES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN GEOGRAPHY. TEXTBOOKS 
For the purpose of this study, five current South African t ext books 
were reviewed . These were : 
Geography in Action Std 9, Rix et al (1987) 
2 New Window on the World - 9 Ea r I e et a I (1986) 
3 New Geography to the Point: Standard 9, Bester et a I (1985) 
4 ACt i ve Geography Std 9, Steyn et a I (1985) 
5 Senior Geography Std 9, Swanevelder et al (1 985) 
An examinat ion of these f ive textbooks reveals that the first two 
showed an 
Geography 
interest in values i ssues. In the preface of 
in Action the authors see geography as 
"to the pupils' 
with people of 
real world . .. and the development 
other societies and cu ltu res . " 
contributing 
of empathy 
The New 
Window on the World makes students aware of 'contentious 
issues' that can arise in a geography lesson. 'De-
central ization' and 'City MJdels' are examp les of such 
issues. The students are also reassured that skills and 
attitudes wi l l be developed through geography lessons. 
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Three textbooks (3-4) concentrate only on factual knowledge. In 
Senior Geography the emphasis on factual knowledge is indicated 
as follows: 
"The intention of the book is to meet the 
requirements of the syllabus and present 
the facts in such a way that all pupIls 
are abl e to follow them clearly." 
(Researcher ' s underlining. see Appendix 10) 
The researcher found it to be valuable to compare what is done in 
Southern African schools with what takes place in other countries. 
To maintain international standards it is worthwhile to examine 
standards against international ones. A scrutiny of a British text-
book, Concept Geography emphasized the need for a change in the way 
in which geography is studied. The researcher holds that pupils 
should be able to think out their own attitudes, values and opinions 
so that they know how to interpret information. Topics like 
"Beating disease - where there's smoke" (p, 74), "multip lying 
numbers" (p. 8) end with exercises on values education. It was 
also observed that textbooks which cater for values education em-
body exercises on values issues. In Concept Geography for instance, 
the following class activity is given at the end of the topic 
"farmers, tourists, wildlife".: 
"Imagine that each member of the class 
is one of the following members of the 
community in Broadland. Put your case 
for what you think should be done. 
The people concerned are: a farmer, 
a natural ist." (Appendix 9) 
In Geography in Action Std 9 the fo ll owing example appears: 
"Examine t1Jzambique I s past from the 
Portuguese and t1Jzambican pOints of 
view. With which country do you 
sympathise? Justify your answer. " 
(See Appendices 8, 9 for more 
examples) 
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These examples help the pupils to empathise affectively with people 
in different circumstances and this is considered to be one of the 
aims of values education. 
From the foregoing discussion it seems that there are some textbooks 
which try to satisfy the requirement of values education in geog-
raphy. However, extra exercises should be given by the teacher. 
By following the examples found in Concept Geography it would not 
be difficult to create the ir own exerc ises . Unfortunately, where 
the teaching is examination-oriented, teachers will ignore t hese 
exercises and concentrate on fact ual ones. 
In this chapter a review of the li terature was undertaken. The place 
of values in geography education as well as in the South African 
syllabus and textbooks was outlined. The literature reviewed 
demonstrates explicitly that values education in geography has a 
place in the school curriculum. Many value-based topics, as shown 
by Tables 2.1 and 2.3, may be handled by using a va luing process. 
Teaching strategies, like role-play, simulations and small group 
discussions, are given as guide line s to teachers of geography. 
The South African sy llabuses contain value- laden topics and it is 
up to the teacher to use valuing strategies to teach these topics. 
Although most textbooks do not incorporate valuing exercises, there 
are some like New Window on the World and Geography in Action, , 
which do . Overseas textbooks, like Concept Geography, can also be 
used to adapt examples contained in them. The teacher is cautioned 
to c l arify his own stand on the issue of values . It is maintained 
that teachers should refrain from assuming neutral standpoints. It 
becomes evident from this review that values education in geography 
occupies an important place in the South African school curriculum 
in the 1980s 
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CHAPTER 3 
VALUES EDUCATION IN GEOGRAPHY: RESEARCH PROCEDURE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The major aims of the study were to involve pupils in thE- /Q ;u ing 
process, through valuing strategies like simulations and role 
playing, and to encourage pupils to analyse and c larify values 
so that they could make up their own minds when called upon to 
make choices. The nature of the study m~de it necessary for 
the researcher to devise some geography teaching units. Three of 
these units were tried out at schools in KwaZulu. Three schools, 
namely Khula Secondary at Empangeni; Bhekuzulu College at Nongoma 
and Emfundisweni at Madadeni (Figure 3~ 1) were selected for the 
purpose of the study. These schools represent the following areas 
as outlined by the Buthelezi Commission: urban, semi-urban and 
rura I. 
3.2 TARGET GROUP 
The sample was drawn from standard 9 geography pupi Is dr . ~he,e 
schools. Standard 9 pupils were considered the ideal group for 
the following reasons: 
(i) The majority have reached the operationa l stage of 
thinking, at wh ich stage pupils think abstractly 
and use hypothetico-deductive reasoning (Graves, 
1975). This is necessary for making the right 
choices. 
(ii) The standard nine syllabus offers many topics on 
va lue-based issues in economic geography and area 
studies. 'Locational factors of industries' and 
'Infrastructure' are examples of such topics 
(Table 1.1). 
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FI GURE 3.1 
Situations of Schools (1 -3 ) Se lected for Study 
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(iii) It is better to introduce a new strategy to a group 
whose progress can be monitored over a longer period 
than a short period assessment. The teachers at 
these schools, therefore, may be able to continue 
using these strategies with these groups for yet 
another year. 
The sample schools were chosen on the grounds of their accessibility 
to the fieldworkers. The research was undertaken duri ng January 
1988, immediately after the opening of the schools. For the con-
venience of the fieldworkers who were on hol iday at that time, the 
schools under 3.1 were chosen. 
3.3 FIELDWORKERS 
Three fieldworkers were selected from geography method students of 
the University of Zulu land. These fieldworkers were to teach the 
units at the three schools. The researcher found it necessary to 
engage the help of the fieldworkers because the perm i ssion to con -
duct research in KwaZulu schools was received in October 1987. 
By that time schools were already writing end-of-year examinations. 
The fieldworkers were chosen on the grounds that they had been ex-
posed before to the strategies they were to use in the teaching of 
the units. During their practice teaching sessions they were re -
quired to use valuing strategies for some of the lessons. In 
their performance they showed insight into valuing. For this 
reason the researcher was satisfied that they were the best teachers 
available to teach the units. 
The following aspects will now be discussed in detail: 
(i) Teaching units. 
(ii) Questionnaires. 
(iii) Interviews. 
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3.4 TEACHING UNITS 
The specifications of the standard nine geography syl la bus include 
the teaching of the following sections: 
(i) CI imatology. 
( i i ) Geomorpho logy. 
(ii i ) Economic Geography. 
(iv) Developed and Developing Countries 
For the purpose of this study , teaching un its based on (ii). (iii) 
and (iv), were devised (Append ix 2). Teaching units are suitab le 
because they may be used for the whole class , for part of a class 
or even for individuals. In this case units were planned for the 
whole class. The units were based on the assumption that they were 
part ly cognit ive and partly affective because facts as we ll as 
feelings were to be evaluated . The units were also learner-centred, 
seeing that they demanded that the pupils observe their environment 
and make judgements . Teaching units were also convenient because 
three fieldworkers were to teach units in different schools. 
Common teaching units would help towards getting valid results 
after three people had taught at three different schools. Teaching 
units included notes on objectives, pupil organisation and teaching 
methods to be used, resources and apparatus needed for the teacher 
and for the pupils. This would, to a large extent, ensure uni-
formity. 
3.5 UNITS INVESTIGATED (Appendix 2) 
The three units devised were based on the standard nine geography 
syllabus. All three units are parts of major sections, namely 
geomorphology - wind action, economic - renewable and non -renewable, 
and regional - 'developed and developing countries'. 
3.5.1 Unit 1: Wind Action: Response and Resultant Landforms 
(Appendix 2). A physical geography unit for valuing was 
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devised. The unit consisted of a blend of factual and con -
ceptual learning as well as valuing. 
3.5.1.1 Objecti ves 
As a result of this unit of study the pupils will 
be able to: 
1.1 identify features resulting from wind act ion; 
1.2 differentiate between processes of def lation, 
abrasion and attrition; 
1.3 compare the landscape with common feature s in 
their own environments; 
1.4 develop generalisations about how the features 
alter the landscape; 
1.5 Choose the features they like; 
1.6 appreciate the beauty of the landscape. 
In this unit the first three objectives are cogn itive and the 
last three are affective. 
The section on wind action is optional. The teacher can choose 
one from Karst, Glacial, Marine or Wind action. The 
syllabus prescribes that the section be done in five 
periods. The researcher proposes t he following way for 
using the periods: 
No of periods 
Wind erosion 1 
2 Wind deposition 
3 Wind transportation 
4 Film 
5 Un it 2 
A game taking the form of a card game in which two sets of 
cards are marked to represent (i) processes of erosion and 
(ii) features of eros ion, was gi ven to the students . The 
key to the game is matching the process with the resultant 
3.5.2 
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feature. The cards are played against an environment which 
begins as wind and can turn to desert by the combination of 
particular cards. Each player gets a card with a process written 
on it, e.g . abrasion. Each player gets a turn to pick 
another card with a feature, e.g. zeugen, from the pack on 
the table. If the player thinks the feature is caused by 
abrasion then he says so or if he is not sure he discusses 
it with his group. If the group is right in matching the 
feature with the process then they score a mark. If they 
are wrong they lose a mark. This is followed by a comment 
like 'Zeugen are beautiful features. 'They are found in 
Coloradd~ 'Although the place is dry, tourists are attracted 
to these places because of features I ike these'. The teacher 
allows two minutes for a discussion or other comments on 
this. Thereafter the game continues. The emphasis in 
this game is on the beauty of the landscape . Pupils must 
be able to look at any landscape and be able to appreciate 
the formation of features or the overall effect these make 
to the landscape. 
The game was adapted from an American game cal led "Grass-
lands". Aesthetic evaluation involves the affective domain 
and questions are raised about the values implicit in the 
topic and the landscape they create. Games like this one 
help pupils develop spatial imagination and the ability to 
conceptualise spatial relationships. 
Unit 2: Renewable and Non-renewable Resources (Appendix 2). 
People often f ind it very difficult to make choices. This 
game is designed to make pupils aware of this and to help 
them to follow a logical way of making choices. A second 
objective is to make pupils aware of resources and, thirdly, 
to show that people hold different values about the im-
portance of resources. 
3.5.3 
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This game does not limit the scope of decision -making, thus 
enabling players to make free choices. However, the 
choices are not easy to make, because each choice usua l ly 
has both advantages as well as disadvantages. It is not 
easy to choose between grazing land and cultivation la nd, 
for instance. Having to choose, therefore, compels the 
pu pil to expose hi s values. This helps to show the pupils 
how complicated everyday decision-making in real l ife can 
be. 
In this game the class is divided into groups of five . A 
l ist of f ifteen resources is gi ven. Because of the scarc ity 
of land only five resources must remain. Each group decides 
which ones should remain. Choices must be justified. 
Unit 3: Developed and Develop ing Countries (Appendix 2) . 
A major objective of this unit is to find out about the 
attitudes of pupils to the issue of Third World. What do 
they think is Third World and why? How do they know? (from 
textbooks, teachers, news, etc.). A list of names and 
phrases is given (e . g. computer, commercial farming, malnu -
trition, directors, 10 cars per 1000 people). Pupils have 
to sort out these phrases into two columns, 'developed' and 
'developi ng' . Thereafter, they must say to which area their 
area (township) belongs . They must identify things they 
would like to change in their area and why they would like 
to change them. They must also point out the features 
they would not l ike to change. 
Another important objective is to give pupils an opportunity 
to consider and express their personal views on issues they 
have been studying . This has the benefit of encouraging 
them to clarify their own va lues and show them that a range 
of opin ions may exist on any topic. 
After the three units had been taught, the researcher hoped 
that pupils would begin to respect other people's views. 
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Some would probably change or modify the ir attitude in the 
light of comments made by others. Cognitive learning would 
also have t aken place in a more relaxed and less formal way 
than when learning was completely teacher-directed. 
3.6 COLLECTION OF DATA 
3.6.1 Questionnaires 
3.6.2 
The method of collecting data was the adm inistering of 
questionnaires to pupils. Questionnaires \'.ere very useful 
and \'.ere best for a systematic approach because through 
them the researcher was able: 
(a) to adhere to a strict pattern of questions; 
(b) to ma intain the order in which the questions were 
posed to respondents. 
In th i s study the researcher used both open as well as 
closed-ended questions . The open-ended questions were used 
to allow the respondent freedom to express his feelings 
without being guided by a limited choice. Closed-ended 
questions \'.ere advantageous because the answers v.ef'P standard and 
could be compared from person to person. The questions 
asked aimed at getting information on the responses of the 
pup il s to the strategies that were used in the teaching of 
the units. 
Quest ionnaire Construction 
The funnel-sequence was used to construct the questionnaire. 
In the funnel-technique broad and general questions are 
asked first, and then the funnel is narrowed by asking more 
specif ic questions. This technique was chosen because it 
put the respondents at ease and information was elicited 
without hesitancy. 
3.6.3 
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Administration of the Pupil-directed Questionnaire (Appendix 3). 
3.6.3. 1 
3.6.3.2 
Method of Collecting Data 
The researcher administered the questionn aire, 
personally helped by the fieldworkers. Pupils 
were told the purpose of the questionnaire and 
what they were required to do. The instructions 
were read out to them and explained. The re -
searcher read each question out to the pupils and 
allowed time for pupils to mark their answers on 
the quest ionnaire. When there were problems of 
understanding a question, the researcher explained 
to the who le class. At the end the questionnaires 
were collected, sort.ed and analysed. 
Items of Investigation 
3.6. 3.2 . 1 Question 1-4 
The first section of the questionnaire 
consisted of personal information: 
name of pupi I , school, class, sex, age. 
These quest ions were asked so as to 
ascertain whether gender had an influence 
in the interest pupils had in geography 
as a subject for instance. The ages 
were vital to the assessment of a re-
lationship between the teaching 
strateg ies and the pupils' thought 
processes. 
3.6 . 3.2.2 Question 5-6a, b 
Section B inquired into the interest 
pupils had in geography and into how 
long they had been studying geography 
at post-primary level . 
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In these questions the researcher wanted 
to find out how long the pupils had been 
studying geography. The responses would 
show whether a student who had been ex-
posed longer to the subject was more or 
less interested in geography than one 
who had just started learning it. A 
student who had been studying geography 
for five years and yet was not interested 
in the subject would have some reasons 
for continuing with the subj ect. 
The researcher is aware of the problem 
of assessing i nterest. However, it was 
felt nec~ssary to measure the attitudes 
of pupils to geography before and 
after new teaching strategies were 
used. The researcher assumed that the 
opt ion s provided were adequate: to give 
the information required. 
3.6.3.2.3 Section C 
Section C was based on the teaching 
units that had been taught by the 
fieldworkers. Pupils' responses to 
these un i ts occupy a central position 
in this study. Therefore the responses 
would show whether the researcher'S 
assumption that the innovative teaching 
strategies such as valuing ones are 
not used effectively or not used at 
all, is correct. 
Quest ion 7 
The quest ion inquired into the pupils' 
responses to the fie ldworkers' approach -
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whether it was interest ing , boring or 
difficult. Respon ses would show whether 
it was worthwhile to continue with the 
approach or not in future. 
Question S, 9, 10 
These questions dealt with the topics 
that were taught . Because these were 
based on three sub-disciplines of geo-
graphy - geomorphology, economic and 
developed and developing countries-
the researcher wanted to find out which 
section was considered to be easy or 
difficult,and to attach values to. 
That information would he lp the re -
searcher when mak ing recommendations 
as to how these can be handled in 
class . The responses would also show 
where negative attitudes were adopted. 
Question Ila, b 
The que stions inquired into the pu pils' 
responses to the methods used in the 
teaching of the units . The pupils were 
asked whether they felt the methods 
were su itable or not and to give their 
reasons for their responses. 
Quest ion 12, 13a, b, 14 
These questions tr ied to find out the 
understanding pupils had of other 
peoples ' values. Question 14 al so tried 
to find out whether the methods used 
in the teaching of un its helped students 
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to see things from other people's point 
of view or not. 
Question 15-27 
The questions were based on facilities 
that are important for the development 
of a country (15-20) and on natural as 
well as man-made resources (22-27). 
The researcher wanted to find out 
whether students were able to make 
clear choices and whether they were 
able to follow a rational valuing pro-
cess when making their choices. 
Question 28a, b, 29a, b 
These questions probed into the reasons 
for the choices made in questions 16-28. 
The responses would show first what the 
respondents value most and what they 
see as not important in the development 
of a country. Responses would also show 
whether a pupil followed a logical 
valuing process when making that choice. 
One would be able to know how the re-
spondents perceived ,=ach stage of de-
velopment their country had reached. 
The importance of physiological needs 
would be elicited from questions on re-
sources .(29a, b). At times certain 
natural resources are taken for granted 
by the pupils. They tend to regard 
art ificial resources as being more 
important than natural ones, simply 
because they are based on technological 
deve 1 opment. 
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3.7 PUP ILS' ESSAYS 
The researcher taught the section on 'pollution' to two classes. In one 
class pupils were asked to divide into small groups. The groups were 
simulating a town council with each group making up a constituency. The 
issue of pollution was then discussed. The second class was taught 
following the 'teacher-tell' method. After the lessons both classes 
were asked to write essays on 'pollution' (Appendix 4). 
3.8 TEACHER QUEST IONNA IRE 
A questionnaire (Appendix 5) was administered to geography teachers with 
the aim of investigating the following: 
The methods they were using at present and reasons for using them. 
2 Their knowledge of valuing strategies. 
3 Whether teachers were using valuing strategies or not in the 
teaching of geography. 
4 Their perception of valuing strategies. 
For the purpose of this study, eighteen teachers from eight KwaZulu 
secondary schools were selected. The schools chosen were Amangwe, 
Dlamvuzo. Dlangezwa Khombindlela, Khula, t-'dlamfe, Ongoye and Ziphozonke. 
These schools were chosen in view of the fact that they were located 
within the Empangeni area and were, therefore, easily accessible to the 
researcher. Since the schools are in proximity to a university it was 
assumed that the teachers in the schools were at an advantage because 
they were more exposed to the evolution and innovations in their sub-
ject than teachers in schools that are far from a univers ity. Further-
more. the schools are used for Teaching Practice and teachers may 
sometimes be exposed to new techniques. ft was thus assumed that from 
such an exposure. teachers would be acquainted with modern 
teaching strategies. 
3.9 lNTERV JEWS WITH TEACHERS 
The researcher could not assess the attitudes of the teachers from 
the questionnaires alone. She felt that interviews would help her get 
more information from the teachers about their attitudes to values 
geography and valuing strategies (Appendix 6). 
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3.10 CONCLUSION 
The researcher hoped that the methods followed would help in the 
investigation of the effectiveness of valuing strategies in 
geography teaching. In the following chapter the data collected 
will be analysed. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA ANALYSIS 
4 _ 1 I NTRODUCTI ON 
The previous chapter dealt with the met hodological procedure on data 
collection. In this chapter the findings will be presented and dis-
cussed. 
One way of simpl ifying the data is to put it into categories. This 
has been done by using frequency distribution and tabul ation. Tables 
have been used to illustrate data and to emphasize the central 
pOints as well as areas of differences and similarities. 
Most of the pupi l s in KwaZulu come from the rural area. Even the 
ones who attend schoo l in the urban and semi-urban areas originate 
from the rural area. Thi s implies, therefore, that English, the 
medium of instruction, is foreign to them. This is important in 
this research about values in geography because their cu lture is 
different from that of the West. That means what is of va l ue to 
an urban dweller may not necessarily be so for a student from the 
rural area. Public ownership of factories (Appendix 3), impl ying 
socialism, would probably rank high with pupils from the urban areas 
because they are more in touch with the economic issues than their 
rural colleagues. 
This chapter is divided into five sections, as follows: 
The pupil s' general background. 
2 The pupils' responses to the three valuing units. 
3 Changes in the pupils following the learning experience. 
4 The teacher's general background. 
5 The teacher's attitudes to valuing approaches in geography. 
The teaching units compiled were taught at three schools. A sample 
of 176 respondents from standard 9 geog raphy classes was drawn 
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from these schools. 
4.2 THE PUPILS' GENERAL BACKGROUND 
NAME OF 
SCHOOL 
Bhekuzulu 
Emfundwen i 
Khula 
TABLE 4.1 
GROUP CONSTITUENTS 
MALE 
RESPONDENTS 
30 
29 
37 
FEMALE 
RESPONDENTS 
22 
22 
36 
TOTAL 
52 
51 
73 
176 
Of this sample, 96 were boys and the remaining 80 were girls. It was 
interesting to note that in each schoo l there were more boys doing 
geography than girls. 
TABLE 4.2 
AGE DISTRIBUTION 
AGE FREQUENCY N ~ 
15 7 4 
16 25 14,2 
17 21 12,1 
18 44 25 
19 34 19, 1 
20 45 25,6 
The pupils' ages ranged between 15 and 20. The majority of the pupils 
(69,7 percent) were between 18 and 20 years. If this is the trend in al l 
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black schools, it would seem that pupils are ready for more advanced 
methods of teaching that require the use of the higher mental 
abilities and greater maturity. Problem-solving strategies, role-
playing and simulations are some of these strategies which the 
teachers should not hesitate to use. The valuing strategies on 
which the teaching units used for this study were based wer~ there-
fore, suitable for the purpose of this study. 
The researcher wanted t o find the number of years pupils had been 
studying geography. Beginners may have started learning geography 
because they did not qualify for other science subjects, and were, 
therefore, not interested in it. Of the respondents, 82 percent 
studied geography from standard 6. (Table 4.3). This shows that the 
majority of the respondents ought to be acquainted with some of the 
elements of geography and were a good sample because of their ex-
perience in the subject. 
strategies would be valid 
Their responses to questions on new 
because they have already been taught 
geography through other methods. 
TABLE 4.3 
OISTRIBUTION IN TERMS OF NUMBER OF YEARS GEOGRAPHY WAS STUDIED 
NO OF YEARS 
2 
3 
4 
5 
NO OF 
8 
23 
54 
65 
26 
PUPILS % 
4,5 
13,5 
30,6 
36,7 
14,7 
The 5 percent of the respondents who had just started learning geography 
gave their views on the effectiveness of the methods and how these 
have helped to st imul ate interest in the subject. The success of the 
methods may probably encourage both rural and urban pupils to study 
geography further. 
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Of the respondents. 83 percent found geography to be an interesting 
subject. More than a third found geog ra phy to be useful as well as 
inte rest ing. This shows that the pupils choose geography as one of their 
subjects at school because of both its perceived educational as well as 
its vocational value. Ballantyne (1988) reprots a 25 percent decline 
between 1976 and 1984 in the number of black pupils taking geography. 
This could be owing to the fact that other subjects like biblical 
studies and agriculture are now avai lable as options. This supports 
the idea that those who choose geography, do so for the value they per-
ceive in the subject. Only 1,7 percent found geography to be useless, 
the reason given being that they did not like it. Surprisingly these 
were not the beginners as was expected by the researcher. Although 
the remaining 15,3 percent found geography to be uninteresting, never-
theless they still acknowledged its educational value. 
TABLE 4.4 
PUP IL INTEREST IN GEOGRAPHY 
VARIABLE NO OF RESPONDENTS 
useful and interesting 64 
uninteresting 6 
useless and uninteresting 3 
useful but uninteresting 21 
interesting 82 
4.3 THE PUP ILS' RESPON SES TO THE THREE VALU lNG UN ITS 
% 
36,4 
3,4 
I ,7 
I I ,9 
46,6 
The second part of the questionna.i.re was devised to investigate the 
pupils' responses to the three units. Question 7 was concerned with 
the effectiveness of the researcher ' s approaches to the teaching 
of the units. The three fieldworkers were to introduce the 
lessons in the same way so as to ensure uniformity in responses 
to the quest ion naire. The researcher was aware of the fact that 
factors like personality and conf idence would affect the teaching, 
hence the demand for uniformity in presenting. 
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TI\BLE 4.5 
PUPILS' RESPONSE TO VALUING APPROACHES USED 
BY F IELDWORKERS 
VAR IABLE 
interesting 
uninteresting 
exciting 
boring 
easy to understand 
difficult to understand 
NO OF RESPONDENTS 
38 
6 
10 
3 
102 
16 
% 
21,7 
3,4 
5,7 
1,7 
58,3 
9,2 
Of the respondents, 58,3 percent found the teacher's approach easy to under-
stand . A further 22 percent found the approach to be interesting. Thi s im-
pl ies that the fieldworkers succeeded in p.resenting the lessons effectively. 
This further implies that the teaching st ra teg ies employed were a possible 
solution to problems encountered in the teach ing of geography. A teacher 
who used effective methods will be understood by his pupils as well as 
being stimulating to them . The method wa s found uninteresting and boring by 
5.1 percent and a further 9,2 percent found it difficult to understand. 
Of the respondents, 5,7 percent did not just find the approach interesting 
only, but exciting as well. This imp lies that pupils welcome a change that 
involves them and which highlights their central position in the learning 
situation. tt i s also true that pupil responses may show only that they 
welcomed any change from the routine. The researcher also observed thlt in 
the classes where these units were taught the pupils became excited when 
they saw the fieldworkers. The fieldworkers had been accompanying the 
researcher to help with the administration of the questionnaire. 
The pupils indicated that they would like the fieldworkers to 
teach them aga in. Fu rther probing revealed that the games and 
discussions they had he ld had been very welcome to the pupils. 
tt was obvious that the pup il s had enjoyed the lessons. The 
teachers asked the researcher for more units of the same type 
as the ones that were taught. This showed that not only the 
pupils but the teachers as well were interested in the strategies . 
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The teaching units were evaluated separately to find out which ones 
proved more difficu lt. It was found that the section on 'Developed 
and Developing Countries' was the most favoured by the majority of 
the pupils (73 percent). This is to be expected if one considers 
that the topic on Developed and Developing Countries concerns many 
values issues in which the pupils are not only interested, but they 
can identify with, like 'Population Movements'. This is probably why 
they found the unit the easiest to understand. 
TABLE 4.6 
PUPILS' RESPONSES TO UNIT 1: WIND ACTION AND LANDFORMS; 
UNIT 2: RENEWABLE AND NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCES AND 
UN IT 3: DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
% % % VARIABL E UNIT 1 UNIT 2 UNIT 3 
- - -- --
interesting 37,9 36,2 29,3 
uninteresting 5,2 I , I 3 
exciting 4,6 9,2 9,2 
boring 9,8 II 4,0 
easy to understand 27,6 27,5 43,6 
difficult to under - 14,9 15 10,9 
stand 
The units, 'Wind Action and Landforms' and 'Renewable and Non-Renewable 
Resources' were found to be interesting and easy to understand by 
55 percent of the pupils. Only 15 percent found the units boring and 
uninteresting . A further 15 percent found the units to be difficult 
to understand. This shows how pupils at time s view change with some 
scepticism. They are used to being taught in the traditional way and 
therefore a diversion from this trend is not completely acceptable. 
Some are not used to having their opinions listened to or they are 
afraid of making mistakes. Frequent use of pupil-involving strategies 
like valuing ones can allay such insecurity and lack of confidence. 
The units used by the fieldworkers were found to be interesting or 
easy to understand by 86 percent of t he respondents. Th is suggests 
that the approaches used were su itable fo r the target population. 
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A very large percentage (91) of the responents felt that the way in 
which the lessons were taught gave them the opportunity to express 
their own opinions. They also felt that through the lessons they were 
able to understand other people's pOintsof view. These strategies tend 
to liberate the child's way of thinking. His mind is broadened to 
allow him to anticipate certain actions emanating from particular 
cases. It becomes easy for the child to think about how things ought 
to be, rather than only how things are. 
4.4 CHANGES IN THE PUPILS AS A RESULT OF THE UNITS 
This part of the questionnaire was devised to investigate changes in 
the pupils' valuing processes as a result of the units. The researcher 
is aware of the fact that it was not possible to measure change over 
a short period. Nevertheless, it was assumed that pupils would think 
about options before making choices. 
Questions 14 and 15 probe the responses of the respondents to other 
people's views before and after being exposed to the valuing strate-
gies. There is no significant difference between the responses to the 
quest i on s. 
TABLE 4.7 
CHANGES IN THE PUPI LS AS A RESULT OF THE UNITS 
VARIABLE R~SPONDENTS BEFORE .RF SPONDFNTS AFTER 
THE TEACHING THE TEACHING 
!~/F UNITS OF UNITS 
No % No % 
ignore them 12 6,8 12 6,8 
irritated by them 9 5, I II 6,3 
found them stupid 3 1,7 4 2,2 
respected them 83 47, I 71 40,3 
I i ked them 67 38,2 76 43,3 
no response 2 I , I 2 I , I 
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The majority of the respondents (85,3-83,6 percent) liked or respected 
other peop les' views before and after the use of the strategies. Pu-
pils have been taught in the traditional way for a long time and they 
are used to taking the teacher's word as the law . Two weeks was a 
short time to expect a drastic change f rom one behaviour to another. 
However, the way in which the pupils responded well to the strategies 
suggests that with more use they may develop positive atti-
tudes to other people's views. The valuing process they will follow 
will ensure that they understand how other people reason. 
Item s in questions 15 to 27 deal d irectly with decision-making based 
on va lues issues. The purpose of these questions was to test the 
ability of the pupils to value after doing a value-based unit. The 
following items were to be listed in order of preference. 
TABLE 4.8 
FACILITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT RANKED IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
More schoo l s and education 
Doctors and medical facilities 
Food aid from rich countries 
Better farming machinery 
Industries and factories 
OWnership of factories by local 
people 
More schools and education 
Order of Hi erarchy 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Of the respondents, 59 percent felt that this was the most important 
item . The position occupied by schools and education shows the 
awareness of the pupils about the importance of education. It is 
stressed at homes, churches, health centres and everywhere, how 
important education is. Therefore, through the acceptability of 
this item to society, the pupils also readily accept its importance. 
It is also true that for development to take place basic things 
like education have got to be given priority. Factories and in-
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dustries can be established later, after the people have been edu-
cated. 
2 Doctors and med ical facil ities 
The pupils rated medical facilities second to education. This is 
seen as importa nt for a developing country. Doctors and medical 
facilitie s are also regarded as very important for the well-being 
of man. For a country to grow, strong and healthy citizens are 
needed. 
3 Food aid from rich countries 
Only 15,8 percent of the respondents rated this as the most impor-
tant item. However, most pupils decided this item was not important 
for development. 
4 Better farm ing machinery, ind ustries and factories 
Only 6 percent of the respondents decided that better farming 
machinery was the most important item. The majority rated it as 
fourth in importance . 
5 Ownersh ip of factories by local people 
This was rated last by 46 percent of the respondents. Ownership of 
factories was seen as something people cou ld easily do without. 
When responding to the probing question as to why respondents 
felt that factory ownership was not important, the following answers 
were given: 
(i) "Peop le can live without them." 
(ii) "How can illiterates be hoped to run factories without 
basic education." 
From this rating one can easily see that the respondents were following 
a valuing process to get to the decisions they made. It is also 
interesting to note that of the 176 respondents, four did not know 
how to rate these items . Three dec ided that the items were of the 
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same importance so they rated all these as occupying the first 
position. One did not respond to them at all. Th is suggests that these 
pupils are still not sure about their answers, whether they will be 
acceptable or not. They probably regard a solution that would come 
with the teacher as the best, therefore they fear making mistakes. It 
is also true that two of these were among those respondents who found 
the strategies to be boring. Laziness to think could lead to such 
negative responses. When pupils are used to being ' spoonfed' by their 
teachers they do not like a teacher who wants them to work and dis-
cover things themselves. It is up to the teachers to encourage their 
pupils to accept that they also must work as hard, if not harder, than 
the teachers in order to succeed. 
Lack of motivation among some of the pupils was also apparent during 
the administration of the questionnaire~. Some pupils referred to the 
lessons as 'games ' and therefore of little importance to them. The 
traditional notion that schools are formal places where serious work 
only is to be done, still haunts black schools. Therefore pupils tend 
to doubt the suitab i lity of less formal strategies . Adolescents often 
do not appreciate the role of games in education and consider it to 
be played by st andard 6 classes only. The teacher should, therefore, 
strive to adjust his units to the level of mental development of his 
pupils. 
Items in question 22 to 28 dealt with resources. Pupils were asked to 
list the given resources in order of preferences. The researcher 
wanted to find out what the pupils valued as most essential for their 
existence. 
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TABLE 4.9 
NATURAL RESOURCES RANKED IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
Resource % 
1 Water 56 
2 So i I 26 
3 Sunlight 7,3 
4 PI ant s 5,7 
5 Animals 2,9 
6 Coal I ,6 
7 Nuclear fuel ,5 
Fifty- six respondent s rated water as the most important resource. 
Reasons for the choice was that nothing can exist without water. 
Soil was important because it is re sponsible for the growth of plants 
and therefore as a source of food for man. Coal and nuclear fuel were 
least important because they could easily be substituted by wood and 
other means of making fire. Most of the res pondents (58 percent) did 
not even know what nuclear fuel was, except that they had heard about 
its dangers. To them nuclear fuel wa s not being used any way. 
It becomes clear from the responses that the value attached to these 
item s is their life-giving quality. Something that can be used for 
the immediate benefit of man is worthwhile and those whose results 
are seen as being unim portant are eliminated. It is clear that survi-
val is regarded by most pupils as important. This suggests that the 
respondents have had to struggle in life to get whatever they have. 
Societies that are already developed tend to take things like water 
and soil for granted and technological developments as important. The 
black community lived and still lives, on agricultural products, 
therefore to them a threat to those resources that bring life is a 
threat to man's existence. The valuing process displayed by respond-
ents t o these questions is at par with the values of the society. 
The essays written by pupils on pollution suggest that the pupils who 
have experienced a val uing approach may be original in writing. Words 
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like 'carelessly ', 'uncivilized', 'making them aware', 'unacceptable' 
(Appendix 4), extracted from one essay, suggest the pupil's own 
feelings and not the language of the textbook, as the second essay 
shows (' I i vi ng org an isms' ) . 
From their responses it is encouraging to find that pup ils liked the 
units. 
4.5 TEACHERS' GENERAL BACKGROUND 
It was considered necessary to find out about the circumstances of 
the teachers who teach the pupils in some of the schools that make up 
the population for this research. 
Eighteen teachers from eight KwaZulu senior secondary schools were 
interviewed. In these eight schools only one had four geography 
teachers. In three other schools there were three geography teachers . 
One school had two geography teachers and the last three schools had 
j ust one teacher for geography. 
A distribution like this one shows a shortage of geography teachers in 
black schoo ls. One geography teacher who had to cope with big c lasses 
(standard 8 to standard 10) would find it strenuous to tryout new 
strategies. He would rather use the straightforward teacher-directed 
methods. 
TABLE 4.10 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS PER SCHOOL 
NAME OF SCHOOL 
Amangwe 
Dlamvuzo 
Dlangezwa 
Khombindlela 
Khu la 
Md I amfe 
Ongoye 
Ziphozonke 
NO OF TEACHERS 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
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Question 2 considers the distribution of male and female teachers in 
the schools sampled. The distribution shows that 14 teachers were 
males and females made up 4 only. The trend observed in black schools 
is that there are more male teachers than fema le, especially at post-
primary level. The findings of this study have been consistent with 
this trend. 
The majority of the geography teachers interviewed (thirteen) did not 
hold a degree . Some were still pursuing one, while five held matricu-
lation certificates only. This shows that the majority of the teachers 
found in black schools were still poorly qualified to teach geography 
at senior secondary schools. If, as assumed by the researcher, there 
is a relationship between a teacher's qualifications and the method 
he uses, then this study reaffirms that assumption. The chances are 
that such teachers were trained in insti,tutions which do not emphasise 
the new teaching strategies. 
TABLE 4.11 
INTERVIEWED GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS' QUALIFICATIONS 
Qual ification No of teachers 
Matri c 5 
Course 3 
Course I I 4 
Course I I I 1 
B Ed /Hons 5 
Masters 0 
Of the teachers intervi ewed, twelve had more than four years experience. 
It was to be expected that such teachers had been using new teaching 
strateg ies , if not , that they were ready and confident enough to use 
them. However, thi s does not seem to be the case because the study 
reveals that eleven of the teachers were using the telling method. 
It is interesting to note that 59 percent of the teachers teach 
standard nine and ten. This means that although some of these teachers 
are not fully qualified to teach these classes, the shortage of 
teachers has made it imperative to engage them. 
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TABLE 4.12 
DISTRIBUTION OF CLASSES AND TEACHERS 
Class No of teachers 
--
Std 6 5,9 
Std 7 23,5 
Std 8 11,8 
Std 9 23,5 
Std 10 35,3 
Most of the teachers who had taught standard 10 the previous year 
had produced good results at the end of the year. Further probing re-
vealed that in five of the samp led schools pupils were entered for 
the standard grade examination. Standard grade examination evaluates 
the lower order abilities l ike reca ll and comprehension only. A situa -
tion like that would suit a teacher who uses only the teacher-directed 
methods. In black sc hools teaching is examination-oriented because 
a good teacher is evaluated by the principal, col leagues and pupils 
according to the resu lt s of his students at the end of the year. The 
development of the child into a complete c it izen is often neglected 
or overlooked. As a result , child-centred methods which are thought 
to be time-consuming are not used at all. Thi s short-sightedness 
often cripples a ch ild immediately he enters the tertiary institutions. 
He is not used to thinking and reasoning out problems himself. Often 
these were worked out and prepared for him by his teacher at high 
schools. 
Teachers were asked to indicate the methods they were acqua inted with 
and their use of these methods (Table 4.12). The teacher-directed 
methods were the most known and used methods. Twelve of the teachers 
knew and used the telling method frequently. This number consisted 
of teachers with matric and course I and II. This suggests that 
teachers with low qualifications adhere to the teacher-directed 
approac hes . Their teaching does not allow for a variety or an explor-
at ion of new strateg ies . Teaching becomes monotonous and boring. 
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TABLE 4.13 
METHODS USED BY TEACHERS 
M?thod s Telling Question Games Sma 11 Text- Field- Work-
Method & Answer & simu- Group book work sheet 
lations discussion 
-- --
Known by 
teacher 12 17 3 13 8 9 3 
Used fre-
quently 11 15 7 10 2 0 
Used occa-
sionally 7 4 2 6 6 6 
Not used 
at all 0 13 2 3 5 10 
The question and answer method was known and used by seventeen 
of the teachers and thirteen knew the textbook method. Al-
though the textbook method was known by many teachers, not all used it. 
About a third of the teachers were not using it at all. Only one 
teacher (Table 4.12) was using games and simulations, while worksheets 
were not used at all. Small group discussion s were used by seven teachers 
only. Further probing revealed that what the teachers referred to as 
small group discussions, were the planned discussions that arise when 
certain interesting topics are handled in class. 
4.6 TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TO VALUING STRATEGIES 
Structured interviews were further conducted with geography teachers 
(Appendix 6). It was found that teachers seldom involved their pupils 
in discussions. Of the ten interviewed, not a s ingle one identified the 
topics shown as having values. It was only after the researcher had 
made examples like the following that they understood: 
If you were to choose, where would you like to live 
USA, UK, RSA? Why? 
Most referred to this kind of question as being a game . It became clear 
that games were not taken seriously by the teachers. In fact, they re-
marked that they did not have time to devote to games because the nature 
of their su~ject (geography ) demands serious work. 
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It would seem that it will take time for teachers in black schools to 
introduce values education because there is a need first to educate 
the teacher about values teaching. The researcher maintains that, 
for as long as the subject of values education is not handled during 
teacher training, teachers wi II not be able to teach about values. 
Values education can be introduced during the Higher Diploma in Edu-
cation (HOE) course. For the practising teacher, in-service courses 
and workshops can be organised by the subject advisers or university 
lecturers on the subject . In colleges, methods lecturers could also 
introduce values education, provided they were trained in th is way 
at university. 
Responses to the rest of the questions asked during the interview 
further indicated that the teachers did not understand values 
education. On the question of bias they .were not sure whether it was 
a good thing or not to influence pupils. 
Of the teachers interviewed, six were trained at colleges. According 
to Mniki (1987), college trained teachers are used to the lecture-
centred strategies and in universities the emphasis is on student 
activity. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that most teachers 
interviewed were still using teacher -directed approaches ' frequently. 
The researcher found that teachers did not give pupils topics or 
problems to prepare for discussion. It appeared the teachers did not 
understand what was meant by small group discussions. 
From the study it became clear that the popular methods used at schools 
were the teacher-directed ones only. As suggested earlier the teachers 
with low qualifications may not have been exposed to modern teaching 
methods. Also, because these teachers had never studied at a uni-
versity it would not be easy for them to approach lecturers for ideas. 
Another factor that would keep them from enquiring into new strate -
gies would be the satisfaction they got from producing good results 
at the end of the year. The emphasis here being on results rather 
than on the pupi I. It is interesting to note that the findings of 
this study are similar to Ballantyne's findings (1986, p. 133). As 
in this study he also found that teachers were mostly using teacher-
directed methods. This study reveals that the cognitive abilities are 
catered for in the teaching of geography. Teachers, however, concen-
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trate on the development of the lower abilities only. The higher 
abilities are seldom considered. No effort is mad e to deal with the 
affective domain. It would not be wrong to assume that teachers either 
do not read the objectives of the syllabus and are as such ignorant 
of the omissions they make in their teac hi ng, or that they simply 
overlook the need to develop the emotional attributes. 
4.7 CONCLUSION 
In the course of this investigation of the responses of pupils to 
valuing strategies it became clear that valuing strategies were not 
being used in the teach ing of geography, although pupils respond well 
t o them. The emphasis in the schools under investigation was on 
factual knowledge. It became c lear that teachers did not understand 
the purpose of using valuing strategies: Their comments that the 
strategies were just 'games' suggests this . Thi s, therefore, reinforces 
the case for including values education in the programme for teacher 
training and upgrading. 
All three units used in this research have both cognitive as well as 
affective objectives. They involve valuing based e ither on values 
analys is or values clarification processes. The favourable responses 
of pupils to these approac hes suggest that there is a need to use 
them frequently at school. The pupils did not just like the units, 
they found them easy to understand as well. The essays on pollution 
also indicate a change in the way pupils think when given a chance 
to do independent work. One may, therefore, infer that these approaches 
have an educational value. 
Other aspects of these units are that they can be adapted to suit any 
age group. Furthermore, they are easy to follow and may be used by 
teachers who wou ld like to experiment with valuing processes. Although 
the fieldworkers found that the pupils had language problems, the 
pupils still fo und the units, especially unit 3, very easy to under-
stand. (Appendix 13). 
Because of the positive responses of the pupils to t he units, together 
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with the need to encourage teachers to use the va luing approaches, 
the follow ing chapter will be devoted to recommendations and conclu-
sions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The problem this study sought to investigate was, as stated in cha pter 
one , to investigate the responses of pupi l s to the use of simulat ions , 
ro le-play and small group discussions as valuing strat eg ies. The 
following aspects rece i ved attention: 
Va lues Education in geogra phy. 
2 Prov isi on made by the syl labus for t he teach ing of values. 
3 The devising of three teaching un its in volv ing va luing strateg ies. 
4 Pup ils ' responses to these valuing ~trategies. 
5 Methods used by teachers in teac hing geog r aphy . 
6 Teachers' attitudes to valu ing strateg ies. 
5.2 VALUES EDUCATION IN GEOGRAPHY 
The contribution that values educat ion in geog raphy can make to the 
education of the citizen, ha s recently been recognised. Ma ny educat ion 
departments in Southern Africa have inc luded values ed ucat ion in their 
syl labuses. In countries li ke Brita i n, Canada and Austral i a, valuing 
strategies are used extensively. Although the issue of values education 
in geography i s fa i rly recent, progress is bei ng made in writing 
about them . Since the late 1970s mo re articles on va lue s geography 
are bei ng produced by author s li ke Fien, Slater, Wat son, Hal l , Hebden , 
Rich and Huckle, to menti on but a few. In SOuthern Afr ic a authors 
like Rix, Earle et aI, are beginning to open away for t he 
introduction of values educati on in geography. Al l of these people 
are not just concerned with values education as a fad, but because of 
its educationa l value . Va lues education helps the pupils to think in 
a 'hypothetico-deductive ' way as suggested in Graves (1970). Another 
value of this kind of teaching and learning is that pupils are moti-
vated to work and reason out th ings for themse lves. 
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5.3 TEACHING UNITS 
The researcher dev ised three geography teaching units (Appendix 2) 
based on va lues clarification and values analysis. These units were 
taught in standard 9 classes in KwaZulu schools. The main aim 
served by the units was to see how pupils responded to valuing pro -
cesses . The units proved a success with the pupi l s to whom they were 
taught. The units demand a lot of planning and preparation on the 
part of the teacher. A well thought out unit, with clearly defined 
objectives, may be used effectively with the group for which it is 
intended. The three units devised may be used as an introduction to 
a lesson or at the end of the lesson. As the fieldworkers commented, 
the units did not cover full chapters but parts of chapters. This 
was the intention of the researcher to give examples of how teaching 
units can be used. Teachers may copy the example, improve on it or 
expand it. The way has been paved. It· is now the duty of all concerned 
to evaluate it further. More examples of values exercises and units 
in geography are found in Appendix 8, 9 and 12) . These units have 
been chosen because they are simple, relevant to the South African 
syllabuses, interesting and easy to understand. 
5.4 PROVISION MADE BY THE SYLLABUS FOR THE TEACHING OF VALUES 
In chapter two a review of syllabuses was undertaken. This revealed 
an encouraging aspect about the place of values education in the 
syllabuses. The objectives (Appendix 1) clearly state that pupils 
should be taught to develop worthwhile attitudes and values. The 
problem with the DET syllabus is that there are no suggestions as 
to how this can be done. It does not give the teacher a direction as 
to how values education may be taught at school. Teachers are not 
even aware they have such a task to perform. It is clear that the 
mere mention of the development of emotional attributes in the child 
is not enough because teachers overlook it. The researcher maintains 
that properly laid out suggestions for the teaching of values edu-
cation in geography may compel the teacher to include valuing 
approaches in his teaching. The following suggestions, as a possi -
bility, are offered: 
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The section on 'population movements' has ten periods. Two of these 
should be used to make pupils aware of decisions people make to 
change other people's lives. Questions li ke: (i) If you were to 
move to another part of the country, where would you like to go? 
Why? (ii) If you were to be told to go to another part of the 
country you do not like, how would you feel? 
2 Pupils must be given roles to play or simulate certain situations 
as people of a Third World country in sections l ike 'developed and 
developing countries'. 
3 Textbooks examined showed that except for New Window on the World 
and Geography in Action (Appendix 8), most do not have any exer-
cises involving values issues . In spite of this, some even claim 
to be conforming to the syllabus. 
The OET standard 10 examination papers lack valuing activities be-
cause the syllabus does not stipulate or provide for these. On the 
other hand, the Joint Matriculation Board papers contain questions 
on values issues (Appendix 7). 
5.5 PUPILS' RESPONSE TO VALUING STRATEGIES 
In an attempt to discover how effective valuing strategies can be in 
the teaching of geography, the researcher has come up with the following 
findings: 
The questionnaire administered to pupi l s revealed that values edu-
cation in geography was not taught in black schools. Only factual 
knowledge , without its value and implications to the pupils, was 
considered. In spite of the syllabus objectives that pupils 
should be made aware of their environment, the pupils were not 
taught to develop that awareness. 
2 In sample schools pupils lacked verbal skills. This can be ascribed 
to the fact that teachers do not draw pupils into the lesson by 
giving them opportunities to talk. Pupils would develop verbal 
skills through verbal participation during the lesson. Teachers 
were too preoccupied with examination preparations to bother 
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about 'games' and discussions. Little did the teachers realise 
that, with the use of the strategies, they would be sure, after 
handling a section of the syllabus, that their pupils had under-
stood it thoroughly because pupils would no longer accept facts 
without understanding them. In class pupils would be asking 
questions and solving problems in a hypothetica l way. 
3 Pupils were not used to using stimulus material to find information 
and to make value judgements about things. They were either not 
sure about what to do or afraid to make mistakes . Even in the 
questionnaire some pup i ls were not sure about which answers to 
choose because they were not used to it. The pupils were used to 
' reception learning ' where everything is given to t hem. An enquiry-
based approach which would help to correct pupils' learning de-
ficiencies was not used . 
4 The units demonstrated that valuing strategies can be used in 
class to make the subject interesting and easy to understand. 
Teaching this way may help pupils gain insight into the subject 
because of the discussions. The research further revealed that 
pupils liked to be exposed to such learning experiences. 
5 Although the questionnaire revealed that pupi l s respected other 
peoples' views, in the classsroom pupils were at times impatient 
with others. This shows lack of practice in discussions and the 
acceptance of the teacher's word as final. 
6 Pupils reacted positively to the units and showed t hey wanted to 
be taught in this way . 
5.6 TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TO VALUING STRATEGIES 
An important advantage of using pupil-centred approac hes is the high 
level of pupil motivation they bring about. The variety of learning 
situations that can be set up by the teac her may keep the pupil en-
grossed in his studies throughout the year. Usually pupils do not 
see the need to work hard until the examination is at hand. When 
they realise the amount of work invo l ved, some lose heart. It is the 
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contention of the researcher, therefore, that teachers should tryout 
strategies that will involve the pupils actively . 
This research revealed that teachers did not understand the three 
units taught. Some did not actually know what values teaching was 
all about. Their attitude to valuing strategies was that they were 
'games' and therefore a waste of time. Nevertheless, those who came 
to observe when the units were taught, were impressed by the over-
whelming response of the pupils. This may mean that teachers need to 
see st rategies at work before they can use them. 
5.7 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Pupil-centred approaches like small group discussions, games, simu-
l ations and role-playing should be used more frequently in the 
teaching of geography at school. Teacher-directed learning has a 
crippling effect on the development of the pupil, if used exclu-
sively. 
2 Values teaching in geography should be introduced as early as in 
standard si x. Values issues should be discussed in class and the 
pupils should be encouraged to air their views and share them 
with others. 
3 Teacher education in colleges and universities should include some 
treatment of value issues and strategies in geography. Discussions 
are essential for student teachers, instead of being lectured to. 
Of the ten course outlines of geography method cited by Mniki 
(1987) three include values education directly or indirectly. 
4 Teachers need to see actual units at work, therefore Education De-
partments should organise workshops and courses for geography 
teachers where values teaching approaches can be demonstrated. 
5 Teachers should be made aware of values education in geography. 
Aspects like bias, indoctrination, respecting other peoples' 
views and openness should be emphasised. 
6 Textbooks need to incorporate more values exercises and teaching 
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units that would help to give the teacher some guidelines on 
values teaching in geography. 
7 Molyneux and Tolley (1987) suggest ten ideas that can be used 
when setting up small group discussions in geography (Figure 5.1). 
Teachers can try them with their classes. Items 4, 7 and 9 may 
not be effective with standard six pupils. However, the teacher 
may decide which idea suits his class best. 
FIGURE 5.1 
TEN IDEAS FOR SMALL- GROUP TALK IN TEACHING GEOGRAPHY 
Buzzil/g. After the pupib have listened to a talk by you or after you and 
they have listened to a radio broadcast or watched a film or TV pro-
gramme, allow the pupils to discuss what they have just seen or heard, 
with a view to asking you or the rest of the class questions about it. 
2 Brail/stormil/g. Give the pupils a picture of an unfamiliar object or 
place and get them to make a list o[ possible answers to such questions 
as : What is it') Where is it? How was it formed? 
3 Comparil/g. Give the pupils two maps of the same area but printed at 
different times, or a 'before' and an 'after' photogruph ora place and get 
thcm to idcnti[y thc changes between the two. 
4 Prediclil/g. Give the pupils a weather map and ask them to make a 
forecast. Alternatively, give them a graph showing how the birth rates 
and death rates for a place have cha nged over time. Get them to predict 
how its population will have changed over the same period. 
S Sequet/cing. Re-type a section o[ text [rom a textbook and then cut it up 
into segments a [ew sentences long. Mix them up so that they no longer 
follow the author's sequence. Get the pupils to sort them out and put 
them into a coherent order (which need not necessarily be the same as 
the original). 
6 Malching. Give the pupils [our population pyramids and [our descrip-
tions o[places to which they might belong. Get the pupils to p'lir up the 
pyramids with the descriptions. Tell them to be prepared to justify 
their select ions. 
7 Desigl/ing. Get the pupils to prepare a design for the reclamation of an 
old gravel-working, spoil ·heap or abandoned factory for recreation and 
lcisu re pu rposes. 
S Decisiol/·makil/g. Get the pupils to decide upon where to locate the site 
o[ a new supersto re or the route of a new roa d. 
9 AI/swering. Get the pupils to clarify the meaning and work out the 
answer to a problematic data-response ques tion from an old examina-
tion paper. 
10 Eml'alh i.l'ing. Provide the pupils with a description of a situation in 
which there ,Ire conflicts of in te rest such as the building ora new airport 
or a reservoir. Get the pupils to discuss how each ol'thc part ies thinks 
and feels about it. 
(Molyneux & Tolley, 1987, p. 47) 
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5.8 CONCLUSION 
Valuing strategies and approaches on which this study was based have 
demonstratec beyond doubt their effectiveness in developing both cog-
nitive as well as affective attributes. The literature demonstrates 
successfully the need for a place for values education in geography 
in the school curriculum. Very few geographical topics are value-
free. Therefore, those that are value-laden need to be tackled 
through valuing approaches. There is a need to (i) make teachers 
aware of va lues education in geography; (ii) help them develop 
positive attitudes to valuing processes. Games on valuing should 
show their educational value. Finally, pupil motivation demonstra-
ted very clearly t hat values education has a place in geography 
teaching. Therefore value issues must not be brushed aside. 
It should be clear at this stage that ' the tremendous value of values 
education in geography cannot be emphasisec enough. Looking at the 
positive responses of pupils to valuing strategies it becomes 
evident that the quality of geography teaching has to be improved. 
Many geography topics are value-laden and geography as a subject 
can, therefore, form a sound foundation for values education. For 
this purpose the strategies adopted must be good enough to enable 
meaningful learning to take place. Strategies like small group 
discussions, role-play, games and simulations are recommended. 
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SYLLABUSES 
Syllabus Change in Geography: A Western Australian 
Example. 
Aims for the Intermediate Geography Program. 
Geography for the Young School Leaver. 
Department of Education and Training and 
Department of Education and Culture. 
Cape Education Department. 
GAMES 
Sources of the games are indicated in the text. 
1 Cros sroad 
2 World Trade 
3 Section 
4 The Ra i nforest Game 
5 Spatial Injustice 
6 The Quality and Amenities of my Home Area. 
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APPENDIX 
SYLLABUS FOK GFAGRAPHY STANDARD 9 H.G. 
A. ,\IMS WITII SYLLABUS 
I. PRINCIPLES ON Willell TilE SYLLABUS IS BASED 
1.1 Nature of Geography 
1.1.1 
I. I. 2 
1.1. 3 
1.1.4 
Geography 85 a subject has many areas of overlap with other subjectD iH 
both the natural and the social fie l ds of study. This syllabus tdi(E:s 
into account the essential nature of Geography, It ensures that. 
the four major traditions in Geography are upheld. These are : 
man-land relationships 
the spatial perspective 
the regional viewpoint 
the earth-science component 
a balance is maintained between Physical Geography and lIuman 
Gcogrophy 
provision is mode for both the theoretical Bnd the practical as-
pects of the subject 
sufficient flexibility exists to allow for the changing nature 
of the subject. 
1.2 General education of the pupil 
I. 2.1 
Education is concerned with the development of the 'whole being' 
and not merely with imparting knowledge 
The most important aims , in the long te rm, are for pupils to: 
a~quire and develop intellectual skills and abilities 
which will promote on-&01ng education 
adjust to a society that is undergoing rapid and far-
reaching social, economic and political changes 
enter the world-of-work that is becoming increasingly more 
technologically orientated 
1.2.2 
1 .2. 3 
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develop their mor<.ll unu cmotiuni:J1 (affective) altriLutes. 
The te<lching of Geography should neilher be specificall)' vociltio-
mill)" orientated, not entirely ulllvcrsity oriclltiltcd. The sylla-
bus should IJrovide for two groups of l)upils: 
those whu .... j II recci ve no further instruction in the slILjecl, <Jnd 
those ... ·hu ... ·;.11 conLinue ...,ith the stud), of Gcogr<.lphy al a terliary 
level . 
Allhough the syl tabus is divided into a Junior Secondary Phase and a 
Senior Sccondaf}' Ptw!:)c, the t..., o phases must be relateu, and must allow 
for the progress ive d('velopment of geographica l knowledge , skills and 
attitudes. 
ClNEH,\L RfJIAHKS ON SYI.LAUUS 
I. 
1.1 
1.1.1 
OUJECTIVES 
In lesson prcpJrat i()ll teachers should Lear in mimI the higher abili-
ties of comprehclIsion , analysis, application, synthesis <lnd cvalun-
tion. 
This subject shtJuld be taught in such <l way that pupils develop an 
eagerrless for r~rLller study alld individual inquiry. 
Teachers should be i.lw<)rc of the contribution Geography is m<Jking to 
the gcneri.ll cuucntioll of the pupil. It is this a\o'[lreIlCSS th[lL gives 
direclion lo dily-tu-uuy Leaching. 
OlJjeclives $hou1d ue meimingfuJ La pupils and teachers alike. and must 
constitule bOLh realistic [llld achievub!e t~rgcts. 
The t~"l"'" ',nrl number of short-term objectives in GeogriJph)' ure numerOUS, and 
lhos~ selected for il lesson should Le closely correluLed \o'iLI1 the 
nnture of Lhe subject matter and the resources avai lablc lO lhe 
lC<lchel'. 
OLjecLivcs con be classifiel! into four main categories; 
!.:no .... lcdge 
Pupils should acquire a fundamental body of knowledge which is mea-
ni ngful and useful. to Lhem and which can be applied and reproduced 
in .... hatevcr form is required 
2 
1.1.2 
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Pupils should recognize the uni ty of knowledge through the links that 
Geography has with other subjects. 
I.~ Skills 
•• ~.I No list of skills can be complete. The fol l owing should, however. be 
kept i n mind: 
The importance attached to different skills should be related to 
the abilities and maturity of the pupils 
The development of skills should enable pupils to deal with know-
ledge in an organized manner 
Pupils should gain proficiency in the use of skills through repe-
tition and the application of these skills to new si tuations . 
Geography makes a particular contribution to the following skills: 
Oracy and literacy : thinki ng loglc~lly. writing concisely , spea-
king with assurance and accuracy 
Numeracy: facility with simple statistical methods, graphs and 
tables 
Graphicacy: the ability to draw, read and interpret 
Interpretation: of pictur es, photographs and maps 
fieldwork techniques: using either the traditional (survey) 
or the scientific approach. 
nl~ Perception 
The way in which the environment 1s 'perceived' ' in relation to the 
'actual' environment influences the pupil's concept of space (spatial 
conceptualixation) 
In order to heighten the pupils' perception of their environment, it is 
necessary for them to: 
recognize the relationships that exist between people and their 
environment 
identify spatial patterns, spatial relationships and interaction 
(This is closely linked with an understanding of l ocation, dis-
3 
1.3.2 
1.4 
1.4.1 
1.4.2 
1.4.3 
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tance and accessibility.) 
be aware of the underlying processes which Bet upon spatial pat-
terns and relationships and which bring about change 
be awore of the world's place to place variety; to recognize 
the uniqueness of place. 
Many studies require pupils to examine the spatial aspects of social 
and economic problems . Such studies provide opportunities for pupils 
to respond to problem-solving and decision-making situations through 
critical, divergent and creative thinking. 
Appraisal 
Studies in Geography should promote the formation and reinforcement 
of positive attitudes and values 
This is an emotional objective, for, without appealing to the 
emotions and without sufficient motivation, learning seldom takes 
place. 
Pupils need to develop a social awareness. This means that they are ex-
pected to : 
recognize the inter-dependence of man 
acquire a tolerant attitude towards others with different social, 
economic and political circumstance~. 
Pupils need to develop an environmental awareness. They need to feel 
a commitment towards the environment by developing a 'ca ring att itude' 
This means they are expected to: 
recognize the need for conservat ion 
understand that the balance of nature is largely dependent on man's 
wise management of his environment 
They should be aware of how man uses/abuses his environment, 
particularly the resources availeble to him; the options and 
constraints that are placed on his actions. 
realize that the quality of life is influenced by the aesthetic 
aspects of man's environment as well as by an appreciation of 
the grandeur and wonder of Creation. 
4 
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2. TEACHING GUIDELINES 
2.1 Teaching approaches 
2.1.1 
2.1.2 
2.1.3 
Teachers should make every effort to create effective learning expe-
riences for their pupils. Whatever teaching approach is used, it is 
essential to develop a sense of reality in the teaching situation 
The holistic or global approach 
It 1s particularly important that the components of the syllabus ' 
be viewed as parts of a whole and not as isolated compartments 
of knowledge 
The divisions of the syllabus should be regarded 85 a convenient 
means of grouping the characteristics of the individual compo-
nents 
Wherever possible, the relationship and interaction between com-
ponents should be stressed. 
The descriptive versus the problem-solving approach 
Although t~e re is still room for some of the descriptive techni-
ques of the old traditional Geography, emphasis should be given to 
a more problem-orientated approach 
Pupils should gain insight into the process of decision-making 
by participating 1n exercises such as simulation games. 
The systems approach 
It is recommended that teachers introduce the concept of systems 
into their teaching 
Pupils should be aware that Geography encompasses the study of 
8 very complex man- environmental ecosystem. This complex system 
1s broken do~n into a number of sub-systems to facilitate its 
study 
.. , ' . 
Several co~ponent5 of t he syllabus could be t aught as sub-
systems such 85 those associated with weather, drainage and urban 
sub-system~ .. 
5 
2.1.4 
2.1.5 
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The inter-disciplinary approach 
Concepts studied in Geography may overlap with those of other 
subjects such 8S Biology, Science, and Economics 
Inter-disciplinary studie~ should form part of the broad 
teaching strategy. This will enhance the value of both the lear-
ning content Bnd the learning objectives. 
The scientific approach 
Pupils should be trained in the scientific method of inquiry 
(statement of hypothesis. followed by the collection and cla8si-
fication of information, and finally I the ,testing of the hypo-
thesis). 
2.2 Teaching techniques 
2.2.1 
2.2.2 
2.2.3 
2.2.4 
It is recommended that, where appropriate, teachers should: 
integrate the reading and analYSis of photographs and maps with the 
relevant sections of the syllabus. This includes: 
photographs : vertical. oblique and horizontal (i.e. aerial 
and ordinary); 
maps: such as wall, ~tlas, topographic maps of Southern Africa 
(particularly the 1 : SO 000 SA series) and muni cipal maps of 
the local area 
ensure that pupils become competent in the use of various measuring 
instruments and other .apparatus . 
make use of diagrammatic representation of sta t istics. For example, 
climatic figures. econom.ic data and, population characteristics cen be 
illustrated by means of , curves, . columns , rectangles, circle segments • 
. dots, colour, pictorial diagram.s and isol ines 
introduce quantitative techniques such as means, deviations (range), 
simple correlations, scattergrams, regression lines and probabili-
ties. Fmphasis should be on under.standing .. "hat the different tech-
niques reflect. Complicated calculations and constructions need not 
be required 
6 
1 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
2.2.5 
2.2.6 
2.2.7 
3. 
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refer to mode ls . These includ e: 
theoretical models (such as urban and economic models) which need 
to be tested against the real world. · These enable geography to 
be studied by means of a more problem-orientated approach 
.' 
physical models (such as globes, tellurions and paper-mache/ 
sand-tray models) which provide effective representa~ions of the 
real world 
undertake well planned and meaningful fieldwork 
This includes: observation and measurement in the field; the 
recording and processing of data; the interpretation of written 
and graph.ieal information 
encourage individ ual and sroup research techniques 
NOTE: 
Pupil involv ement, independent activity. initiative, creativity 
and independence should constantly be extended 
Pupils should learn to rely on personal observation in the field 
(primary source) and to make use of secondary sources such as: 
reference books; maps, photogrnphs and diagrams; ,films. tapes 
and slides; ' as well as television, the radio and the press 
Pupils need to develop worthwhile attitudes towards learning such 
as; respec t for evidence; a critical appra'isal of reporting; 
a suspicion of simplistic explanations ; and a willingness to 
engage in rational discussion 
Pupils need to distinguish between central issue 
and peripheral issues. 
of importance 
Pupils should undertake ' short independent study topics 
throughout t he year 
of the syllabus. 
on work related to the requirements 
.. . 
DIFFERENTIATION 
3.1 Teachers should not expect ' the same amount and quality of work from all 
pupils, Dif ferences in abili ty ' must be taken into account. ' However, 
each pupil can be expected to work at the highest possible level of 
his own ability, 
, . . 
'7 
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3.2 Most of the topics studied ore common to all grades. However, 
pupils in different grades will not be expected to study these in the 
same depth. The approach to, end the control of work for less able 
pupils should be more direct . 
NOTE: Statements indicated 'With an asterisk in the SYLLABUS CONTENT 
are GUIDELINES suggesting an approach. These should allow 
for greater fl ex ibility when teaching the subject. 
C. EXPOSITION OF SYLLABUS CONTENT 
1. GJ;NIRAL GEOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
• 
• 
• 
Continuation of work done in Std.S 
\~herever possible , the application of maps, aerial 
photographs and quantitative techniques (including 
graphical representation) should be integrated 
with relevant sections of the syllabus. 
Well planned and meaningful fieldwork shou~d be 
undertaken, whenever possible. The scientific 
method could be npplied 
1.1 Reading, analysis and interpretation of aerial (oblique 
and vertical) photographs 
1.2 Reading, analysis and interpretation of 1:50000 
topographic maps of South Africa. 
2. CLIMATOLOGY 
• Synoptic weather charts, relevant recording in-
struments and quantitative techniques should be 
used, where appropriate. 
" 
2.1 Atmospheric pressure (7) 
Definition, measurement and representation 
2.2 Relationships between pressure and wi nd and Seo-
strophic flow (4) 
2.3 General circulation of the atmosphere (17) 
Primary, secondary and tertiary circulations 
8 
(18) 
(38) 
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2.4 Weather processes (6~ 
Lapse rates; thermal stab i lity and instability 
2.5 Thunderstorms and t ornadoes (4) 
3. 
3 . 1 
Growth, decay and associated weather; consequences 
• These should be studied on a global scale, 
GEOMORPHOLOGY 
SELECT at least TWO of the topics from Par. 3.2 to 
3.5 (3.1 is compulsory) 
• Topographic maps and aerial photographs should be 
used, where appropriate . 
I 
I 
Cross-sections should be drawn and interpreted, 
where applicable. 
Well planned and meaningful fieldwork should be 
undertaken. 
Fluvial proCesses and landforms typical of fluvial 
erosion and deposition (12) 
3.2 Solution processes and resultant landforms (Karst 
geomorphology) 
3.3 Marine action and resultant landforms ' 
3.4 Wind action and resultant landforms 
3.5 Glacial action and resultant landforms 
4. SIGNIFICANCE OF TilE OCEANS 
This section should be studied from a global 
viewpoint 
4.1 The oceans as a major source of: moisture for the 
atmosphere: renewable oxyg~n supply for the 
atmosphere; protein food; energy supply (5) 
4.2 The role of the oceans in: , climate controlj 
world trade (3) .' .. ' 
9 
(36) 
(8) 
(16) 
(10) 
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4.3 Associated problems, such 85 ocean pollution and 
over-exploitation, and possible solutions (2) 
5. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (36) 
5 . 1 Renewable and non-renewable resources (3) 
5.2 Primary activities 
5 . 2.1 
5.2.2 
F.,ming (15) 
Subsistance· and commercial farming; crop and stock 
farming; the RSA's production of major products as 
seen in relation to world productionj specific 
study of ONE crop type (maize, wheat, sugar, fruit) 
and ONE stock type (beef, dairy, wool) 
Mining (6) 
Basic economics of exploitation; the RSA's produc-
tion of important minerals as seen in relation to 
world production; specific study of at least TWO 
minerals (gold, diamonds, coal, iron-ore) 
5,3 Secondary activities (10) 
Light and heavy industry; factors favouring the 
location of industry; case study of EITHER a 
heavy OR a light industry in the RSA 
5.4 Tertiary activities (2) 
6. 
The service industries with specific reference to 
transport OR electricity supply OR water supply in 
the RSA 
REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY 
Study ONE developed and ONE developing country 
It Countries se1ected for illustrative ' purposes 
should be chosen in terms of aspects such as: 
their links with South Africa; their pro-
minence in current world a'ffairsj their 
association with major (international ') blocs 
10 
(42) 
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The usc of maps and other visual materials is im-
por tanl in these studies 
Principles studied in Section 5 should ue 
applied. 
6.1 Socia-economic characlcristics of developed and 
developing countries 
A generalized prcscnLation to provide a global 
view 
6.2 Application of these general characteristics and 
principles t o regional studies: 
6.2.1 
6.2.2 
D. EVALUATION 
1. 
A developed country: the USA O'{ the USSR 
OR a country of your own cho icr.?;· 
A developing country: Nise r ia O~ Egypt 
OR a country of your own choice :~ 
Nil: * The cDunLry of your own choice fo r each standard 
may not be 
(a) a country tl,at wa s studied in a previous standard. or 
(b) a country to be s tudied in a later standard. 
Evaluation is concerned with both: 
tile measurement of pupil achievement, and 
the effectiveness of lesson preparation, clClss management ()nd 
the achievement of lesson objectives. 
2. Tests and examination 
2.1 There should be continuous evaluatio~ . 
2.2 Pupils i n standard 9 must write an internal examination at the 
end of the year. 
1 1 
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2.3 A year mark in Geography is arrived at by obtaining the loLal of 
at least eight class tes ts (£ach test, of 30 minutes duration, 
must count SO marks ). To this add any marks attrdncd for 
assignments, projects and practical .... ork <lnd convert the gross 
total to count out of 100. 
2.4 This mark is then combined with an examination mark o f 111)0, 
giving a final mark of 500 marks. 
2.5 The examlnation wil l consist of TWO Jl<lpers 
2.S.1 
2.5.2 
PAPER 1 1 1 /2 hours (80 morks) 
Compulsory Questions on photo and map read ins I analysis 
and interpretation will be set. 
The emphasis will be on interpretation and questions will 
relate to aspects of Physical , Economic and Regional 
Geogr<lphy. 
PAPER 2 3 hours (320 marks) 
This pape r 'Will be divided in to THREE sections. 
FOUR questions must be answered: ONE (rom each 
section antI the FOURTH '1ucstion may be chosen from 
sections A, B or C. 
Layout of paper for the Higher Grade and the Sta ndard Grade: 
SECTION A - PIlYSICAL GEOGRAPIlY 
TWO questions set, at least ONE must be answered. 
SECTION D - ECONOMIC GEOGRAPIIY 
TWO questions set, a t least ONE must be answered. 
SECTION C - REGIONAL GEOGRAPIlY 
THREE questions set, at least ONE must be answered. 
COMBINED questions may be set in each section, for eXilmple , 
a question in Section A may comprise the Geomorphology, 
Occilnogrilphy and Climatology components . 
12 
2.5.3 
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IIlGIlER GRADE: Questions may either be, systematic or of 
the composite v()ricty. A composite question in one sec-
Lion (eg. Seclion 1\) may include aspects from one or 
both the other t .... o sections (b and/or C). provided the 
marks allocated to aspects from other sections do not 
exceed 25% of the total marks for the que.:.tion. 
STANDARD GRADE: Emphasis should be on the systematic 
Lype of questioll . 
Difrerentiation bet .... een lIigher Crade and Standard Grade should 
be achieved through the type of questions set and on their 
mark allocaLlon. 
2.6 In short: Promotion mark at the end of thp year: 
2.6 . 1 
2.6.2 
Exarnirmlion mark: 5 x 80 
Year Nark: 
Grand Total 
400 marks 
100 marks 
500 marks 
13 
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APPENDIX 2 
Teaching Units for Va lues Educat ion in Standard 9 
1. HIND ACTION RESPONSE AND RESULTANT LANDF'OMRS 
1. Facts 
Wind erosion 
Processes 
tr'an spor'ta tion 
featur'es 
loose surface mater·ial 
ve~etation helps to prevent 
p;r'ound I'loisture 
ar'i d rop-;ions 
deflation 
abrasion 
att rition 
suspension 
saltation 
sandcreC'p 
gr'ooved rocks 
spon~y 
" 
pedestal 
tunnel 
opE'n cave 
rock arch 
venti fact - dr·eikantars 
yal'dangs 
2.''' .~ j l: " 
• 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
89(a) 
Procedure 
A board is drawn on which wet areas as well as dry ones are drawn. 
Pupils throw dice to play. When one lands in an area that is 
written ' loose mater ial' he loses a turn and will sta rt from the 
beginning for instance . 
He wi l l write out the reason for losi ng a turn and decide whether 
it is fa i r or not to get that penalty . 
ff one lands in an area of abrasion he wi l l take a card from the 
pack. ff the feature written i s one caused by a brasion he can 
move; if not he misses a turn. 
They write down every move they make 
- what it was 
- why they have to act in a cert ain manner 
How do they feel about the features caused by abrasion? 
What do they remind them of? 
89(b) 
A game taking the form of a card game in which two sets of 
cards are marked to represent (i) processes of erosion and 
(ii) features of erosion, was given to the students. The 
key to the game is matching the process with the resultant 
feature. 
begins as 
The cards are played against an environment which 
wind and can turn to desert by the combination of 
particular cards. Each player gets a card with a process written 
on it, e.g. abrasion. Each player gets a turn to pick 
another card with a feature, e.g. zewgen, from the pack on 
the table. If the player thinks the feature is caused by 
abrasion then he says so or if he is not sure he disc us ses 
it with his group. If the group is right in matching the 
feature with the process then 'they score a mark. If they 
are wrong they lose a mark. This is followed by a comment 
like zeugens are beautiful features. They are found in 
Colorado. Although the place is dry, tourists are attracted 
to these places because of features like these. The teacher 
allows two minutes for a discussion or other comments on 
this. Thereafter the game continues. The emphasis in 
this game is on the beauty of the landscape. Pupils must 
be able to look at any landscape and be able to appreciate 
the formation of features or the overall effect these make 
to the landscape. 
The game was adapted from an American game ca lled "Gras s-
lands". Aesthetic evaluation involves the affective domain 
and questions are raised about t he values implicit in the 
topic and the l andscape they create. Games like this one 
help pupils develop spatial imagination and the ability to 
conceptualise spatial relationships. 
, 
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2. R~newable and Non - Renewable Resource 
In ol'der to live man must satisfy a number of hasic needs. 
Ever ything in the environment which ensures his exis t ence is 
called resources . Unfortunately resources are very limited and 
this creates problems and a threat to man's existence . We 
distinguish between two types of resources namely the Renewable 
Resources and the Non- Renewable Resources. 
Lido a counLry in Africa has been hit by a tel'rible disaster which 
has resulted in the destruction of resou r ces. The machinery has 
been destt'oyed and all rivers except 2 are inaccessible. The soil 
is el'oded and only one t'UI'al area is arable. Minerals are in 
abundance. In order to live man has to exploit only those 
resources that will satisfy his needs . 
Procedure 
The c l ass is divided into ~roups of five. Each group decides 
which resources to exploit and which to i~nore. Onlv '5 must 
renain. Reasons fOI' each choice are to he> gi ven. After 10 
minutes the groups come together and group leaders present their 
gr'oup I s responses. 
The objective here is to show that people hold different values 
about certain things. 
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Resources 
1 • Land fo r' ~razin,q 
2. Land for forestry 
3. Land for cultivation 
4. Irriga tion dam 
5 . Animal drinking pen 
6. Fishing dam 
7. Skilled labour (10 persons) 
8. Semi-skilled labour (20 persons) 
9 . Unskilled labour (1 00 persons) 
10 . River 
11. Diamond mine 
12. Coa l mine 
13 . TI'anspol't set'vice 
14, Nuclear fuel 
15. Education 
Allow for cross- questioning fl'om other p'roups. 
i s not necessary to keep certain resources . 
• 
Others will feel it 
• 
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3. Developed and Developing Countries 
Objective: To find out about the attitudes of pupi l s to the issue 
of Third Hol"ld. 
Procedul'C: 
1. Pupils have to SOI't the phrases into t,1O colurms "Developed" 
and ItDevelopinp;lI. 
2. In which of these 2 does your area 
Justify. 
township) belon~? 
3. Which areas/chal~cteristics would you try to change first? 
Justify . 
4 . 'lha:' would you not chanr;e in your' al'ea? 
List 
Malnutl'i tion; dit~ectors; c01"l1puter'; hoeinr;; carts; cOMmercial 
far!11i ng; 10 cars per 100() people; 9()O T.V. per 1000 people; 
literacy 95%; less than 50%; se~i-skilled labour; Mercedes Benz; 
high bil'th rate; Large RUI'al population; Larp;e country \-/ith a 
small population; S"lall inCOMe fl'om exports; 
priMary pl'oducts; Highways 
Exports ",,, inly 
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4. Developed & Developing Countries 
The Centre of the city of Lido consists of offices , shops and 
places o f entertain~ent. A,'ound the centr'e there are .'esidential 
areas consisting of rows of old 2 and 3 storey buildinHs. In so~e 
places la"He houses that we!'e once the homes of wealthy reople but 
which are now often divided into flats, 
The outer par'ts of the city are main ly squatter' ca~ps, new 10\~ 
cost housinH and self- help housing. 
Procedure 
Different residential environments are studies and compared to the 
map; the problems and patterns of moving house is treated. The 
aim i s to show spatial injustice. 
Spatial in justice "The unequal distribution of material well-
bein~ in the urban environment" - G. Hall 
The pupils make up the co~muni ty and a leade.' is elected to chair 
the meeting. Leading questions will be on: -
1. Where would you like to live? Hhy? 
2. Hhat do you think should be done to improve or alter the 
situation? 
1. 
2 . 
INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS 
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APP ENDIX 3 
Kindly tick ~he chosen answer. 
There are no wrong or right answers just choose the one you think 
best describes your feelings. 
3. Please raise your hand when there is anything you do not 
understand. 
4 . Do not ask your deskmate or friend to help you. What you think is 
more important and not what they will advise you to say . 
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SECTION A 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
Name of Pupil :-
Name of School :-
Class 
Sex :-
Age 
SECTION B 
1. How long have you been studying geography at Post Primary l evel? 
0-1 2 3 4 5 years 
2. Do you find geography to be -------------- subject? 
Lnteresting uninteresting useless and uninteresting 
useful but uninteresting useful and interesting 
3. What do you think is the reason for your answer in 2 ? 
---------------------------------------------------------,-------
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SECTION C 
This section is based on what you have been taught during the past 
two weeks. The sections on (i) Wind Action and landforms 
(ii) Economic Geography - Renewable 
and non-renewable resources 
(iii) Developed and developing 
countries 
Tick the one you think best describes your feelings 
4. How did you find the teacher's approach? 
interesting 1 uninteresting \ exciting \ boring 
easy to understand \ difficult to understand 
5. How did you find the topics? 
Topic 
Topic 2 
Topic 3 
interesting 1 uninteresting \ exciting I boring 
easy to understand I difficult to understand 
interesting T uninteresting I exciting I boring 
easy to understand \ difficult to understand 
interesting \ uninteresting I exciting I boring 
easy to understand I difficult to understand 
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6. What did you like most about the lessons? 
7. What did you like least about the lessons? 
8. Do you feel geography should be taught in this way? 
Iyes I NO\ 
9. Gi ve reasons for your answer in 8 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
10. The lessons tried to give you the opportunity to express your own 
opinion. Did this help you 
(al To understand your own values? IYes No 
(bl To understand other people's values? I Yes No 
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11. In wha t way did the lessons help you to understand your own values 
and othe r people' s? 
12. How did yOU respc;nd to other people's views during t he ·course of the 
discussion? 
1. you ignored them 
2. you were irritated by them 
3. you found them stupid 
4. you r2~pected them 
5. you liked them 
13. After the lessons how do you feel about other people's views; 
1. you still ignore them 
2. you are still irritated by them 
3. you find them stupid 
4. you respect them 
5. you like them 
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14 . List the following in order of preference, start ing with what you ' 
rate as most important and ending with what is least importa nt. 
if you think 5 i s the most important thing, write I next to it, 
e.g . Doctors and medical facilit ies (I) . 
Group A 
15. Better farmi ng mach i nery 
16. Food aid from rich countri es 
17. More schools and education 
18. mdustries and factories 
19. Doctors and medical facilities 
20 Ownership of factories by local people 
21. 
22. 
23 
24. 
25 
26 . 
27. 
Group B 
Plants 
Anima l s 
Sunl ight 
Soi I 
Water 
Coal 
Nuclear fuel 
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23. Give reasons for your most important and least important 
Group A - (a) reason for most important :-
(b) reason for least important:-
29. Group B - (a) reason for most important:-
(b) reason for least important:-
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APPENDIX 4 
STD 9 PUPILS' ESSAYS· ON POLLUTION 
(Original spel ling and punctuation retained) 
POLLUTION 
We talk of pol lution when something has been dirtied. We talk of water 
pollut ion when water contains certain ingredients that are not suitable 
to the life of any living organism. There are various fo rms of pollution 
i.e. water, air, noise and land pollution. 
Water pollution is caused by the deposition of dangerous substances by 
the industries. Industries playa dominant role in water pollution. 
Certain deposits are dangerous in the sense that they dissolve in water 
and form a solution. When this solution infiltrates through the soil 
particles, it forms ground water which in turn comes at the surface as 
river water. It is during this time that people can use it without being 
aware that it has been polluted. 
Secondly air pollution is a problem of a ci ty. A highly industrialised 
city is always experiencing a problem of air pollution. This can be 
caused by smoke from industries, dangerous gases liberated by chemical 
and metartugical (sic) industries, liberation of carbon monoxide by 
automobiles etc. The concentration of buildings hold this polluted air 
as a result a city then appear as a dome of smoke. A lot of smoke is 
produced because of the use of power like coal for the process of pro-
duction. 
Noise pollution occurs when there is excess noise i.e. noise that is 
irr itating . This also is a problem of big cities. Over-concentration of 
cars during peak hours does contribute to noise pollution. Between 
5 - 7 am and 5 - 9 pm we talk of peak hours. This congestion of cars is 
caused by the journey to work and from work which is strongly caused by 
the use of private trans port. 
All these have bad consequences. For example noise can result in deaf-
ness and headache. Air po l lution can retard the growth of plants and in 
return many sicknesses can result. Noise pollution causes a high rate of 
accidents within streets. 
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For noise pol lution to be prevented, exhaust systems of automobiles must 
be improved. Certain areas must be del imited smokeless zones so that not 
all the city will be polluted with air. 
(Example 2) 
POLLUTION 
Pollution can be defined simply as the spoi ling of nature. It can happen 
in all three parts of the universe. These being the atmosphere, the sea 
(rivers inclusive) and the land. 
The atmosphere is spoiled by exhaust fumes of vehicles and smoke from 
factories and smoke from houses that sti ll use coal as a means for fuel. 
This forms a layer in the atmosphere known as smog. 
The land is polluted by rubbish strewn about carelessly and about. Old 
vehicles on the land left carelessly. Uncivilized people who make veld 
their toilets. These plastic bag carriers that are left hanging about all 
over. 
The sea is spoiled by oil tankers; (spillages in the sea), sewer pipes 
delivering to rivers and the sea . Scrap yards t hat use the sea for dumping. 
Al l of this can be minimized by teaching children about pollution. By so 
doi ng, making them aware of why this is an unacceptable pract ice . As such 
they would grow up not spoiling the universe. 
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APPENDIX 6 
Interview Schedule: Geography Teachers 
Do you encourage discussion in your class on: 
all the geography topics; 
i i value issues such as border industr ies, migrant labour, 
conservation , choice of job, where to live? 
2 What sk i l l s do you want your pupils to acquire by using 
d i scu ss ion? 
3 Ought a teacher to be neutral on value .issues? 
4 What is your attitude to the units that were taught at your 
schoo I? 
5 Which of these units would you like to use? Why? 
(See Appendices 1-3) 
REPUBUEK VAN SL1D AFRIKA 
REPUBUC OF SOL"TIl AFRICA 
DEPARTEMENT VAN ONDERWYS EN 
KULTUUR 
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NOVEMBER 1988 DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE 
ADMINISTRASIE:vOLKSRAAD 
ADMINISTRATION:HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 
NATIONAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE 
GEOGRAPHY HG (0003) 
(SECOND PAPER) 
NASIONALE EKSAMENS 
NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS 
FULL-TIME (New Syllabus) 
Afrikaans op keersy 
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CARE FULL Y 
1. Answer FOUR questions chosen as fol lows : 
ONE from Section A: 
ONE from Section B: 
ONE from Section C: 
Physical Geography (1 t o 2) 
Settlement Geography (3 to 4) 
Regional Geography (5 to 7) 
ONE additional question to be chosen from any of the above-mentioned three 
sections (1 to 7). 
2. Above each answer write the number of the question exactly as it is in-
dicated on the question paper. 
3. Note that two marks are sometimes allocated for one fact. For example, 
if the mark allocation is six you should supply THREE facts for a total of 
six marks. 
4. In long questions marks are allocated not only for facts, but also for 
application, insight and presentation. 
SECT! ON A 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
QUESTION 1 
1.1 Use the synoptic map to answer the following questions: 
1. 1. 1 Name the season represented by the map giving reasons for your 
answer. 
1.1.2 Name the meteorological features A and B. 
1.1.3 Give the meteorological station report at Mossel Bay 
(number 928) on wind speed and direction, cloud cover, air 
temperature and dew point temperature. 
1 .1 .4 What is the ai r pressure in millibars at C (i n the Southern 
Ocean) and D (in South West Africa)? 
1 . 1 .5 State what the weather conditions over the interior are. 
(4 ) 
(4 ) 
(5 ) 
(4) 
(4) 
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1. 2 State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE: 
1.2.1 Mid-latitude cyc l ones are found only in the southern hemis-
phere. 
1.2.2 The tropical eastel'lies in the southern hemisphere are found 
sout h of the anti-cyclone cells which affect the South African 
cl i ma te. 
1.2.3 The 'eye' of a tropical cyclone is the area of the most 
violent weather. 
1 .2.4 The section of a cold front which is closest to the centre 
of the mid-latitude cyclone (low pressure) is the most active 
part of the front. 
1.2.5 A backing wind in the southern hemisphere is one which changes 
in an anti-clockwise direction with the passing of a cold 
front. 
1.3 List the stages in the development of a mid-latitude cyclone 
(J. Bjerknes) 
1.4 
1 .5 
1.6 
Describe the atmospheric conditions around the cold front of a mid-
lat itude cyclone. 
List SEVEN cloud types foulld at a warm front occl usion. 
Fog may cover va lleys in t he interior of South Africa in the early 
spr ing. Explain how this fog originates and how it dissipates. 
1.7 Answer the following questions by writing down the letter of the 
correct answer. 
1.7.1 Towns /c ities seem to have their own climate because-
a. the buildings prevent the ground being warmed by the sun 
b. less rain soaks into the ground so convectional rainfall 
1S less 
c. wind flow is stopped by the street patterD 
'.' 
d. the heat h21d by the buildings has an important effect 
1.7.2 Air masses arc nil/lled by the -
a. country vrncre they come from 
b. wind belt of origin and the main surface feature crossed 
c. ma in surface feature crossed and the area of origin 
d. wind belt of origi n 
(10) 
(4 ) 
(14 ) 
(7) 
(16 ) 
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1.7.3 A wind blowing downslope off a mountain will Wal"m up -
1. 7.4 
QUESTION 2 
a. at a rate which cannot be compared with normal 
b. slower than normal 
c. more .quickly than normal 
d. at the same rate as normal 
The lines on a map joining places of the same atmospheric 
pressure are called -
a. isosols 
b. isorains 
c. isobars 
d. hectapascal 
2.1 Various s l ope f orms can be distinguished on hills and ridges. Write 
explanatory notes on the crest and the cl iff (free face) as two of 
the types of slope forms. 
2.2 'By observi ng the stream pattern much can be deduced about the struc-
ture and rock types of the area'. 
Explain this statement with reference to the dendritic, trellis, 
rectangular and deranged stream patterns. 
2.3 Drainage basins receive water by means of indirect as well as direct 
(8 ) 
/80/ 
(14 ) 
(30) 
run off. Write short notes on indirect run off. (16) 
2.4 Answer the following questions by writing down the letter of the 
correct answer: 
2.4.1 
2.4.2 
Tors are characteristic landforms of -
a. the steppes of Russia 
b. South Eastern Cape 
c. Northern Transvaal 
d. Mozambique 
The top surface of a water-saturated zone in the crust of 
the earth is known as the -
a. water-shed 
b. water-table 
c. saturated crust 
d. aquiclude 
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2.4.3 Canyon formation occurs as a result of -
a. glac ial action 
b. Iluge volumes of water 
c. ver·ticai erosion by a river crossing a dry plateau 
d. forces in the earth's crust 
2.4.4 A misfit stream is usually associated with -
a. soil formation 
b. glacial action 
c. wind erosion 
d. stream piracy 
2.4.5 A knickpoint in the long profile of a river is found 
between the -
a. crest and the talus slope 
b. crest and the cliff 
c. talus slope and pediment 
d. cliff and talus slope 
2.4.6 The interactivity which takes place between living organisms 
and their non-living environment is known as -
a. natural adaption 
b. environmental conservation 
c. an ecosystem 
d. environmental balance 
2.4.7 A river system can be described as -
a. a single main stream like the Limpopo River 
b. the maln stream and its tributaries 
r. . the area from which the river receives its water 
d. all the rivers and tributaries found in South Africa 
2.4 .8 Deposition of silt by a river increases when the river -
a. commences to fl ow 
b. en te rs a ra vine 
c. crosses a plain 
d. emerges from a gorge 
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2.4.9 The dynamic equilibrium concept was formulated by -
a. Davis 
b. Ki ng 
c. Penck 
d. Hack 
2.4.10 The dynamic equilibrium concept of slope change concerns 
..... .... . of the slope. 
a. flattening 
b. parallel recession 
c. flattening and parallel recession 
d. flattening, parallel recession and valley floor incision (20) 
/80/ 
SECTION B 
SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY 
QUESTION 3 
3.1 Discuss Burgess' concentric zone model in his attempt to explain urban 
structure. (28 ) 
3.2 Explain how factors such as topography and soil conditions can in-
fluence the morphological structure of cities. (12) 
3.3 Briefly describe the poor social conditions which prevail in a slum 
as well as the causes for the development of slums. (20) 
3.4 Match the following statements appearing in columns A and B: 
A B 
3.4.1 A. Megalopolis 1 . Sector model 
3.4.2 B. Urban blight 2. Continuous urban area 
3.4 .3 C. Conurbation 3. Blocks of offices 
3.4.4 D. Hoyt 4. Slums 
3.4.5 E. Office parks 5. PWV area 
6. Pi netow n area (10) 
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3.5 Answer the following questions by writing down the letter of the 
correct answer: 
3.5.1 The threshold population refers to the -
a. number of people cornmuting (travelling by public/private transport) 
b. minimum number' of people in an ill'ea 
c. minimum numb~r of customers needed to support a business 
to make it a paying concern 
d. number of working peop l e in a community 
3.5.2 The es tabl i shment of a true rura I-urban fri nge zone i $ due to the -
a. very high land values in the city centre 
b. population explosion 
c. more rap"id means of transport available today 
d. desire of city d.,ellers to live away from the city 
3.5.3 Various land-use zones can be distinguished in a city. 
An opera house should be found in -
a. any part of the city 
b. a high income residential area 
c. a 101Y income residential area 
d. the central business distl'ict (CBD) 
3.5.4 The multiple-nuclei model was designed by -
a. Davi s 
b. King 
c. Ha r ris and Undwin 
d. Ha rri s and Ullmann 
3.5.5 When we speak of the range of a shop we are referring to the -
a. distance between s"imilar shops 
b. size of the shop 
c. maximum distance from which a shop draws its customers 
d. distance betl;een nodal points (lD ) 
/80/ 
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QUESTION 4 
4.1 When a soil profile is be i ng studied the following terms are involved. 
Explain the meaning of each term: 
4 .1. 1 leaching 
4 .1.2 humus 
4.1.3 e1uviation 
4.1.4 gley 
4.1.5 colloids 
(4) 
(4) 
(4 ) 
(4 ) 
(4) 
4. 2 Describe the action of c1 imate as an active soil forming factor. (20) 
4.3 Define the following words / phrases: 
4.3.1 
4.3.2 
4.3.3 
4 .3.4 
4.3.5 
4.4 Answer 
correct 
4.4.1 
4.4.2 
4.4.3 
ecosystem 
abiotic component of an ecosystem 
conservation (of resources) 
irreversible biological and geophysical impacts 
uncontroll ed birth rate and resource management 
the fo 11 owi ng questions by writing down the 1 etter of the 
answer: 
The heat island over a city is caused by among other things, 
the -
a . closeness to the sea 
b. many chimneys emitting smoke 
c. reradiation of heat by concrete buildings, tarred roads and 
other sources of heat 
d. presence of a power station 
Eutrophicat i on is -
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
The 
a. 
b. 
c . 
d. 
a means of water purification 
the excessive build up of organic matter in dams and rivers 
the build up of inorganic concentrations in rivers 
the use of sewage waste for vegetable gardens 
main factors in the formation of soils are 
topography, vegetatiol l, parent materi a 1 
relief, ti me, distance from sea 
moisture, temperature, rock structure 
climate, vegetation, relief, time, parent material 
(4 ) 
(4 ) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
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4.4.4 Decayed plant remains used for heating purposes are known as -
a. sewage waste 
b. scum 
c. humus 
d. peat 
4.4.5 In hot wet climates many soils are -
a. grey/blue in colour 
b. black and not very fertile 
c. very soft 
d. red and not very fertile 
4.4.6 The problem of land which is water-logged and is needed for 
farming may be solved by -
4.4 .7 
a. growing water lilies 
b. using land for pastures for water buffal.o 
c. installing land drains 
d. growing grass 
Nucleated settlements in the rural areas are usually e~tablished 
because of -
a. an adequate population density 
b. availability of water, shelter 
c. positioning at the foot of a mountain 
d. i nadequa te fi nanc i a 1 resou rce s 
4.4.8 Two of the most important problems of a city are -
4.4.9 
a. urban decay, centrifugal forces 
b. traffic congestion, city fathers 
c. slums and foreign interference 
d. centralization and urban decay 
What will the rate of natural increase be for a state with a 
population of 120 million people, seven million births and one 
million deaths -
a. 20 per cent 
b. 5 per cent 
c. 0 ,5 per cent 
d. 0,05 per cent 
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4.4.10 Ribbon development of a town takes place -
a. in rural areas only 
b. as a result of topographical features 
c . in plateau regions 
d. only along coastal reglOns 
SECTION C 
REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY 
QUESTION 5 
5. 1 Refer to the outline map of South Africa, and answer the following 
questions (i n your answer book): 
Name the: mountains 1, 2, 3,4, 5 
ri vers 6, 7, 8, 9 
capita ls of homelands/national states 10, 11 
lines of longitude 12, 13 
dams 14, 15, 16 
neighbouring states 17, 18 
important ports 19, 20 
vegetation 21, 22 
main season of rainfall 23, 24 
5.2 Rural-urban fringe 
5.2.1 
5.2.2 
List some of the urban functions found in the rural-urban 
fringe of some South African cities. 
Give THREE of the causes for the development of this rural-
urban fringe. 
5.3 Discuss the ways in which physical features have ~nfluenced the 
choice of town sites in South Africa. 
5.4 Answer the following questions by writing down the letter of the 
correct answer: 
5.4.1 Physical phenomena which playa role in influencing the rain-
fall of South Africa are -
a . S.A. plateau, distance from sea, ocean currents 
b. S.A. plateau, height above sea level, heat equator posi-
tion 
(20) 
/80/ 
(24) 
(8 ) 
(6) 
(26) 
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c. ocean currents, government policy, amount of sunshine 
d. latitude position, distance from the sea, time of the 
day 
5.4.2 Durban (29 °51 'S) has a mean annual temperature of 20,5 °c 
while Port Nolloth (position 29 °14'S) has a mean annual 
temperature of 14,15 °C. This indicates that the places -
a. are at different heights above sea 1 eve 1 
b. are affected by sea currents which have a very different 
salt content 
c. are affected by sea currents of very different temperatures 
d. are both not at sea 1 evel 
5.4 . 3 The north-facing slopes in South Africa receive the -
5.4.4 
5.4.5 
5.4.6 
a . most wind during winter months 
b. sun only in summer months 
c. most insolation 
d. on-shore winds 
The section using the most water in South Africa is the 
sector 
a . mining 
b. agricultural 
c. industrial 
d. domestic 
The dam supplementing the water in the Vaal river via the Wilge 
river is the ........ . . dam. 
a. Sterkfontein 
b. Oppermansdrif 
c. H.F. Verwoerd 
d. Roodeplaat 
Urbanization in South Africa has led to the erection of shanty 
towns on the fringes of cities. These settlements are known 
as .......... settlements. 
a. high income 
b. squa tter 
c . industrial 
d. commuter 
5.4.7 
5.4.8 
QUESTION 6 
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Soil erosion in South Africa may be combatted by -
a. legislation, improved farming methods 
b. earth-moving equipment, maps of the area 
c. ploughing along contours, surveying the land 
d. improving crop production and rotation procedures 
The <1rea bet\veen the TI'ansvaa·/ Drakensberg and the Lebombo 
Mountains is known as the -
a. Highveld 
b. Limpopo v<111ey 
c. LOi'lveld 
d. Sandveld 
6.1 Physiographic regions of South Africa: 
Use figure 6.1 to a~s\Ver the follO\ving question by ~Iriting down the 
names of the physiographic regions (according to Wellington's classi-
fication)numbered 1 - 10 in your a~swer books. 
6.2 'Man will never be able to prevent droughts or floods, but there are 
several ways in which ile CJn take preventative action to reduce their 
impact'. Discuss the Ilicasures which may be taken to combat flood and 
(16 ) 
/80/ 
(10) 
drought damage. (34) 
6.3 Say whether the fo 11 owi ng statements are True or Fa 1 se: 
6.3.1 
6.3.2 
6.3.3 
6.3.4 
6.3.5 
Rain that falls in thunderstorms in South Africa is less 
effective than rain that falls in the form of drizzle. 
Heavy industry should be located in areas where there are 
frequent inversions of temperature. 
Mountain winds blow down valleys during the night and early 
mornings. 
Bigger cities have a climate of their own because of man's 
interference with the natural environment. 
When coal is burned, sulphur dioxide is released which, when 
combined with moisture particles, fOI"ms acid rain. (10) 
!2! 
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0.'i What factors are responsible for the lack of surface water in South 
Africa? 
0.5 List the factors affecting plant cover and contributing to soil 
eros 'ion for which man is mainly responsible. 
" , 
oJ. '. Answer the fo 11 owi ng ques ti ons by writ i ng down the 1 etter of the 
COITect answer: 
6.6.1 The most effective method of soil conservation is to -
(6) 
(10) 
a. enlist state aid in the form of education and veld improve-
6.6.2 
6.6.3 
ment schemes 
b. use strict legislation with severe punishment 
c. ignore the existence of the problem 
d. employ foreign conservationists to involve world opinion 
If the combined run-off of South African rivers is 50 000 
million m' and the annual average water consumed is 12 000 
million m' in 1984, with an annual increase of 1 000 
million m'; South Africa will theoretically be without sufficient 
water in the year -
a. 2022 
b. 2000 
c. 2038 
d. 2010 
There are at least two major schemes to prevent the depopu-
lation of rural areas; these include -
a. influx control, destruction of squatter towns 
b. growth point development, border industries 
c. growth point development, developing of industries within 
national and independent states 
d. influx control, removal of workers from cities to their 
homes in rural areas 
13/ ... 
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6.6.4 The government departments mainly involved in the scheme to 
prevent rural depopulation are -
a. IDC and DET 
b. Department of Foreign Affairs, Office of the State Presi-
dent 
c. Industrial Development Corporation, Department of Co-
operation and Development 
d. Department of Education and Culture, Department of Co-
operation and Development 
6.6.5 The total market value of all goods and services produced with-
in the country during a give n period is the -
a. G.N.P. 
b. G.D.P. 
c. N.P.P. 
d. R.G.D.P . 
QUESTION 7 
7. I Give an outline of the disadvantages of centra l ization. 
7. 2 Briefly state the factors favouring t he PWV area as an industrial 
lone. 
7.3 Choose ONE of the Independent States OR South West Africa and list 
the required information about the State under the fo110./ing headings: 
(10) 
/80/ 
(26) 
(20) 
climate, vegetation, mining, farming, manufacturing (24) 
7.4 Answer the following questions by writing down the letter of the correct 
answer: 
7.4. I A rural settlement with a high population density indicates -
a. commercial farming 
b. extensive farming 
c. subsistence farming 
d. intensive farming 
123 
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7.4.2 Air pollution has a bad effect on buildings, vegetation 
and -
a. health 
b. manufacturing 
c. education 
d. relief 
7.4.3 The decline in the infant mortality rate amongst the Black 
people in South Africa was caused mainly by -
a. better schooling 
b. improved health services 
c. foreign intervention 
d. improved transport 
7.4.4 The three basic street plan types found in South Africa are -
a. gridiron, radial, 1 inear 
b. radial, concentric, star-shaped 
c. rectangular, linear, ribbon 
d. cobweb, radial, circular 
7.4.5 The 'Springbok Flats' farming area is found near -
a. Cape Town 
b. Malmesbury 
c. Bloemfontein 
d. Warmbaths 
--------000--------
(10) 
/80/ 
VJ 
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VRAAG/quESTION ~.I FIGUUR/FIGURE ft.J 
DIE FISIOGRAFIESE STREKE VAN SUIO-AFRIKA I 
THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF SOUTH AFRICA 
:.; 
"'<N. /9$'8 . 
, AdeV JOINT MATRICULATION BOARO 0.2 
GEMEENSKAPUKE MATRIKULASIERAAO (6 pp + Hapbook) 
MATRICULATION EXAMINATION, NOVEMBERIDECEMBER. 
MATRIKULASIE.EKSAMEN. NOVEMBERtnFS,EMBER 
CEOCRAP!lY (llIGBER GRADE) SECOND PAPER 
(J20-:'''Iarks) 
(Time/Tyd: 3 Hours/Uur) 
SECTION C SOUTH AFRICA 
QUESTION 5 
~.I Physical Background 
1983 
1983 
R('fer to Fig. 5 in the m<lpbook .... hich indicates the mean annual r<linfall r eg ions 
of South Africa In a sentence describe the pattern of mcan annual rainfall 
variation over South Africa. (2) 
5.2 
5.3 
5 . , 
5.5 
On Fig. 6 locate rivers 1 and 2. Describe and explain their expected flo .... 
cha r acte r i s t ic s. 
Locate dam sites numbered ). 4 and 5 on Fig. 6. Name these and suggest .... hy 
ther e is a need for a dam in these areas. 
The conservation of .... .lter in South Africa is of 
predi cted needs of industry by the year 2000. 
explain ho .... attempts are being made to overcome 
Black ;.fational States / Bomelancls 
vital importance duc to the 
Discuss these problems and 
them . 
A private study group has asked YOti to addre ss it on a topic entitled 
'r rospects for the development of South Afri can National States/!lomelands. ' 
Taking examples from a statc or homeland you are fam i liar .... ith, dra .... up t he 
major points yOu .... ould make in you r talk under the follo .... ing headin&~: 
Ci) Three problems facing the state 
(i i) T .... o possible solutions to these problems 
(') 
(6) 
(1 0) 
(9 ) 
(6) 
(i i i) Prospects for future development. () (40) (40x260) 
QliESTION b 
[(onomic Development 
Fill.. 1 illustrates the perc.ent;lge share o f primary, secondary .:lnd t ertiary activities 
in the South African C.D.P. [or the years 1950 and 1910 . 
6.1 
6. ' 
Describe ::nd ac cou nt fer the percentage c. ha nRes that have occurred 
between 1950 and 1910. 
Sketch a pi e pr.'1l'h to indicate how you pretli c t the contributions of prim.ny, 
secondary a n.! terti.lry sec t ors .... ill contribute to .... ards t hc C.D.P. in 1990 . 
Give .1 rl'ason for your ,'IlSl.,'er. 
IJ I . " . , 
(5) 
( ') 
- ---._---- -----------
- 6 - 0.2 
Primary Ac tivities : Mining 
"Hining accOunt' for ;lbout twO thirds of all South African exports and 
twelve percent of the C.D . P. Its importance however is much greater than 
these f i gures suggest in that it affect s transport development. population 
dist ribution and indu$trail developmen t," 
'.3 
'" 
Explain briefly the effect min in g has had on transport 
development, population distribution and indus t rial 
deve lopment in South Afri ca. 
Using an example of a mineral you have studied explain 
(i) its distribution i n South Africa 
(i i) methods used to mine it 
(i i i) the importance of the min~ral to South Africa and predictions 
concerning its future exploitation. 
(40 x 2 
QUESTION 7 
Secondary Activities 
Fig . 8 sho .... s the concentration of population and production in the main metropolitan 
areaS of Sout h Africa . 
7. 1 List one major type of manufacturing indus try found in each metropolitan 
centre . 
1.2 Choose one o f the area s represented and comment on the major types of 
industry found there. Give reasons for their location. 
Tertiary Activities 
"The crucial role of energy in the economies of nations is an estab l ished fact and 
it is accepted that the adequate supply of energy .... ill be of major .... orld concern 
in future years." 
1.3 Discuss and explain the .... ays in .... hich electric ity is generated in South 
Africa a t present. 
7. , 
- _., .-
Evaluate the role that nucle3r po .... er. sol3r energy and .... ind po .... er could 
pl ay in the futur e generation of electricity in South Africa. 
(40 x 2 
(10) 
(' ) 
(10) 
(6){40) 
80) 
(') 
( 16) 
( 10) 
(IOHlo0) 
80) 
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Fig.6.12 Adult htl::racy. 
I ASSignmenQ 
I. Imaginc tha t you a rt.: tilt: advisor tu the 1\1inist .. :r nf Educatiun 
ill <I dC\l'hlping coulHry ill whidl th~ adult iih.'facy fatl! is 55 ~'{ 
and which hi.l~ J. poli l.:y of improving l'ducation~1 opportuni ty. 
('I) \\'hi c.: h of th:!st! would you f~COnllllel\J ~s a p rionty to 
aJV;!Il("-~ tht! country's educatilllw.i goa l? 
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( I ) i IllPfl)"C pr imary 1.!ducation in rural arl.!a~. 
(2) Improve [rain ing in skills nl.!l.!l.k tJ fo r cmploymt.!nt in 
slll all-~cak busine:ss. 
(3) Improve! lih.:r •. h.:y tr:lining for :..IdLilts in urh~Hl 'I rt! as. 
(4) Improve hl.!:J.lth. education in primary ~chools, 
(bJ J b\'in~ d~~iJed all yuur priority. (kciJ~ how yuu wnuld 
spend Illl1llCY lln eLlul'alion ill yuur dl'\r.:\oping C0UIHf)' in 
~ adlllt Ille roikm'ing. l:kl'~lISl' all i.H:livili ... 's ~Irl' illlpllrtant. 
at k<lst 5 ':i: lI1 yum hudgd ~houlJ bl.! Spl'llt on l."H.:h OJle". 
(1) . Primary sdwols . , . 'IC 
(2) SC('lHldary ~( h001s % 
(3) VU":i.llion:t1 s..:houb . . % 
(4) Te ... ·hnical Sc.:hllOls 'k 
(ei) T cllcher 1r ~l illi ng. % 
(6) Curriculum dt:\"clLlpm!!111 c· .. ;c. 
(7) Tt:xtbooks and o ther mat~fii.l\s .. <ft 
(8) Adui llih.:racy tr ain ing 'it' 
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Now look <It Nigcr;::t in relation to some other countries in 19S0. 
rtr capil:l Mnrhlily Ufe 
Pnp"bH,," I ~uppt~ nr nllt uf (':-:[K'Cl;lncy 
kitf)joulc~ ('} childrtn nl !lirth P" i 
I 
or (!:lily reo a~cd 1-4 al hirth dodnr 
quirrmcnts) ~·t3n (ycars) 
I 
Chad 7' 3.2 4) .1': .\in 
Ethinria 76 ).1 J/, ),q ,! III\ 
).Iabwi 9' J.~ JJ 4r) 051"1 
India 1'1; . 1.7. 52 ~Mt) 
China 107 0.7 f,7 1 920 
Dcnio InJ :'U :,!I 171l:'fJ I 
Niger 92 ~ .1 45 .\'\ 790 
Lewlh" 1fl7 2.2 5::. I~ (,.\(1 
\1(iU{[.-\ '11 .'! .~, 
'" 
12550 
Zimt>abwe ~n 1.1 )5 (, 5~!) 
("ameroon 10:; 2.0 50 1.1 (170 
Con~o Q, 2,6 (\I) 5510 
Algeria 1111 1." .In 2 (.."0 
Snulh Africa 118 1.7 6.1 J S5(J 
l.ih~a )47 1.2 57 7.1il 
U.K. 132 0.1 7' /'150 
J,'pan 12-1 0.1 77 7~f1 
S;lL!di Arat-.ia I ~O \,7 55 lMfl 
U.S.A. 1.19 0.1 75 :'2fl 
S .... ·illcrland 1lJ 0.1 70 -lIn 
__ .--.L...-
I ASSlg~m;;;t] 
WrilL' notes on ertch of the fnU owing t;)pic~: 
.1. What are the demographic (i.e. to do with people) chari.lctcr-
i,r;tics of a de\'cl<'ring nation antJ hnw clnscly d(1(:<; Nigcrb 
m:nch these characteristics? Refer to pp. 250 to 25~ Clnd :nlJ 
tn 275 for ra:-.ic informati0n for this essay. 
2. What has caused birth rates to exceed death rates !'o grci.ltly 
in Nigl.."ria? M~ke recommendations for reducing th~ I ~ttl: of 
n.:tural in Cr~3S(;. 
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A market scene in Okene. Kwarc. 
3. How docs the Clu,:Jity of life in Nigeria compare with nthcr 
developing cO'Jlllries in Africa? 
"'4. Im:1g.inc that you arc ;'In alh-isor to the Nigerian government 
on a rror('l<;ct! ropulat ion census. 
ra) Wh:lt in fllrm:,:ion WP\dd Y(lU \I/:lnl a cc::nslIs to rroLluce? 
(b) \Vhat que<ai('ln, Wl'tdd you recommend in nrc.k'r to 
obtain that infI...HIll:ttion ? 
(e) F(1r what purposes would the inr(lnnalion hI': u<.;ed? 
fd} l"ame ,(lIllC ("If the difficultie" tll :lt would he l'xraicnced 
Qy iI cen!'l1~ dfict:r i ll his or PCI' \\'{'rk ill Ni,;!-eri;l, 
275 
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I A;slgnment I 
1. Consider these attitudes towards ze ro population growth: 
A. It will allow for a 
higher disposable in-
come, so each person 
will have a better stan-
dard of comfort and 
health. 
C. It will allow for more 
personal space in 
which to deye!op a full 
life and pe rsonality. 
B. It \\'ill lowcc the con-
sumption of energy per 
person and thus deflate 
the energy crisis. 
D. It will reduce human 
pressure on the en-
\"ironm ent and so help 
preserve it for future 
generations. 
(a) With which of these attitudes do you associate most 
strongly? 
(b) Which do you think are the most realistic? 
2. How did America's birth fates, death rates and natural 
increase change between 1973 and 1984? 
3. :'\et migration 
:\1igration is a variable facror in population growth, depending on 
the strength of the 'push factors' "in countries of origin and on how 
America's immigration laws change from time to time . \\'hat is 
certain is tha t be tween 1820 and 1910 Q\'er 28 mi llion immigrants 
arrh'cd in America, chiefly from Europe; this number accounted 
for o\·cc olle-thi rd of the growth for that period. The all-time peak 
was reached with the immigrat ion of 8t million new Americans in 
the decade 1900 to 1910 (see Fig. 6.77). The U.S.A. holds the 
record for immigration: in the century 1818-1918, forty million 
people were admitted! 
350 
" 
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1920 1960 1900 
Fig,6.77 Immigrants admitted from all countries. , 
Immigration has bcnefited America yery greatly in · Lh~~-,~~~ 
deyeloped the land, increa sed labour, capital and mar"~t~_&~ , 
dustry, pro\'ided a resource pool of ski ll s and i nno \"ati~~ 
enriched rhe culture of the nation. For these reason s -th~ie ~_:..-.-, 
plans to stop further immigration, although American p:'~j~¥ 
favoured the admission of those people suffering displ~:ij~ 
\\'ar and persecution. Just as many eastern Europeans:,(:~ 
millions of Jews) seeking escape from Soviet opp~~"'1 
1920 were welcomcd in America, so more recent 
ha\"e poured in from Vietnam, the Philippines, " 
Kampuchea - whe re politica l and persona l frl!edoms 
limited (see Fig. 6.78). 
Present policy is to admit people who are: you 
well-educated . This tends to exclude the brawn)' 
and has increased the number of educated women 
turn, this is changing the nation's sex ratio: in 190J ,~~: 
men to 100 women but in 1980 it was a little Q,'er 
women. 
W 
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APPENDIX 9 
Va luing Exercises from C~ncept Geography 
:'" " ,' f" 
-:lanu',,:!,:l' .. r· 
": .. ".", ... , , ... j 
.. " .. ' ""'~ 
e~ 
C ... l .. rrr· I'rn, "j n:: 
,n :1 ,,1.: 1'" :!\ ... , ! ~ 
The multiplier effect 
-" "er -.4.000 people are employed 
'.Ilhin the airport complex, but 
:~e presence of Gat wick pro\'ides 
trade and employment oppor· 
tunities well beyond its perime-
ter. This known as the multi-
plier effect. 
• The airport's influence on busi-
ness and industry is nationwid e. 
• This influence is greatest 
ciosest tD the airport. It decreases 
" the distance from Gatwick 
· ~crea5es, This is known as dis· 
ranee decay. 
Above: The crm ·f2applng official is 
"mployed b.v the BrltLSn Airpnrls 
.":'urhont.' w frighten bIrds away ;mm 
-:.' rUn/i"a' . u:hl!rt' :h('., can n.' 
:(Jnp('mu~ ru arreTail . 
Distance decay 
- ~btel~ 
-.. = . "I' ~ "'~ r ~m, 
• ' ill • ":'11.' . I·t·'~ ' · · : 
i~lll r I1 \IF'+] 
ft! ,g} I H,.I! IIi 
11." • . Io.!' · 
,'"""."'1,,,', 
Right: Goftt"/d 
.\loat House Hot t'l 
IS 1 .5 km (rom the 
airport and rUrl S a 
mlnl'ous sen·,ce 
u.:hu:h takes about 
5 minutes co reach 
lhe airport. 
1 An international airport 
requi res certain factors to make it 
successful. Put the following 
factors in their order of 
importance. 
a) Good ground transport 
connections 
bl A large pool of labour 
c) Hotels 
dl Sufficient space 
e) Advertising and marketing 
expertise 
f) Good weather record (fog- and 
frost-free) 
2 Write a paragraph to explain 
how airports such as Gatwick 
exert a multiplier effect. 
3 The continuing increase in air 
trafiic in Britain has led to the 
decision to expand Stansted 
to cater for B million 
passengers by 1990. Other 
sugge~fions include: 
J 
:.::-::--- , 
a) Expanding regional airports 
bl Expanding Stansted iurther 
beyond 1990 
c) Building a fifth terminal at 
Heathrow 
Assume you are: 
a) A business executive with an 
office in central London 
b) An unemployed labourer 
living in Essex 
cl A farme r with land adjacent 
to Stansred airport 
dl A member oi the Council ior 
the Preservat ion of Rural 
England 
Take each in turn ,md SJ\' why 
you would. or why you would 
not. suppon one or more of the 
proposals. 
4 Prepare an argument for not 
supporting anv 0; these 
proposais. State where you 
\\ ou ld i1uild.ln Jlrport and wh\'o 
9 
Why change? 
Agncultural communities do not 
find it easy to change traditional 
patterns of land tenure. or own-
ership. With the help of govern-
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ment experts villagers have to I 
declde whether thev a re to reor-
ganize their land. and if so how. 
Over 15 per cent of S\\·iss gov-
ernment agricultural expendl-
cure goes on consolidation . 
~ : ;~ ., "~"Il ''' :-:T. .--_-"'''''-::..:.c:::''''''--_ 
ok.... _ 
'"J '.a 
. .::: 
•• fl •• 
.•.. , 
i.':l : 
" . r .. ' '-_______ _ 
Left: Graph shou·tng hou' (he number 
ni .. ,mall farms In SIt"ltzerland decreased 
and the number of larger farms 
Increased between 1955 and 1980. 
Above: Partial consolidatwn In SpruIell , 
Stt·aurlond. Tht! land IS SHll form ed "I 
s tripS. but eath IS large enough to mok,' 
the use of tractors economIc. 
In fa vour of Against How to organize I c onsolidation con solidation consolidation - Large tields are - Farmer::; have to - Amaigamate eXIsting 
easier to work. share the Strips. so thllt fields are 
- EqUIpment has to reorganizat ion COSts . larger bu t distributIOn of 
be moved le~s far . - Farmers know the good and bad land 
- Larger machinery land the .... ha\'e remalOS fair . 
can bt> u~ed. alwa~:s rill~d. - Start again with an 
- Indlvldual:-: can - Con:;ohdauon may enurel:-· ~ew pa tt ern. 
del'Jdl· WO:1t t t, gTC'W m",,8n It':'~ land. l) r - Leav.:' (a rm bU lld ~ngs m 
i - Othl'r f:lrmE' r:,' It's:.j gVod land. the vdialH' and save 
I s tock w1l1 not - l~o n solidated land mo ney trample fields . may be iunher awa.\' - Build nt'W barns and - ~ ew houses can oc, from home. houses near fields. WhiCh 
! hu:!t In lhl' mladll' orf - Pr(>fl'rl'nCl· ftJr mean!' buildmg expt'n!'l\'e 
i nt'v. field " ~r :ld : lJ on. nt'v.· roads. 
o ! ! ' ! !~:~r' l~n~~-~~'liiii.plo"o,re.ril •• n'id 'iii~ 
. ; 
-----
, , 
, Class activity: Imagine that 
each member of the class is a 
farmer living in the same Swiss 
village. 
1 Usi ng the points fo r and 
against consolidation in the box 
above, debate whether the 
village shou ld opt for enclosure 
or not. At the end take a vote. 
I ' 
. /)pt'n jirJd " 
· 1 ' I · 
, , 
~ . ! ha 
TOla i arca "' 
1'JO na 
2 ~ ; 25 
nl na 
2 If the fields before 
consolidation were organized 
along the lines of the diagram 
ilefti, how should the land 
holdings of each farmer be 
reorgan ized ? There are ten 
farmers. Each needs 10 ha to 
live on. Bear in mind the 
options listed under the heading 
'How to organize conso lidat ion'. 
3 Display the different schemes. 
What are Ihe advanlages and 
disadvanlages of each? 
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Denver sets an example 
. ~," · . . __ r · 
___ - ___ -....pc-_.,,_...,,""'. ,_""~:t_,;"'· ·:":::::I .. "·. =".=""~ 
Above: Dem"a. at tne (o(){ ortlle R ocky ;\-foUntalns. /t'os nrrce relZ()!('nt.!d as a ,'entr e (nr 
reC'rWClOn and heallh:.; IWlng . Toda," It rwals Houston . Texas , as the centre of the oil 
md/l!itry. and Los An}!elt!s as the most poillaed ('~fy In Ih(, enlled Stotes. Ab .... l1( 90', of 
the City ' ,. lil T POItIlC/{)/1 comc.'" , '-om ca rs . To com bat til(' ~r(}It' lng problem the elly haR 
del',duped a transport ,o;ysrem that t'nCDurages car urn"us to abandon thel' vehIcles and 
(okt' tlil' bus. or as It IS cali.'d there . Till! Rule 
The good news 
IncreaSing public awareneS:3 or 
the dangers and conseq uences of 
pollution. and campaigns by 
environmental groups. have 
made pollut ion a pol itical i~~ue. 
G4)\,ernment5 ha\'e responded b:,; 
puu ing pre~:'iu re on firms and 
organizations to reduce or elimi-
Ilalb the ::;ources 01" pollu[lon. 
. -\dlOns ta ken incl ude: 
;r.-
, 
. 
• F illing in holes. \Vaste ash 
and other by-products from 
power stations hn\'e bee n u:-ied to 
co\'er the :::cars of brick pit s, 
• The in:=w.lIation of treat ment 
plants to meet 5trin~ent f(·gula-
t IOns on \\'<ISle flowing i1')to ri\'er s 
and seas. These are becoming 
dea ner and plant and animal life 
is returnIng . 
. •. _. l 
. 
. . ... .. . - ... ' '' ' 'c, ' ... - . . ..e:' 'Q~' '1'1. R . II': If~~ 
• __ ... c-<=='-___ - ....... ; .... ~=- .. -:, ( 
,, ;. -,~ ...... 
. - ';. --, 
Above: In Ltl't!r{Jl>ol. 10 1 ha IJ(dere llct land near (hI:! d'iC RS u·t're se( astdo! (o r rcriamatwn . 
" . .:..:.2!::-r'I!I""'T-c..~ .... - - - ' . 
.. U-:....:-__ 
.'_~.--~c " \yr-::,~; 
.• ..-~ ~ i .... - ........ ~ . 
, . . ~.),' ... ; . , .... 
Above: The area has been u~ed to prot'ide a recrt'QlWn l'entre of parkland. In 1984 
th iS neIL' enl.llronmrnt u:as thi' Site of th l' LIL'erpnol Gardrn Fest ll·ai . 
I 
.. ~ I ,. 
!:~' 9CMO. =- • ::~ . ~ 
-·-~-·-n g·£,J,'b ·tiIif .. 
i .f'1;.--:1.~~<-~ a ~ '!!J """" t::: ,\s,L"' ~i d-= ~ {j i ..• rr-~m'O .~ ;~~H If' 
Above: A grateful city thanks Its 
CI tizens {or helpIng to fight poliutlOn . B.v 
1983. 38 mttl~m JXlssengers a .vtar lI~e 
la king adea nlage /lfthe ser't'I(·e. U:hlCh is 
free except durwg rush hours . £zhaust 
pol/utliln has been n:duced , 
1 Imagine that you are a local 
newspaper reporter. Write d 
brief account commenting on a 
form of pollution you found in 
your neighbourhood. 
2 Select one example of pollu-
tion being combated or beaten. 
Write a paragraph under each 
heading: 
al The form of pollution 
b) The cause 
cJ The culprits 
d) The effects of the pollution 
el The people/organizations 
who brought it to the public 's 
attention 
Ii The adion taken and by 
whom 
g) The results of the action 
The exa mple can be taken from 
these two pages or you may use 
another that you have seen 
in a newspaper, magazine 
or book, or on television. 
3 Reducing and preventing 
pollution is difficult because it is 
expensive and because various 
vested interests are involved, tor 
example 
Car emissions - car owner3 
Smoke - manufacturers 
. Spoil heaps - min ing 
organizations 
Radiation - military reseaTC'h 
Pesticides - farmers 
a) Assume you are campaigning 
against any of these forms of 
pollution . Outline your case. 
bl Outline the case againsl 
cleaning up any of the 
problems listed. as it might 
be put by a vested interest. 
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APPENDIX 10 
Textbook Prefaces 
Preface 
S(llior G~ography 9 covers the ncw differentiated ~yllabus prescribed for Std 9 by 
tht.: Ji JkrcLl[ CUUGHiOll dcp;l nmcn[~ for implemen tation in 1986. lloth standaru und 
higha grad!..: cou rses arc Jcalt with in th e same book and foot notes indjc~Hc those 
~";(lions th;..\t arc not pan uf tile s t~.ll1Jard grade ::;yllabus. 
The intention of the book is to meet the n;q uircll1cn ts of the syllabus anu presen t 
IhL: fa...:rs in such a \v~ly tha t all pupib <Ire able to follow them clearly. A wealth of basic 
kllowkdgc is supplir.:u . 
. -\ new rcquin::mc.:nl of the !,>yllabus is the scction on gcm.:ral geographical tech-
niques. Th..: appro:J.ch encou rages pupils to th ink logically, conduct simple statistical 
:!Ilalys<.:s, e\'aluate graphs and tables. The importance of fieldwork is stressed and it is 
Ih1Jh:d that pupils will karn tu observe ; . Illd appn,,:ciatc their envirunment and I1nd 
~l)lu(ioIlS to prubkms in tlH.: Ikld situa tion. Scientific research methods arc :;uggest-
.:d and pup ils should, as a l11;Jtter of cour:;c) learn to identify a prubkm, formuhltc 
hyplltill.:ses, collect and cvaluate da ta and fin~dly subject the hypothc:;es to further 
tL' ~(ing, 
The ::.eCl iun on the oceJJ1S plan:s Ilew emphasis un rhe importance of the oceans to 
human existence" In regional geogrJphy econom ic Jspecrs and associa ted difticulLies 
;lrlo'SlreSSl:J. 
T he syllabuses ditkl" as W whio...:h countries should be sckc[eJ for detailed study) 
but \\'e bdicn; ch,n the requirements of all the syllabuses have been met. Footnotes 
;n"lo' u!'oeJ to indicatc where a choice has to be madc " 
The reiJtiunsh ip between hum<.lns <.Ind their physical environment, the earth, is 
fully c:\plorcd " Th is is seen in regioll<.ll and global perspective and the rule of the 
c:lnh sciences in the solu tion oi" world problems i!') h ighl ighted" We sincerely hope 
thal [his buok promotes the study of geography, 
The aUlltVl"s 
O!lida! ll1ap~ repwd uceJ under the Government Printl:r1s Copyrigh t Authority 
SlY, or 6.6.197·1 and ~' 12~ or 30.9. 1 !)~5. 
:\L'rial photographs and onhophowgraphs reproduced under the Government Printer's 
Copyright Authority 5197 of 6.6.1974 and Wl17 uf 20 .11.1985. 
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Preface 
Geography at secondary school le \"el has benefited over the past twenty years from 
three important de\"elopments. First. there was growth in the academic status of 
Geography as it impro\"ed its tools of in\'estigarion and research; second, there was 
growth in the educators ' understanding of cognitive processes and of ways of devel-
oping and evaluating higher order mental ab ilities. These de\'elopments have been the 
foundation of more sophisticated syllabuses which are laying an increasing stress on 
conceptual appro2ches. The: new syllabuses also stress the use of data and information 
to teach skills and to illustrate lZeneralizations, and not to be learned as ends in them-
seh"es. The third significant de~"eloprnenr has been in the nature of the matters th at 
concern geographers: the subject has tumed increasing attention to en\"i ronmental, 
behavioural and social issues. Thus Geography is more th an ever a subject that can 
contribute to the pupils' real world experience, thei r acqu isition of a sense of place 
and the de\"C~lopment of empathy with people of other societies and cultures" 
Ine\"itably the study of em"ironmental and social topics will uncover controversial 
issues: some are comfortably far away but none the less relevant to our global society; 
others are disturbingly close and currenr. Our pupils, young citizens of the world and 
its future managers, need ro be well and objecti\·ely informed on such issues and to be 
trained in the skills of debate and in arriving at conclusions based on informed opinion 
and ethical princip:e" These sl\ills , we hope, will be the foundatio n of ongoing educa~ 
tion beyond the classroom and beyond the few shon years of formal learning in 
school. 
Thus it is with hope th3.t we have written this book: hope that it will demonstrate and 
exercise the principles of enquiry used by geographers, and th;:n it will de\"elop the 
skills of numeracy, interpretation and articulate communication. \Ve hope that the 
text and illustrations will pro\"ide enough stimulation to extend the most capable 
pupils and yet to be clear and interesting to less able learners. \Ve have, therefore, 
provided a considerable range" of enrichment material in the form of readings, assign· 
ments and research suggestions" As wiih other books in this series, the choice of which 
items to use is best left to the teacher, who wil! know the needs and interests of the 
pupils. 
Finally, it is our hope that pupils who have studied Geography will have been helped 
by this book to become better informed people I able to speak with assurance and ac· 
curacy on matters that are integral parts of the physical and social landscapes in \1y"hich 
they lin! and move and work-and for which they haye been gi\"en responsibility. 
THE AUTHORS 
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Preface 
~ t w ,,[OGR A PH Y TO THE POI~T: ST A~DAR[) 9 j, one of a serie> of textbook , rangin!,: from 
Sl anJ<.J.ru ) to S tandard IV. 
(;t'ogrJ rhy J ~ the q uti ~ (1 ( t hl' fe I:tt i(Hbhip nt'! \I, ern m<J n and hi~ enviro n ment. T herefore it is es~(' n! ial 
fOf j1upil:-. \\ ho v." :,h I,) h: : \~' ;I~; illl<.:lii,tC' IH Ull lkrst ~ndinp 01 t hi~ subj<.:CI to rt:Jlize tb al tJi<:!ll\ cctiyiub 
iJIHj \\ iL ~'~ \lI li\'ing art' !"t:i.t:::- lh.: rC:'Iuh of hi~ efron~ to adjust himsclf to his surr c.und ing,> and to a 
rap id:y (h(ln~' ing \\' () r k~ 
In th i .. h ~h)t.. tIl'.' pUrill :-' cllcouiagUJ to thirtk Ctnd to rt:::t~on 'geogriJphtci.1Hy· and to have a~ nlan,\ 
('rrurwlHtiL" flH ~c: l~aCii\ lIy and inderendenl study il~ p0~:-ihlc <:.nt~ tI . use the ir.formali nn aT h i '~ 
di:-rn,' JI ;fi dl..'\ 'C;\ljl i1 ~:': :l' :: pj arrrn:i;Jliul1 Clnd re\('fl' IlCC for the \\'ond('r ~ an J beauty of na tu re" 
Thl J1rL'''',"n hcd :-C~' ! I(l!"" I I: the ":- i: ;dHl ~ ~r<..: deal: \\"ilh in cClrrc""ro:ldi n.t:. ehaplc rs in !:ouch a v.iJY th,Jt 
!",f( I\i ... i,)r; j ~ nl:J,.:h- t(l; til L H",h':h(r\ :1Ct'd f(,~ more fLiCIUl.Il in f orm; lI i!)f; whl'n "preparinI; !eSS0ns 
"I ilL' l..jul :-tion:-. d !"lt! :.J.:- ~ :~!1n;~ nt ~, .. ,\ th t end (If e\('ry charier h(l\."c hct!"! t:ompilcd in sueh a wa~ thai 
qLJd:.'ni~ \~ il l r.~: ~liflIUI.:tl"d tll thini..., In rt: ;l ~on and 10 C!ljoy what they ha\"c ICilrnt 
THl ALTHOHS. 
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APPENDIX 11 
Overseas Sc hool Geography Syllabuses 
Introduction 
Studieo;; in geography In\'olve people, their envirlmmcnts, Jnd the in-
teraction of these two. Students en tering the Intermediate DI\'ision in On-
tJrio schools ha\'e generally .);::quired first-hand experience of only a smJIl 
percentJge of the eJ.rth's surface. Although their opportunities for travel 
and their exposure to the mJny means of communication may have been 
gre.1ter th.m those of any previous gcner,ltions , their world is co rrespond-
ingly more cQmplex and In a stA te of constant change. In order to broaden 
their knowledge of the earth , students need to seek clarification of the 
patterns ,md processes thJt result from the inte raction of people and their 
environments. 
To accomplish this, students flee no simple task. The earth is enor-
mously complex, J.nd patterns and processes are often obscured by vast 
amounts of detail. It is important, therefore, that studies in geography 
have a definite purpose, maintain clear points of view, and promote pre-
cise thinking. Without these elements, they tend to become an inventory 
of the earth's contents rather th'ln a search for satisfactory explanations 
of the interrelationships of people and th eir environments. 
Both the social and physicalscienccs are used in geographic studies. 
Geography is a social science because it involves the study of people and 
how they live. As people organize their activities over the earth's surface, 
they modify the landscape In mJny ways. PoliticJ.I systems, economic ob-
jectives, ,1Od technological competence are just a few or the factors that 
J.ffect the W.lV In which the earth IS used to meet human needs. 
Geogra phic studies .llso employ knowledge gained from the physical 
sciences. In .lny given area , the climate, bedrock, surface fe.ltures, and 
sl'ils encou ra ge or put constrJints on humJn Jctlvlt ies. Choice5 Me re-
stricted by environmentJ.1 fJ.ctors. People are not completely controlled 
by their environment, but by the S.lme token, they do not have complete 
m.lstery over the environment eithe r. Recogmt!on of this rel.l tionship will 
provide the basis fo r J broad r.lnge of s tudies in geogrJphy. Throughout 
their e'perience in the In termediate DiVision , students should be encour-
.lged to incorporate both the hum.)n and physic.ll dimensions of geogra-
phy into their studies. 
le.lrning involves the acqUIsition or revision of knowledge, the forma-
tion or reinforcement of attltudes, ,1Od the developme nt or practice of 
skill!". TeJ.chers should be conscious of the pilrticular contributions that 
studies in geogrJ.phy (an mJ.ke to these processes. In their organizJtion, 
planners should ensure tha t courses and units unde rta ken by students are 
founded on well-defined Ideas Jnd pri nCiples. To be successful, every 
course, every unit, and every lesson should have.l dermed purpose and 
direction. 
Four (ourses constitute the Geography program in the Intermedi.lte 
Division: 
1. :'\orth American (to be taken by studen ts in grades 7-8) 
2. The Southern Continents (to be taken by students in grades 7-8) 
3. C.lnada (to be taken by students in grades 9-10) 
4. Europe and Asia (to be t.lken by students in grades 9-10) 
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They provide opportunities toJ .lequire J basic understJnding uf the W.lys 
in which people IOteract with thClf environments in J[J .If('.15 of the world . 
E.ICh course st.ltes the objectives for a "ear's work. The core st.ltements, 
however. should nCit be interpreted as 'the onl y objectives. Descriptions of 
(ourses proVide sugges tiuns to assist pl.mnefs in identifying ,md Jehie\,-
ing additional expectations beyond the core program. This flexibility will 
Jllow the development of unique course.:; while maintaining balance. 
During the Intermediate years, most students attend more than one 
school and experience more than one form of school organization. Co-
operation dmong local schools in establishing an appropriate progression 
of courses will help students to discover new horizons and gain fresh in-
sights in each year of the Intermediate Division. 
To allow Aexibility for local decis ions, course planners and admin is-
tr.ltors can choose the order in which North I\m~ri(,1 and The SO/II11un 
Cm/tlltnl:, are placed in grades 7 and 8. Similarly, c.H1aJa or Europt amll\:,;a 
can be deSignated in either sequence in grades 9 and 10. 
A course based on the core expectations of the course in Canadian ge-
ogr.lphy meets the requirements for a Canadian Studies credit for Sec-
ondary School Graduation Diploma purposes. 
Aims for the Intermediate 
Geography Program 
All programs and courses sho uld encourage student gro\.".th toward : 
underst,mding the local community as an example of the response of 
people to the opportunities .md constraints of their environment; 
knowledge of the prO\·ince .lnd the country, and the response of Cana-
dians to the opportunities and constraints presented by the Canadian 
e'(panse; 
recognition of current landscapes as one stage in an evolutionJr:· proc-
ess resulting from phy~ical forces and human activities; 
understanding the dependency of people on the environment to meet 
basi c hum,dO needs such as food and shelter and to sdtisfy desirC5 fo r 
.lcceptable levels of liVing; 
- underst.lnding location as a hctor in human settlement and use of the 
earth; 
- understanding the opportunities dnd constraints of environments in 
selected aredS (If the earth; 
- understanding human responses to a variety of environments based 
on differences in va lues, cul tures, sodal organizations, economic sys-
tems, and political structures; 
3 
recognition of the aspirations of all people fo r acceptable levels of liv-
ing; 
understanding the degree of in te rdependence among people in using 
the e,nth's resources to meet human needs; 
recognition of huma n population patterns as they relate to and affect 
environmen ts; 
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recognition of indl\'tdual and collective rC5ponsibility in the use of hu-
moln .. lIld ndIUf.l) resource:,; 
appreciation and enjoymen t of the variety, compkxity, and aesthetic 
qU.llitH~S of human and n.lturaJ environments; 
- clear, precise communication with others in a variety of ways, \v:ith 
emphJ~is on graphic forms. 
Planning Units and Courses 
Educatof5 will recognize thJt students in this division represent an im-
mense range of abilitle5 and levels of maturity. Furthermore, each student 
experiences a unique pattern of physical, emotional, and intellectual 
growth during the adolescent years. For these reasons, th is guideline is 
sufficiently broad to encompass the full range of student needs across our 
province. local planners have the responsibility to develop programs and 
courses to meet the particular needs of students in schools \Nithin thei r ju -
ri sdiction. Although expectations for mastery of content, depth of under-
standing, .lnd competence in skills may be modified to allow each student 
to progress in a manner consistent with his or her ability and maturity, all 
courses must retain a focu s on the goals and objectives of geographic 
studies.ls described in th is guideline. 
In the organiz.ltion of cou rses, the unit of study is considered as the 
basic building block. Lmts C.ln be of varying lengths, so that the number 
making up J course could vary widely, but most will occupy h .. ·o to six 
weeks. A unIt sys tem provides a flexible form of course organizJtion and 
w1l1 permit courses to be o rganized over a full year or part of the yeM. 
Each unit iltlows for the development of specific objectives under the gen-
eral he.ldings of knowledge, attitudes, and skills. Units selected to consti-
tute J year's work in geogrilphy should relate logically to one another to 
create an integrated whole. 
A number of stages are necessary' in the development of bal,mced 
..::curses of study. Each course should have broad general objectives. Ini-
tiJlly. reference should be mJde to the expectations for core learning and 
skill development identillL'd for eJch course. Conside ration could then be 
given to additional object l\'es that are Important to provide a bJlanced 
treatment of the areas of the earth under study. 
The second stage invokes the choice and design of units of study to 
meet the broad objecth·e:-. To assist in this process, a number of sugges-
tions for choice of content and appropriate teaching strategies have been 
provided for each course of study. While these are not intended to ex-
clude othe r choices, planners may find them useful as starting points. In 
geogr.lphic stud ies, there IS a variety of valid approaches to the organiza-
tion of units including regional studies, comparative studies, studies 
based on issues, themes, o r topics, and studies that examine processes. 
Similarly , many different teaching st rategies ca n be employed to enJble 
students to increase their understanding and skills. 
A teacher's plJn for a unit should include the following essenti ill fea~ 
tures: 
statement of specific objectives 
- selection and o rganization of content 
- suggested teaching strategies 
- a description of available teaching and learning resources 
- an indication of the evaluation techniques 
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Some objectives, content, resources, and teJching strategies (.In 
change as a unit de\'elop!' in the classroom. Teachers should be prepared 
to make dlterations in day-ta-day activities provided the objectIves of the 
uni t remain in focus. Where chJ.nges are mJde, evaluation techniques will 
have to be modified to recognize these revisions in the unit plan. Such 
changes should be incorporated in futufe presenta tions of the unit. 
Courses based on broad units will encourage co-operation among 
tedchers in different subject fields to develop integrated themes or inter-
disciplinary approaches. An examination of other current Intermediate 
Division curriculum guidelines will reveal numerous opportunities for re -
lating subjects that deal with similar topics. Artists dnd poets, for exam-
ple, show a keen a\vareness of landscape. Novelists and dramatis ts recog-
nize the signi ficance of location in the development of character and plot. 
Besides being raw materials for industry, meta ls have physical properties, 
geological associations, and historical significance. These are only a few 
examples of the many natural associations that occur among subjects. 
Where themes, issues or concerns become the focus of units of \vork, the 
breadth of a study can be increased. 
An i:nportan t outcome of co-operative planning among te.achers C.1n 
be student recognition of the value of a variety o f viewpoints in dealing 
with a topic. On many issues, even knowledgea ble persons hold widely 
varying viewpoints. Students should get opportunities to see how ap-
proaches to issues vary according to the perspectives, values, and objec-
tives of individuals or groups. 
Students should be involved in the planning process. Teachers, hQ\.\,-
ever, have the responsibility to see that a balanced set of objectives is 
reached. Careful organization by teache rs will ensure that studies are 
sui ted to the interests and capabilitiES of students, that the time allocated 
to the pursuit of a study is consistent with its objectives, and that a v.lri-
ery of methods and viewpoints are employed from unit to unit. 
A unit on locality studies is induded in each of the sections on North 
America and Canada . This unit is intended to encourage the acquisition 
of knowledge, ski tis , and attitudes that will enable students to relate stud-
ies of other places to the environments wit h which they are familiar. 
Skills of investigation in the field are an essentidl part of geographic 
studies. A great variety of field experience is possible and no one type can 
be singled out as best. All studies, however, should be Significant to stu-
dents, welt planned, and integrated into work being done in the class-
room. 
local ity studies provide many opportunities to employ field- study 
techniques. There are occasions when d half-hour in the vicinity of the 
school will secure adequate obervations. Hal f and full-day prClgrams ena-
ble students to go farther afield and obtain more detail for examination. 
longer trips can put students into physical .lnd cultural environments 
that are marked Iv different from their own. 
As students u"ndertake studies of more remote envi ronments, their ex-
perience with , and unde rstanding of data collection become more impor-
tant. Increasingly, they rely on information that comes in abstract forms. 
Famil ia rtty with techniques of mapp ing, sketch ing, taking photographs, 
interviewing, and writing will help to make the selection and in terpreta-
tion of data provided by others more vivid and signifiednt . 
5 
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The Program 
I. North America 
A continent is studied to discover and interp ret broad patterns of 
physical, cultural, dnd economic geography . 
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The landscapes of North America were virtually undisturbed for cen-
turies. The native peoples who inhabited the land adapted to the opportu-
nities offered for sus taining life and organizing society. They developed 
unique cultures in the forests, plains, mountains, desertf;, and coastal re-
gions that they occupied without upsetting the natural balance or drasti-
C,l!!y changing the landscape. 
In this year, students study North America as it is today. The arrival of 
large numbers of European immigrants beginning in the seventeenth cen-
tury brought new political systems, new attitudes and values, and new 
technologies to produce a series of complex changes in the landscape. In 
most areas today, students will find only a few traces of the natu ral land-
scape and the culture of native peoples. 
For the purpose of this guideline, North America is considered to in-
clude Canada, continental United States, Central America, and the Carib-
bean Islands. Courses developed from this section should refer to each of 
these areas. The themes that follow suggest ways of developing a bal-
anced course to meet a variety of planning needs. 
In addition to the study of b road patterns selected from examples of 
physical, cultu ral , and economic geography. students should gain insights 
into their own communities. The areas in which students live can provide 
immediate examples of the many ways in which people interact with their 
envi ronment to change the landscape. 
Core content 
Through selection and organization of appropriate studies of North 
America, teachers should provide students with opportunities to develop 
an understanding of: 
- human and natural characteristics that make the local community and 
area unique; 
- relationships between the community and the rest of the province, 
Canada, North America, and the world; 
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the location and extent of North AmericJ and the relative locations of 
the countries within the continent; 
major political units comprising North America; 
characteristics of the major landform regions and drainage systems; 
factors contributing to climatic variations in North America and 
wp.ather patterns in Ontario; 
major historical and geographical factors that have influenced settle-
ment patterns; 
contributions of native peoples to the development of contemporary 
society;'" 
present patterns of population density and distribution; 
factors affecting the location of major areas of industrial development; 
the importance of selec ted manufacturing activitIes to North Ameri-
can economies and ways of living; 
the inte rdependence which exists among various regions of ~orth 
America; . 
the need for wise usc and management of natural resources. 
Skill development 
Planning fo r skill developmen t should take into account the pre~ent 
proficiency of students and the ilppropriateness of skills chosen for the 
content being studied. In the organization and guidance of studies of 
North America, teachers should ensure that students are provided with 
opportunities to develop facility in the use of the following skills or tech-
niques: 
using latitude and longitude, map grids, compass points, and degrees 
to determine location and direc tion; 
using atlas g.lZettee rs to locate places; 
locat ing places using distance and direction from other points; 
using linear and verbal scales to measure distanccs on maps; 
deriving information from atlas maps of relief. climate, mineral pro-
duction, transportation, population, and politi"'ll divisions; 
using conventional symbols and co lou rs to convey information Jnd 
indicate boundaries; 
drawing cross-sections or profiles using atlas maps or sim ple conlour 
maps; 
transferring information from a map to a cross-section to show rela-
tionships; 
presenting and deriving information from various sou rces such as sta-
tistics, graphs, charts, photographs, and diagrams; 
sketching simple maps to show dominant features such ilslandforms, 
transportation routes, or city iocations; 
using flow diagrams to present and derive information; 
obtaining informa ti on from a variety of photo types including vertical 
and oblique aerial photographs. 
°Tuchel"S ~eklng "SI. t.nce In the orgin,Ullon 01 ftud ie, on "" tIVe peopJe~ m.y reler to the r..,ou ree gUIde. 
P,orl, ~I ' .... ·.,101 A",,,,ry J/. Inlr' · ".te D,VIs,on. 
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Geography 16 - 19: Appraisal of 
the first two years 
In September 1980, the geography department at this Sixth 
Form college began teaching Schools Council 16-19 Geog-
raphy Project A-level as one of a number of pilot schools 
throughout the country. The ensuing two years have made 
many teaching and administrative demands on the depart-
ment , bu1 at the end of the first A-level cycle, it is possible to 
assess the successes and shortcomings of the new sylla-
bus. It is hoped that our experiences in planning and opera-
ting the ccurse will be of value to those considering adopting 
it in the ir own schools or to those introducing any new 
syllabus. 
First thoughts 
At the ou1set we were stimulated by the challenge of intro-
ducing new ideas, and by the hope that here was a syllabus 
and approach which would remove from the students the 
necessity for mere memorisation of geographical data. Also, 
tho nnc:;c::jl-oil jt\, th~t 'NO minh' intrnduce t~CI"'" tn ttlo,..,hninIIOC:: 
and ways of thinking about and analysing data which would 
assist them in the real world was a great attraction to us. 
As an open-access siX1h form college, only a small pro-
THEME 1. Natural Environments-the 
Challenge for Man 
Core Modules 
Landforms and Environmental Management 
Man and Ecosystems 
Option Modules 
Climatic Change anc Uncertainty 
Man's Response to Difficult Environments 
Man and Natural Hazards 
Pollution of Natural Environments 
Man and the Geological Challenge 
THEME 3. Man-Environment Issues of Global 
Concern 
Core Module 
The Challenge of Urbanisation. 
Option Modules 
Global Limits to Grow1h 
Feeding the World's Population 
Political Systems and Environments for Man 
Migration of People 
Alternative Approaches to Development 
The Communication Revolution 
Figure 1. The 16-19 module choice 
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portion of our A-level candidates are intending to proceed to 
a higher education course based on geography, yet the old , 
syllabuses set out to equip them all for such a move. Here at ' 
last, we felt, was a course both to equip the university 
geographer and provide the A-level school leaver, for whom 
geography was their last-choice subject, with skills and a 
broadened outlook on the world and its problems. Our op-
timism and hope seem to have been well-founded. 
Planning the course 
The development of the 16-19 A-level involved all four 
members of the geography department in three main 
stages. The first of these necessitated planning the outline 
of the course itself and the choice of work modules that 
would be included. The second stage concerned detailed 
preparation of those modules and the integration of a suit-
..,hln fi,...t.Mu /'''''r1<: oroaramme. Thirrll\l . the develooment of the 
internal assessment that the course contains required a 
plan of assessment units , internal examination, and an in-
dividual study scheme to be organised. 
THEME 2. Use and Misuse of Natural 
Resources 
Core Module 
The Energy Question 
Option Modules 
Water for Man 
Minerals for Man 
Land as a Resource 
Soils and the Future 
Managing Woodland and Forest 
Potential of Oceans and Seas 
THEME 4. Managing Man-Made Environments 
and Systems 
Core Modules 
Impact of Manufacturing Industry 
Changing Agricultural Systems 
Option Modules 
Changing Tertiary Activities 
Demand for Recreation and Leisure 
Regional Disparities 
Changing Urban Environments 
Problems of Rural Management 
Mobility and Man's Environments 
Policy, Planning and Man's Environments 
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STAGE KEY QUESTIONS 
Observation What? 
and Where? 
Perception 
JI ,II 
Definition What? 
and Where? 
Description 
J ,II 
Analysis How? 
and Why? 
Explanation 
J , II 
Evaluation, What will? 
Prediction How ought? 
and 
Theory 
Construction 
1 ]; 
Decision- What will? 
Making How ought? 
Figure 3. The route to enquiry 
and is divided equally into a timed essay and a piece of work 
testing the use of a new skill or technique. The individual 
study contributes 15 per cent of the final mark. 
The tim ing of the int"rnal assessment is largely controlled 
t::;i' ~ ~'. : .: .. . : ...... : .... - .: .......... ......... ,... ..... p~ <'0':1 lirn n1p.nts. The natl Jre of the 
essay title and the assessment tasks were decided jointly by 
the staff and were then marked according to the agreed 
schemes in Figure 5. These have the advantages of allow-
ing the markers considerable flexibil ity while assessing both 
geographical and general educational achievement by the 
student. Moderation of the marking was conducted initially 
within the department, but final moderation was undertaken 
by the examination board. Marks were then given to the 
students in terms of a 1-5 scale (1 ~ good, 5 ~ poor) , the 
points being equivalent to 80-1 00 per cent (Grade 1) , 60-80 
per cent (Grade 2) , and so on. The reason for giving the 
students marks in this way stemmed from the examination 
board's unwillingness to divulge specific marks to the stu-
dent, combined with the need to tell the students how well or 
badly they were doing. 
The individual study element of the course entailed a 
large input of time in consultations between staff and stu-
dents on an individual basis. The staff provided guidance 
through from the students' initial preparation in December of 
Year 1, to the choice of a topic in May of Year 1, to comple-
tion of the study by Christmas in Year 2. Marking of the study 
is by the examination board . 
The key to the successful operation of the course clearly 
lay in its planning and in co-operation and communication 
between staff and with students. Comments from students 
were , where possible, used in the revision of courses for the 
second A-level cycle, and many of the problems not fore-
seen in the initial planning have been overcome in this way. 
Some advantages of 16-19 geography 
The advantages of geographical education advocated by 
the Geography 16-19 Project are characterised by two im-
portant features. First, the Project takes a man-environment 
approach to geography, in which geographical study is 
~. Teaching Geography. October 1983 
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focused on questions, problems and issues arising from the 
inter-relationship of people with their environments. With 
this starting point, geographical study may be appropriately 
developed through a process of enquiry, in which questions, 
problems and issues are opened up, relevant branches of 
geographical theory are utilised and, ideally, an answer, 
solution, or, more likely, a range of possible solutions, is put 
forward . It is therefore possible to bring out the many inter-
relationships of the different aspects of geography. , 
The second advantage of the Project's approach is its 
enquiry style of leaming. Enquiry-based leaming, as the 
Project calls it, is both an appropriate approach to man-
environment geography and also a valuable way of ensuring 
that opportunities are presented to students for the devel-
opment of a wide range of skills and abilities. 
A third advantage of teaching 16-19 materials is the range 
of skills and techniques it instills in the students. We have 
been greatly encouraged by the improvement in skills of: 
(i) communication (discussion, debate, ability to present 
findings); 
(Ii) intellectual ability (to think clearly, pose and test hypo-
theses); 
(iii) social and study (organising group activities, using study 
time effectively) . 
A far wider range of techniques can also be developed 
under a course of this nature and these fit in extremely well 
w ith the topics in each module. We were very impressed by 
the ease with which one could distinguish between students 
according to their ability early in the course. 
From the teacher's point of view, the course and assess-
ment structures provide ample scope for individual prefer-
ences and intellectual reward for all levels of ability amongst 
the target group. The emphasis on resource-based learning 
linked with teacher-guidance also leads to the deve!o~",ent 
oi 0. Ut:;ll~1 It:idtionship ~"':'~'n":'':,~ ... :.:..~: ~ .~ _:"':=: .. ~_. -" ...... 
way communication is considerably enhanced, and we are 
more aware than befor>} of the problems of individual stu-
dents. 
The necessity for careful planning and co-ordination of 
the course means that co-operation between staff is vital. 
We have been forced to work as a team and to tap the skills 
and expertise of all of us, and this has led to a better 
understanding of our teaching methods. We are gleaning a 
great deal from collective, rather than individual, wisdom. 
Finally, the course's principal advantage from a teaching 
point of view is its capability to provide something for all 
students across the wide range of ability that is found at 
A-level. The weakest students have found they are develop-
ing skills of understanding and interpretation which they did 
not previously possess, while the able students are in a 
position to be stretched by the demands of some of the more 
difficult concepts. 
Difficulties of 16-19 geography 
The problems we have encountered fall generally into two 
categories - those of a pedagogic nature and those related 
to the practical implementation of the syllabus, the majority 
of which involves the problem oftime, or, more precisely, the 
lack of it. 
As already stated, we have generally been very happy 
with the content of the syllabus and whilst we still find diffi-
culty in achieving a satisfactory balance between physical 
and human geography, and have ourselves spent consider-
able time discussing what we think should be the correct 
balance, the overall result of giving the A-level students a 
sound over-view of the subject has been achieved, even if 
vast amounts of 'pure ' physical geography have been 
omitted. 
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Autumn Term Introductory module followed by Changing Agricultural Systems Man and Ecosystems 
YEAR 
1 
Spring Term Feeding the World 's Population The Energy Question 
SummerTenn The Communications Revolution 
AutumnTenn Landfonms and Environmental Management Climatic Change and Uncertainty 
YEAR 
2 SpringTenn The Challenge of Urbanisation The Impact of Manufacturing Industry 
SummerTenn Revision Module: China and Japan 
Figure 2. Haywards Heath College course outline 
(a) Module choice 
Overall planning of the course was comparatively straight-
forward, and was probably the simplest of the three stages 
to complete. The syllabus requires the course to consist of 
nine modules, each covering a specific area of work. Of the 
nine modules, six are compulsory core modules, which 
cover the principal themes of A-level geography, ranging 
from those which place emphasis on the natural environ-
ment. to those which look predominantly at the man-made 
environment. These are indicated in Figure 1. The other 
three modules are option modules and may be chosen from 
the comprehensive list in Figure 2, according to staH inter-
ests and strengths or relevance to the local area. These are 
aS~Assed internally by staH, and ::;re not included in thl') final 
examrnaI1orl. 
At Haywards Heath, the choice of option modules re-
sulted in our preparation of "Climatic Change and Uncer-
tainty", "Feeding the World's Population" , and "The Com-
munications Revolution", largely to introduce a wider range 
of geographical themes to the students' experience. 
The timing of the modules within the two-year course was 
chosen to conform to two constraints, the requirements of 
the examination board for the results of option module 
assessments by certain dates, and the division of teaching 
time in the department. Each A-level student had eight 
forty-minute periods of geography per week, divided into 
four lessons with each of two staH. This necessitates the 
students studying two modules at a time in parallel, and it 
was decided that these should therefore be modules that 
bore a close relation to each other. The final programme is 
shown in Figure 2. 
In addition to the nine modules, a short introductory mod-
ule was included, together with a revision module in the final 
tenm. The introductory module involved some two weeks' 
class time for one member of staH, and was an introduction 
to the 16-19 approach to geography based on resources 
rather than direct teaching and involving the seeking of 
solutions to problems, questions and issues with a man-
environment theme. The revision module was instituted to 
ta<e the place of formal revision, and consisted of the appli-
cation of the course content to questions and issues in 
specific regions of the world. China and Japan were chosen 
for this study to show contrasts between developed, less 
developed, centrally-planned and other states. 
Each module was therefore taught for twelve weeks by 
one member of staH, with the exception of the revision 
ncodule and the Communications Revolution option module. 
Tnese were split so that diHerent aspects of the module 
were covered by two staH in parallel, an idea which worked 
well. giving students a variety of insights into a single topic. 
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(b) The preparation of teaching materials 
The preparation of individual modules was divided between 
the members of staH. In some cases (eg. Challenge of 
Urbanisation Module) the work was based largely on mat-
erial provided by the Schools Council project team, but ,~ 
most of the modules, the courses were devised f. 
scratch, using only small amounts of external material. The 
necessity for making the work resource-based led to the 
preparation of module booklets which contained much of the 
course work, and this involved a considerable application of 
eHort to the production of written exercises, and also a wide 
variety of resources and the reproduction of this material for 
sixty students. Needless to say, this eHort oontinued through-
out the two-year cycle of the first A-level candidates and 
,~J ";"0 ir"'liti::tl r~vision of work. but this will be reduced as only 
updating and revision are len. I ne CUrllt::I 1l ui l; Ie II IV..: .... :,:.::; 
was produced by individual staff after a group meeting to 
decide the general content of each module. Several con-
straints were applied to this choice. 
(i) The material followed the project's Route to Enquiry 
(Figure 3). Ideas are obtained by a deductive method of 
observation, description and explanation, followed by the 
application of ideas to present or future geographical issues 
or problems. 
(ii) Skills and techniques are introduced as an integral r 
of the work, being uS8d as tools to tackle problems. 
(iii) The range of examples and case studies used through-
out the whole course covered a complete range of scales of 
study and types of economy and natural region . That this 
was achieved is shown in the curriculum matrix in Figure 4, 
where case studies are allocated to the theme, scale of 
study and type of economy to which they refer. 
(iv) Man-environment links are emphasised throughout. 
(c) Fieldwork 
The integration of fieldwork into the work programme was 
comparatively simple. The requirement that it should be 
enquiry-based did not involve much adaptation of existing 
fieldwork, since the nature of our fieldwork was already that 
of field research. During a week's residential course in the 
Forest of Dean with the Lower Sixth, or day or half-day trips 
throughout the rest of the course, problem-solving fieldwork 
was undertaken which related to most of the modules. 
(d) Assessment methods 
The third stage in the planning of the course was the devel-
opment of a suitable assessment scheme for the three 
option modules and the individual study module. Each op-
tion module contributes 10 per cent to the final A-level mar, 
© Teaching Geography. October 19B:: 
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DOMINANTLY. _________________________________________ I.DOMINANTLY 
NATURAL MAN-MADE 
THEME Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3 Theme 4 
Natural Environments- Use and Misuse of Man-Environment Issue Managing Man-Made 
SCALE The Challenge for Man Natural Resources of Global Concern Environments and Systems 
LOCAL SCALE Flooding in the Wye Vale of Belvoir Coalfield Urban Planning in Industry in Liege (DC) 
Valley (D) (D) London (D) Agriculture in a Chinese 
Game Control in the Coal Production in the Urban Planning in Commune (LDC & CP) 
Luangwa National Park USSR (CP) Moscow (CD) 
(LDC) Rural Development 
Schemes in Nigeria 
(LOC) 
INTERMEDIATE The Impact of Change in Energy Patterns in Population Change and Industry in Belgium (DC) 
SCALE the Mississippi Valley (D) Europe (D) Urban/Rural Migration in Iron and Steel Industry 
Tropical Rainforest Energy Patterns in China Peru (LOC) USSR (CP) 
Eoosystems (LOG) (LDC, CP) The Growth of Chinese Iron and Steel Industry in 
Flood Control on the C"ies (CP) Brazil (LOG) 
Hwang-Ho (CP) National Cap"al Region 
Planning in Japan (D) 
GLOBAL Whaling and Man Oil and World Affairs World Pattems World Patterns of Iron 
SCALE (0, LDC, CP) (0 , LDC, CP) of Food Consumption and Steel Production 
(0, LOC, CP) (~C , LOC, CP) 
Figure 4. A curriculum matrix showing a few of the case studies used 
(0 = Developed Countries , LOC = Less Developed Countries, CP = Centrally Planned Economies) 
Of some concern to us has been feedback from a few of 
the more able students that they have found the course easy 
and at times of little intellectual challenge. We would tend to 
subscribe to this view ourselves , especially with regard to 
the content of some of the core modules which would ap-
pear to be in need of some more theoretical underpinning by 
geographical laws, theories and forces, in orderto give more 
credence and logic to the issues and questions raised by the 
work . We hope we will then manage to stretch the more able 
student more adequately. 
Another problem we have to face has been the necessary 
change in teaching methods imposed by 16- 19 work . Gone 
were the days when the well-informed (one hopes) geog-
raphy teacher merely sat and imparted his pearls of wisdom 
to keen sixth-form ears and when this, together with some 
d iscussion work and a few practical exercises, produced the 
necessary results. Instead, the demands put on us as 
teachers were initially considerable. We were forced to 
assume many and varying roles as we led our students 
through the routes to enquiry and on to self-appropriated 
wisdom. Although in essence a task that sounds as though it 
should be easy enough, it proved in practice far more diffi-
cu~ as we found that active and constant revision of the role 
we were assuming was a necessity. Examples of this kind of 
thing include: when to stop talking at a group; when to curtail 
a discussion: what depth of discussion could or should be 
allowed about a particular issue; tlOW much help should 
individuals be given in the class situation; are they seeing 
the wood for the trees? Obviously, these are examples of 
problems that are going to be encountered by any teacher 
teach ing any subject, but 16-19 has proved to be very 
demanding in this respect (and more challenging), if the 
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route to enquiry approach is to be adopted in its true spirit. 
Turning from teacher to student, two particular problems 
have emerged. The first is the difficulty some students have 
in understanding the raison d'etre of 'the route to enquiry' . 
Throughout the first term of the course we repeatedly return 
to its basic structure and endeavour to help the students see 
Marks will be allocated according to the folio. 
ing scheme MARK~ 
A Knowledge of specifics (recall of factual data) 5 
B Understanding of the relevant generalisation of 5 
the module 
C Interpretation and application of these generalis- 5 
at ions within the context of the question 
D Marshalling the evidence; analysis and evalua- 5 
tion; drawing conclusions 
E Communication of argument and conclusions 5 
Total 25 
The assessment units will be marked according 
to the following scheme MARKS 
F Understanding the technique(s) 5 
G Level of accuracy in applying the technique 5 
H Quality of results of application 5 
Communication of findings: 5 
(a) written 
oJ (b) graphic/diagrammatic 5 
Total 25 
Figure 5. Timed essay and assessment unit marking schemes 
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what they are doing within its framework - but for some it 
r "mains a slow process. The second problem is a frustration 
tt,e student builds up by not being able to gain comfort from 
grasping at a tangible collection of facts to learn rote fashion 
for the terminal examination. Even having sat internal exam-
inations at the end of their first year and mock examinations 
in January of their second, many students approach the final 
examination with trepidation because 'they do not know 
what to learn' and although we go on about 'techniques' and 
'issues raised' and 'examples studied', it takes a lot of effort 
to relieve their doubts and fears. 
The more practical problems have, as stated before, hin-
ged on the restrictions imposed by the lack of time. We have 
found that 16-19 has demanded more time of us than was 
formerly required. A weekly meeting has been essential to 
discuss progress, to share problems and attempt to find 
solutions to them, especially as we have found, in almost all 
cases, that the modules have contained too much material 
and we have had to be selective in its image. An hour after 
college on a Tuesday has proved to be the absolute mini-
mum necessary and frequently this will flow over into lunch 
hours as well. We have needed time to update and re-vamp 
modules. This is , of course, highly desirable but exceedingly 
time consuming, usually necessitating work outside term 
time. 'Holiday time' is also the place for the construction of 
option modules of our own as the time needed to search for 
relevant resources can be a very slow process. 
Marking of students' work has proved to be a most 
onerous task (when is it not?) as some of their notes tend to 
be subjective , self- or group-opinionated and detailed. 
Ideally, they should be checked carefully by us but this is an 
impossible task, the only practical solution being a general 
'rubber-stamping ' with selected work examined in detail. 
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The production of copies of modules and their cost haS' 
been rather problematic at times but, thanks to our highly 
organised and willing Reprographics Department, every 
student has been able to have an individual copy of every 
module. 
While we greatly welcome the inclusion of an individual 
study, its organisation has not been problem-free. The initial 
sorting out of study titles is highly time-consuming. Most 
students require at least two individual tutorials in order to 
sort things out and the majority seek further help and advice. 
Again , this is demanding on the teacher, not only from the 
point of view of the time involved but also of their integrity, for 
it is a very thin dividing line between where admissible 
advice ends and actively helping the student begins. Never-
theless , the one-to-one contact between teachers and stu-
dents is one of the decided advantages of the course. 
The problem of fitting in fieldwork is, of course , common to 
us all but maybe it has shown itself to be somewhat more so 
with 16-19. Ideally each module contains an element of field 
study but the mechanics involved are perhaps asking too 
much of colleagues in other departments. Some of this work 
can be covered on residential courses but this year we were 
only able, because of the numbers studying geography, to 
take half of our first year students away on a field course. 
This last point serves to illustrate our current most press-
ing problem - the students are enjoying 16-19 geography 
too much' Word appears to be passing down and diffusing 
out to brothers and sisters and friends that what they have 
done has been worthwhile and, for this next academic year, 
the number of students who have applied to take A-level 
geography is double what we had when we started, and 
reveals that we are the largest growth subject in the college. 
GEOGRAPHY FIELDWORK 
IN 
HOLLAND 
£79 PER PERSON FOR 5 DAYS TO END OF OCTOBER 1983 
£85 PER PERSON FOR 5 DAYS JANUARY-MARCH 1984 
£ 89 PER PERSON FOR 5 DAYS APRIL AND MAY 1984 
LEAD YOUR OWN FIELDCOURSE WITH: 
* Complete fieldwork programme planned by 
experienced teachers 
* Tailored for examination courses * Free staff places 
Write or phone now for details without obligation to 
COACHLINES UK L TO 
UNIT 11, PROGRESS INDUSTRIAL PARK, KIRKHAM, LANes, 
Tel. Blackpool (0253) 594177 Preston (0722) 687114 Caine (0282) 866663 Tetex 677334 
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'I H ~ A S G 0 C I ATE D E X h M r N I N G BOA R D 
?OR THE GENY.RAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION 
CECG!>A!'hl' Am' A:;CED Ll:."VEL SYLLABUS ·626 
The aims non objectives o f tr.e E.yllabus are set out at the b"linni··.g 
of tLe 8yll"bus. The content of the syllabus han been revised to pro·/i.de 
s tu de~tf': ',vi tn. a bala..'1ced ClPFr~::iatiGr, of Geosraphy in the light 0.-: ccr':-e nr, 
deve::' :"p~e!i t:::. 
£mpr.3sis is placed upon mant~:~ relatiol!shipa ·wit.h his envircr·ment :;.r:c 
hi.s cer.:!'J.l pJ sitic:l ir, thr.· slj b~c:::t. T:-,erefore :r..e syllabus de:i,",erp.. ~; r-.:ly 
aYoidz ~ divis:''1!l of c'Jntult ir.to hu;nan El~~d phYBi~81 geography in o!'dc: r. "~ 
er.couruf,e aI. i ntegr at ed te"d·.i~g appro ach. 
The syllJ.oue cont er,t is presented in the fo!'r.l ~f topics rela f od to 
Cla1l aId his behs'/ i~ur in ecological ar.d spatial contexts. These topics 
iA.ve beer:. ~~ll3cted to e:1,=ourage the st'Jdent to acquire D. funde!'!\ent:Jl ur. rie:"· 
ctaIHlir,g of t.he processes involved within t he specific areas ~f study. 
Detailed s;'\ljies should be carcfully chosen·to iUue·trat e thcse topic€. ,~\d 
their ir:€.r-relnticn.sh:'ps. Some topics .... i ll necess3.Tily haV/3 to be Et',ldil~ ' 
en a wo:":,,ld-\·.'i c.ic scr:l1 0 , \<!hil e others may be more suitably treated locally 
or with refe~er.ce :~ one continent , country or re£ion. A variety of detul: 
studies per bpic s hould be used. These "hould r.ot be take;; entirely fre'" 
C' ·ie conti::'C!l t, 'J:' from prees at similar [".ti..!t;es c f develupoent. Certai:' 
c f tl-.e detailed studi e~ should preferably be treated in greater depth or " . 
chosen t o r elate to m!'c than or.e st.udy t upic. I:: t.his way a:1 underst. [ctlj : 
~ f the who le environ'l'.ent und the man-land relationships within it migr.t be 
t.e:tter l:'.chi c·,ed. 
T:-.e s:; ::' J. D.t u~:. choulC! be 5P.f:r. a~; pr oviding a framework tn:hic h ·.;nn all·"1,./ 
the ~15~ o f r·x_1.E. :i r.g reGc:urcf'&. ~te C0!'e ~'€iteriol s:' ven in the sub5ect 
cont e :.:. G'. lC:", t(· .r t~ o £.rdcd as c.::,. ; ~ ~ tio.2.; ae f,ni2.cJ c tt:.';:-'le~ may bp. ch::ser. ;:.t 
the <iit3creti'J r of the teacher.s or students; the p.)5f;ible exa~le6 giv ,~ :". x : 
ir.tended for 8uid~~ce only. 
A::rr:s 
I 
I (a) u':'".de!"ot5.nd ge:.:~g raF':1i (: ~l C)!·.r:cp .... .s; 
I 
eL ) appreciat~ the dynalllic r.RLlre o f gcof,rapby, both ill time an:! s[.',,' 
(c) aC ~11 i re t echniqueo and devo;l,'p "kill" ir. the analysir· ",nd intl:r-
pretntion ~f 7sried typer, of geographical source IIl8.terlals and 
to make inferences from availablL evidencr.; 
(tl ) aPFly geographical lIlethodology towards 8..' appreciation of present 
day problelLB on varying sc31e6. 
cont'd ... 
... ' 
• 
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Tr.e objectivea of the exam::'r:c,tion arc t,:, ten t the candlcatc'c: 
( 8 ) knowl\!JS6 and understanding of basic geographical COl.ccpt c 
and principlec; 
(b) ao~lity to (t:.llly r ~ 6 !'!d lr.teqll'et cttLta sucn Uti ctat:':.; ti cal 
inforC'.'lt ic..n, NPS , Fhotographs a nd detlli1ed sh:die~. in the 
application of gct'!erol gcogrophical principl ef> to part.il~ular 
5i t.Wl tione>; 
(r;) the ability to llpply gcog'!'f1phicRl ::;kP~s lI.:1d '.;achnic;u.c s llr:d i n 
particular to use such 6Kil1s i~ cnrryir.g oat fi~IJ ~:1ve5tiga ti o nfi 
and in at'!slysing t!:'! re ::.ults o f such ir.vtGtigatil)r:s . 
[y.a~inatio~ Str ucta r e L'llr.:ltio!'l .!. >!' 'lotHl Ha rt'.f: 
PaoPCT 1 2 houre 2,)% 
Paper 2 2 hourn 20~ 
F'lper 3 3 houre 40% 
Paper '+ 30 minute o ral on 20% 
field ... ·ork investigat ion 
Ca:.d! ,lA tes !':tUst take all papers. 
';,'j', !,! etructure of Papers 2 and 3 allo"'3 the ca ndidat e some degree o f 
\ F:::.:.lisatio;)' .... ithin certain syllabus t opics . 
[!'lJH 1 
":'hi s paper will aim tl) te~t t he c andida !.~ 's ability to apply c;k51l!:: 
.qr..i ~ tlch.niqaeB to 3 consldc::-.:lt ion of geog!'ttphical prot:lt!m::. a nd s1 tl..a .. i<::):, l;. 
'~'~,e pa per w111 con,;i!;t of a \'ariety o f data res pons e que$tions , whi ch will 
i;:'mlve the tsP. o f a wide ran~ e of (;O'clrce rnterial. 
:. minimum of L l r question::> will ~c set, of wh'.ch tL .. : andic:a 'Cc ... il.:. 
b! re c;ui rcd to ans .... £:r " ",. At h!l~t ::>np. q,,~&tic.n \ 'i:'l rer!1'.J. ::- ~ tl ~~i: 
·,,·, 'i ~rst .1r.J in' of Orcbl'l!Ice Sl.l:'ve:r IMpS (l: ~ 5 OCO and 1:;0 0(0). ,<ucGtions 
. '.'lY also be included which a::-e ba .::cd or, Bri ti"h land us e maps and fiel d 
i::lest iga ti o ns. 
Pa per 2 
Paper 2 will aim to test the canrliciate1e comprehen~ion of bacic 
gp.ographica . conceptn aa alated in the eyllabue content. Fourteen short 
st ructured ,.ueetions '<Iill be set, two on each of the seven topics A-G 
lis ted in the syllabu~ ~nd candidate~ will be required to &!,!6wer ~ny 
eight questions . Spaces for the answere to the questioDs will be 
provided on t he question paper. 
cont'd ••• 
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?aper 3 
Thi" pup\!r will a.io to test thf.t candidate's ability to und~retar.d 
and t.o appl;{ kno"*ledgl! of U:.e topics A.-G to specific loc&tiono o f the 
candidate ' s o .... n choice. Reference to detailed sell!:cted studie9 on Ii varil~ty o f scaleG and locations .... i ll usually be required. No sper.ific region6/are~s/towns will b e namedi instead, the wordlnS of the questions 
will ellow the candidate to use me/her own choice, of caee study to 
'! X8II'Iir,e the p.J.!"ticultu' concept or topic which ie being ' discussed. The 
exnmi:lel'l3 ... Ul h particula::-ly looking for evide :",I: e of first band 
investigation wtere relev&n t • 
Cl.I :-.dinR':.e :> fIlt:st M:zwer four questione .. or;z from each of U,e four Sectio!'!s 
Of> slte· .... r. bela .... : 
riZCTlON 1 
SEX:TION 2 
" 
To?ic J.. 
Topic B 
To~ic C 
Topic D 
SEC'rION 3 Topic E 
Top ic r 
~ECrIOI'i ,. Topic G· 
(Fie ::-:lur cti:S and Pop'lIEd.i.on) 
(HydroGphere and Lithosphere) 
(I.. tC',oc;phere) 
(Ecosystem) 
(Agriculture, Indus try, 
Tra r.sport 6::d Trace) 
(r.e t tlement ) 
(Gccgraphi~61 percpp. c tives 
on c 'J::- ::- ent problcr:lsJ 
3 ques tio r.! 
6 question& " 
(2 on eacl". 
t~pic ) 
It q:.1 es';ions 
(.? on ell cn 
t opic) 
3 questions: 
~ 
TE.i :; p~ .. ,:: r:. ! !, h O:;«l • .,~ne.titl:: 
f"ll~!lli t ted fi(:l c i :'lV c .. : igatiol:s 6 :>d 
approxi fTVtte1y ;.0 rrir.uteo. "'hic~ 
\:y thO! BOl',T'd • 
wili. be cor.c.'!rned · .. iti~ the f1 S5e ~t:01f~nt of 
... n::. take th~ form of an ora~ ~ ~ .; ·'6t :'O:. 
.... 1.11 t~ c:Hlductc'; by an e);.all'li~:cr .~ .... p0i , ', " ~ : 
. .....•... •................... 
The cano id!l te is a l lowed to 'Jse a n appro ve":!. Iltlb ~ . approved aathea:aticaJ 
t&bles and a s i nple hand calculllt :)T d·.lTing 011 }:arts or the exs.mina tion. 
A 1i6t of I'!.FP:-oved a',;loeeo is available on request to the E-J'rd. 
en 
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!. [Icilnition of ~opula:ion Geography 
( . ) , , - i:ie35 (If" Hur.t.an E::olobj' 
(i i) - relatior!sLips bctWCC!"1 regio na l cliffcrcnce~: and densities, 
grc.wths, etc. 
Relatjons~ips of clements and population 
A. PhY~ic~1 E!e~c~ts 
(i) - c;npt:, vs . pcrulatoo areas 
(ii 1 - the physiul ~ealro as a popu~ated deteTUlinant 
B. Cultural cl em~r.:s 
(i) 
(ii) 
(~i i) 
- Nature of Cillture 
- Effee t~ of c'J I ture 
5i:nil", cn'/oro;u!lents are uscU differen:ly by different 
cuI tu:-c '; 
- Enviro~r;lC:1ttl! 1 ir:.i t3t ion on the development cf cul tur~ 
J. Race. Nation 21ity and Culture 
, 
" . Difference s and Correlations 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
- Classi:ication 
- Physical traits 
- Isolated peoples 
Distribution and main racial stocks 
B. Ide"s of Kace :':ffusion - See Elements of Geography. Smythe and E 
(~lacmillan) Section VI - Populatior. 
C. Cult~ral Diversity 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
- Environmentalism 
- The nature of culture 
- The concept of culture in Geography 
- The cJltural landscape 
~ . Population Densities 
A. Overpopulation 
(i) 
(i i ) 
(il i) 
(iv) 
(v) 
- Define and exami !, . 
- Controversial vie ws; ~.1ul thus , Harx 
- r'opulation pre s ~ urc c 
- Nutrition and d~sease 
- Food supplies 
- s -
_ . .. . _ ... _ .. _------------
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8. ~atural incr ease 
(il - !listory of population growth 
(iiJ - Birth anel death rates 
C. Concept of Population Control 
(il 
(ii ) 
(i ii 1 
Cultural resistance ann economic nccessity 
- International mi~ration 
Internal migration 
5. Cc nparative Studies 
\i'estern Europe or ~orth AnerJ ca 
: ; ~lltt. or ~.E . Asia 
1r.c physical en·.'ir o!l~~nt is to be s tre ssed ; relationships, ra ei:.!l 
~r. d Ct;] tural differenCE: 5 ; th~ concepts of dcyclopmcnt and untkr -ocvc i!)j.:-:crl : 
.. rE d: ;;e eXJ.mi~~. (o::lrro;,l:: ltel~ beliefs should Le c r i tici:c. ·:. The 
use of ;"aps and atlases s hould he widcsp;-cad Clnd tr.on.n.q~ h . 
Teacher References: 
Bresler - Ch. 5, 0 , 2C, 21 , 22 - IIwnan Eco logy, Addison-li cs lcy ( l. :u. :l.· .. ' 
trod c, Webb - eh . 2,4, IH, 19, 20 - A Geognr!',y oi Mr. :1Und , 
'~cC ra",-fli 11 
~;.~one5ia) Van ::("stranct Seiir:h~ If-l:t Ii 10 
1 nd i a, V(-!n ~lost!';!i1d .c; ear ,:ill ight ,; 2~ 
The L ", er 'l eJ:o~, \'an No ~ trand Search 1 ight # I: 
Smith, P. J ., ~'orulatio" 2"d i"roduction,r L . T 'JT:d IT 
Swatridg~ t~t .11 J nepi onal Ceography, C ~. I S , ';outh Asi:l y r.h. I(), Indi .· 
~'oung, L0i..li se B. (ed , ] ~opul.:tior. i!1 r":'!'spcct 1 1/(' , :': l~ (-> rr . 30 , 
~) l - ~ Ii ~:, 1:':-: - l~ {) l ,") 03 - 3~l, 
.- , 
.. 
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(Revision and Reprint 
of Inter im Edition - 1970) 
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The Lar.ds 
:1. S o i l s 
(1) agen::01 0= s o il foc:rcations - w'l t er, air, plants 
.:1~d animals. 
~ 2) c0ntr o ~s (y;:' ;;oil ::o!:'matio.~ - ?arent material, 
c Li~ate, 
vegetation, 
.3c:i: 
(4) great soil groups 
b. VegetatiolO 
topo;rcphy, time:. 
?odzolization, 
later ization, 
calcifica tion. 
(1) factors control ling natural vege::ation 
- soil nutrients, sunlLght (heat and light) 
precipitation, exposure, altitude. 
(2) plant communities 
Oceanogra"hy 
GEOGRAPHY 12 
PART II Man And His EnvironMent 
This part of ~he course should ceal with the 
!~ terrelationships between man and hi s environment, and 
3 ho~ld focus on specific problems to be analyzed by the 
application of geographic skills and concepts. 
There should be a major focus on the following 
,' n ,-ironmental concerns: 
1 . The ~ of environment with emphasis on the development 
and management of resources. 
2. The conservation and control of environment . 
3. The quality of the environment. 
4. The Derception of the environment. 
*optiona1 
- 6 -
(!:'. 
, . 
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In selecting specific cases or examples to 
illuminate each of these concerns, such criteria as contemnorar./' · ~~ relevance, global significance, student interest, and scal; 
should be taken into account. The following questions, adapted 
from A.K. Philbrick: This Human World (Wiley) may be useful in 
guiding classroom inquiry: 
, 
,. ... 
1. What resources are available to sUflPly the food 
that sustains life? 
2. What materials are available from which men build or 
manufacture useful articles? 
3. What resources of non-animal energy enable men to 
supplement the force of their own muscles in the 
performance of the work? 
4. What ideas and values (including economic, social and 
political policies) influence the use of resources? 
5. \{hat characteristic ways of doing things, including 
customs and technologies, influence the us, of 
resources? 
Problems of resource depletion, mUltiflle land use, 
pollution, cliffiatic controls. natural hazards, social, economic 
and political implications should be considered in relation to 
agriculture, mining, fisheries, forestry. power and energy anj 
recreation. Teachers should feel free to draw on the field s 
of physical and human geography. 
I~ is c lEar that in the study 0:: such Slroblerr.s - ,. 
will be essential tc the student to utilize and i:ltegrate ma teri3 : 
drawn from both flarts of this course. Where it is ·;onsidered 
apflropriate to Slut the greater. if not exclus ive err ')has is on 
Part II, the necessary material from Part I can be Lnterpola t2c 
a s che need arises. 
GEOGRAPHY 12 
suggested Unified Outline 
The outline 'which follows presents another suggest.e" 
wa~·. Ln additio~ to those already outlined in this Curriculum 
Guide. of develooing the Geography 12 course. Th e outline ~re5en 
a ~!litied organization t~at ~ntegrate5 the ~wo parts of the COU~~I 
!~ : :ti~izes t~~ t.~ ·.eme Environment 2!1~ ll:.an and is 
G.e·~-21..cp€C: arIT,.:.r:~ t.he ~ -:~Ei:l cf envilonn'.ental cC):-,.::'2r~·~2 3 S stat9c 
i~ Part !I of ~he 01J 'L~Lne i~ ~hi s G~i.6e. Signific3nt areas fr' o~ 
Par~ I 1:ave bee n rela~ e d to t~ese csncerns . Interwoven 2r~ t~e 
prob le ~~s ~enti~ned ~n ?ar~ ~I (above) 
- . -
I 
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CI","yillg the 6eoYI·u/JI,y 
Srl'ltlbus: 
RALPH HEBDEN, MELVYl\' JO!'l'ES, 
CARL PA RSONS & BRIAN WALSH 
Four members of the Geography Oe- bility' score was calculated. The results 
partrnent at Sheffield Polytechnic have are set out in Figure 1. A comparison 
been inves tigating the implementation can be made between 5th year 
of the 'Geography for Young School G.Y.S.L.-experienced classes and 4th 
Leaver' (G,Y.S.L.] Project in four main year classes yet to begin work on the 
trial schools in South Yor\(shire*. project. and between the scores of the 
The Schools Council Project Team same 4th year classes before and after 
for G,Y.S. 1.1 produced tnree kits of experience of G.Y.S.L. 
exemplar materials. The accomoanying Our data suggest that pupils liked 
Teachers' Guides give suggestions for geography better after experiencing 
classroom procedures, objectives to be G,Y.S. L. 5th year pupils had generally 
pursued, modes of assessment. as weU .... _ more favourable attitudes towards geo-
uS the principles of the ob\ectives-'---graphy than did 4th year pupils who 
based style of curriculum deve{opment had yet to begin work on the project. 
utilized by the team. Further details of 4th year pupils, on the whole, recorded 
the broad intentions of the Project a greater liking for geography at the 
team and the philosophy underpinning end of one year of a course based on 
their approach may be found in the G.Y.S.L. compared with their position 
various publications and paoers pro- a year earlier. . 
duced but amongst the principles A further section of the inventory 
which have guided the choice and consisted of a list of resources and 
development of themes are: pupils were requested to signify 
1. that they should be interesting whether or not they felt each resource 
and re levant but of more than appropriate for inclusion in a geo-
transitory sign ificance; graphy lesson; from the responses a 
2. that there shoutd be a structure mean class 'resource acceptability' 
of ideas focusing attention on the score was calculated, the higher 
concepts of the discipline; scores indicating acceptance of, (or 
3. that these ideas may be ap- experience with] a wider" variety of 
proached first through a study of the resource material in geography. 
local area and courd be extended to The results in Figure 2 indicate that 
more distant places. experience of G.Y.S.l. widened the 
As part of the research by the team pupils' views of the variety of resources 
into the impact of this praiect at appropriate to learning situations in 
school level a pupil attitude inventory geography. The relationship betwep.n 
was devised t and administered to resource variety and liking for geo -
pupils in the trial schools . This survey graphy is clearly demonstrated by a 
involved nearly 400 pu pils of average {;omparison between the changes in 
and below average ability in the 4th the 4th year class 'resource accepta-
and 5th years; the 5th year classes 
completed the inventory on one occa-
sion after one year of a geography TABLE 1 
bility' scores [Figure 2J and the 
changes in t~e 4th year ctass 'favoura-
bility' scores (Figure 1 j. 
These suggestions must be tenta-
tive because of the nature of the data 
collection instrument and the inevitable 
opportunistic sampling. The remainder 
of this paper, however, deals wi th the 
comments made by pupils about their 
geography lessons in the open -ended 
section of the inventory. 
It was interesting to find that a 
number of pupils ind icated an appre-
ciation that their views had bee n 
sought. However, although pupifs 
viewed geography more favourably: 
after experiencing G.Y.S.L., the largest 
category of comments from pupils 
expressed a general dislike for the sub- : 
ject; nearly one third of the pupils 
made comments such as 'G eography 
is boring .. :, ' ... should be banned', 
etc .. which was well above the pro-
portion expressing a general Iikin'J for 
the subject [see Table 1 ]. Thus, though 
an improvement in attitude to geo-
graphy has occurred, there is still 
much disaffection amongst these pu-
pils. The problem of the disenchanted, 
poorly-motivated, non-academic pupil 
cannot be expected to yield overnight 
as a result of one Schools Council 
project in one subject. 
'Geography for the Young School 
Leaver' has a concentric, thematic 
structure providing resources and stim-
ulus materia l related mainly to Great 
Britain. It encourages the development 
of local resources, related fieldwork 
course based on G.Y.S.L. The 4th year 
classes completed the inventory 
twice - before embarking on a 
G,Y,S.L.-based course and after com-
Pupil comment on geography in total 
h Geography pleting one year of suc a course. in total 
A series of structured questions 
with a 'yes', 'no', 'don't know' format 
was designed to in'/cstigate the extent 
to which pupils liked or disliked geo-
graphy. The responses were coded, Informalive/ 
aggregated and a class mean 'favoura - interesting/ 
• The Social Science Research Council has relevant; ban/ 
made a small grant [HR2862/1} for a 3-year boring/dislike 
period [1974-77] to further this research. 
5th yr. Sept. 1973 4th yr. Sept, 1973 4th yr. July 1974 
204 pupils; l' groups 185 pupils; 9 groups '61 pupils; 9 groups 
like 
42 
[20%J 
Dislike 
69 
[34%J 
Like 
40 
[22%J 
Dislike 
67 
[35%J 
Like 
24 
[t5%J 
Dislike 
40 
[25%J 
t We are indebted to the Education Depart-
ment at SheHietd Polytechnic and the Division 
of Education, University of Sheffield, for 
assistance in constructing this inventory. 
The column headings apply also to Tables 2. 3 and 4 where they are not printed in full. The 
4th year classes are the same for September 1973 as for Ju!y 1974 ;the different totals for pupils 
are accounted for by absences. 
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5th year , Sept. 1973 4th year 
-- Sept. 1973 ,- --, 
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Figure 1 . Mean ' favourability' scores for classes in schools A. B. C snd O. The 5th 
year classes in September1973 had completed one year of a geography course based 
on G. Y.S . l. The 4th year classes in September 1973 had yet to begin work on G. V.S.L. 
By:July 1974 they had completed one year of such 8 cour se. 
5th year , Sept. 1973 4th year 
--
Sept. 1973 
15 c- ---- July '974 
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School and class 
Figure 2. Mean 'resource acceptability' scores for classes in schools A, B, C and D. 
The 5th year c lasses in SeptRmber 1973 had completed one year of a geography 
c ourse based on G. Y.S . l. The 4th year classes in September 1973 had yet to begin 
w ork on G .Y .S.L. By Jul y 1974 they had completed one year of such a course. 
TABLE 2 
Pupil comment on learning activities 
5th yr. Sept. 1973 4th yr. Sept. 1973 4th yr. July 1974 
Like Dislike Like Dislike like Dislike 
Fieldwork :- surveys, 
out ings, interviews, 53 4 34 44 3 
prac ti ca l work 
M apwork. and milps 20 27 34 26 28 18 
Individual work 8 0 9 11 0 
Classwork 2 6 3 16 3 10 
Writing 2 36 12 29 2 12 
Copying 8 8 0 7 
Drawing and colouring 12 7 12 5 4 2 
Discussion 9 5 12 2 4 3 
Ju iy 1977 
~ 
an d a structured d iscovery approach 
in the classroom. The DUpils made a 
large number of comments about field-
work and outings and, although the 
overwhelming support far these out o f 
schoo l activit i-=s may owe much to 
att itudes not directly relatea to learn-
ing, severJ I pupils stressed the value of 
'going and set: ing' , 
Of the other learning a..:cjviries to 
wn lch leference was maoe ;'s ee Tabie 
2J. w01k w i:h maps was ;"I~wed with 
mixed ieel ings. Drawing anc colouring 
received a small number of comments, 
predominantly favourable, while 'class 
wOIk', 'copying ' and, If"'! panicu lar, 
'writing' were disliked. Question sheets 
and work sheets which have come to 
playa very irnp'ortant part in G.Y.S.L. 
teaching were rather more c isliked 
than liked. Individual work which, it 
might be argued, is made more feasible 
by the use of work sheets. received a 
small number of comments, almost all 
favourable. 
Fieldwork was the subject of more 
comment from the 4th year pupils at 
the end of one year 01 their G.Y.S.l. 
course' than one y€ar earlier, which may 
indicate less experience of fieldwork 
in their fower school geography 
courses. Discussion was mentioned 
by a few pupils, mostly · in favourable 
terms but. despite its recommended 
importance in G.Y.S.l. teaching, the 
4th year pupils mentioned it less and 
showed much less support for dis-
cussion on the second occasion upon 
which they completed the inventory. 
Fieldwork obviously stands out as 
a popular activi ty and the local area is 
undoubtedly a productive ~ tart i ng 
point for geographical study, offering 
the opportunity for practical work and 
the emergence of a fund of knowledge 
from the pupils. Ideas and models can 
be demonstrated through a reality the 
pupils know. However, local content 
was mentioned favourably by more 
1han 15 per cent of the po pi Is only 
wh en it was directly related to Sheffield 
and National Parks [see Table 3) . 
'Foreign Geography' almost equalled 
fieldwork as a subject for favourable 
comment; nearly one quarter of the 
pupils expressea their enjoyment at 
learning about 'other countries'. In an 
earlier section of the inventory it was 
clear from pupils' responses to a list of 
geographical topics that. amongst 
G.Y.S.L. pupils, recall and liking of 
those 10pics which might be defined 
as traditional was not greatly eroded. 
This interest in other countries receives 
little encouragement from G.Y.S.L., 
which concentrates on the local en-
vironment and on case studies within 
the national context; the Leisure ,pack 
only approaches the international 
scene through resource material on 
Yellows10ne Park and Foreign Holi-
days. The pupils' liking for foreign geo· 
graphy may reflect images of fiction 
and travellers' tales, but a basic interest 
in this content manifests itself quite 
Slrongly. 
The preponderance of local work in 
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/ S.l. might be justified by the claim 
,at It is a major source ct j:terest of 
.Jnquestioned reievance. ::.an facilitate 
:'l~~ dcquisi t ion of ski!!s 21 d :anceprs 
: .3r'd the discussion a! value ques-
{iOn s 1, and these conceor.:; may then 
be applied to more distan t plc3ces. The 
contention supported '::.'1 tne fore-
(1Oi:19 dal<l is that. If w e vvi.m to respond 
::l pupil 'desi re in t~ rrT'5 :;:: !:"::erest tn~ 
s~lIdy of Olher cauntri~ s o,=01al1ds a 
place ill geography !caching at least 
35 great as t he study oj tne locality. 
Wnatever the cri teria for fe ;e~'anc e, 
foreign wpics merit a Sl!bst3ntlal p:a:e 
In a geography course aoo, funher -
more, more distant instances may be 
cruc ial to a demonstra tion of the wider 
af)d! icability of concep!S encountered 
locally. 
The 'known', from which G.Y. S.l. 
is in te nded to start, need not be con-
fined to the immediate environment as 
tne pupils are informed of more distant 
parts through the mass media. Indeed, 
the ve ry familiarity of local topics may 
engender in pupi ls a boredom greater 
than that resulting from more distant 
content. 
Once the area of stud" is outside the 
locality the possibil ities of fieldwork 
are pract ically nil and the collection of 
appropriate resources is diHicult. Grea-
ter reliance is put on the relatively 
inflexible text book and the multi-
purpose educational kit or film , In t his 
situation the potentia l for pupil in-
vo lvement is limited, with, we suspect, 
(I decl ine in motivation. It is how to 
teach foreign geograpn'! in an'interest-
ing manner rather than the lack of 
intrinsic attraction of 'industriill deve-
lopment in Brazil' which is the problem. 
Wright2 claims that advances in the 
teaching of local geography have been 
made but that 'there has been relatively 
li ttl e fresh thinking in recent years 
about the problems of teach ing over-
seas geography' . With pupils of th is 
age, approaching the fermal opera-
tional stage of thinking [Piaget] , 
games, simu lations, role-play, problem-
solving and enquiry-based learn ing 
may provide an acceptable substitute 
fo r empirical w ork. Indeed, there need 
be no greiJter gulf between 'rea lity' and 
classroom know ledge in this situation 
than in school science, which has 
made the greatest strides in the direc-
tion of practical work; consider the 
school child's transformer and its in-
dustrial counterpart. 
The problem still remains for the 
provision of the resources, tailored to 
f i t the interests and objectives of the 
teacher and the abilities and disposi~ 
tions of the pupils. It might be noted 
that in the Schools Council 'Enquiry 
1 '3, the most common improvement in 
provision specified by pupils in rela -
tion to geography teaching was 'more 
practical work' and 'more teaching 
aids'. This was mentioned by 25 per 
cent of the geography pupils. a pro-
portion exceeded in no other subject 
bu t science. 
The pupils completing the inventory 
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TABLE 3 
Pupil comment on lesson content 
Content 
Foreign Geography 
Clima te and 
?hysical Geography 
Topics 
Ci ties 
Farming 
Holidays 
Housing 
Imports & Export s 
Industry 
leisure 
National Parks 
Sheffield 
Transport, Roads and 
Travel to work 
Vo lcanoes 
TABLE 4 
5th yr. Se pt. 1973 
Like Dislike 
55 
4 
3 
5 
9 
2 
2 
7 
2 
34 
3t 
7 
7 
9 
2 
o 
3 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
Pupil comment on resources 
5th yr. Sept, 1973 
like Dislike 
Films, filmstrips, pic-
tures, photo s. , slides 33 9 
Question/work sheets, 
diagrams, graphs t 3 . , 18 
Text books 0 7 
did record a liking for films and simila r 
visual material [see Table 4J though 
there were some dissenting comments; 
but text books where mentioned, 
were condemned. Comments on ques-
tion sheets, work sheets, as mentioned 
earlier, were not predominantly fav-
ourable; their format and content 
needs perhaps more attention if, with 
regard to pupil appeal. they are to 
prove the wholly satisfactory replace-
ment of text books . 
In the H.M.!:s survey of geography 
teaching4, considerable space is given 
to comment on new ideas in geogra-
phy - quantitative methods. network 
analysis. games, simulations and 
problem-solving; the authors ack-
nowledge that the provision of appro· 
priate resources involves more work 
for t he teacher. They support 1he. 
spread of these innovations and note 
that their results indicate 'a growing 
belief in the pupils ' need to acquire 
skills for pursuing enquiries', Again, 
on the question of 'relevance' and 
'interest', Naish5 refers to games, 
simulations, and role-playas being of 
4th yr. Sept. 1973 4th yr. July 1974 
like Dislike 
30 7 
t3 9 
2 0 
12 2 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 
2 
0 
7 
2 0 
6 
like 
3' 
10 
4 
4 
2 
4 
6 
18 
0 
3 
Dislike 
4 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4th yr. Sept. 1973 4th yr. July 1974 
like Di slike Like Di slike 
9 0 10 
t4 19 6 22 
0 6 0 9· 
great 'motivational value', 
It seems that the attractiveness of 
G.Y.S.L. is bound up with the nature 
of the lessons and the learning, 
[especially fie ldwork] rather than 
with anything inherent in the local 
nature of the content. In order that 
students may pleasurably and actively 
investigate environments other tha n 
their own, it is important that methods 
and resources, as motivating as those 
encountered in relation to the out of 
school work, should be used where 
available, or developed. 
If. due to a combination of resource 
shortage and low levels of motivation, 
little foreign content is included in 
geography courses for specific groups, 
then the divisive implications deserve 
attention, The average and below 
average pupils dealt with in this study 
expressed a liking for foreign geo-
graphy and it is important to remember 
that 'Geography for the Young School 
Leaver' proposes that geographical 
ideas encountered first in the local 
environment may, 'by linkage arid 
analogy .. . be extended to mOre dis-
Teaching Geography 
t· 
.an! pJr!s 01 the world' . 
To invoke the lauded notio n of 
'relevance' as a justificat ion for not 
~xte nd i ng the geographical experience 
of these pupils to foreign Pelrts is 
n:: z.ardous, part icularly when It is not 
a~;plled in the same way to th e studies 
of rnore able pupils. This was in 110 way 
the intention of the Project team. who 
:nade plain their d isavowal of a d if~ 
f2fC'nliutea curriculum, If , however, 
1nterest and relevance are jrrportant, 
ih l]n the prominence of the local en~ 
vlronment and the rela ti ve exclusion 
of overseas themes and regio ns need 
to be reconsidered ; proximity and 
affin iiY are not necessari ly associated. 
Withey6, in a recent arti cle, demon~ 
strates the lack of clarity in the use of 
the term ' rel evance' in edu cational d i s~ 
cou rse. There is a tendency fo r it to 
correspond to 'pract ical utility' as one 
goes down the ability range of pupi ls. 
Nell Keddie7 suggests that a situation 
may exist where 'relevance' is a proper 
consideration w ith regard to the less 
able but not so for the 'academic', 
There is the temptation, in the choice 
of curriculum, for the balance between 
the 'worthwhileness's and 'interest' to 
reach the stage where palatable exer~ 
cises on triv ialities become the order 
of the day. That 'worthwhile ness' and 
'in terest' can, and should, be com-
patible criteria in a teacher's nlanning 
is an assertion made by the Project 
team in the statement quoted earlier: 
The themes should be of in terest and 
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relevance now, bu t should also be of 
more than transitory sig nificance'. 
The Project team also asserts that, 
despi te the title of th e Proj ect. w ith its 
Newsom flavour and hints of a d if-
fe rentiated curricul um, tney beli eve 
the objec tives express-=d are valid for 
pupils of all abilities in this age range; 
in accordance w ith their brie f. the re~ 
sources and procedures have been 
selected to faci li tate the attainment of 
these objectives by the average and 
below average pupil. The Humanities 
Curr iculum Project laced similar prob~ 
lems of interesting and motivating 
pupils. Jean Rudduck9 says, 'It is not 
a co urse that is merely following 
pupils' interests' and, that it 'tried to 
pay all young people the compliment 
of offer ing them an intellectual chal~ 
lenge'. \OVhateve.r the success of H.C.P. 
in the classroom, the stand taken was 
that controversial issues of wide social 
significance should receive attention 
in the learning situation . What consti-
tutes relevance for the pupil can be 
interpreted in varying ways by the tea~ 
cher of H.C.P. or G.Y.S.L. Where rele-
vance has importance then it has im-
portance for the whole ability range. 
In the teaching of geography, foreign 
cou ntries are of interest and who can 
say knowledge of them is not relevant. 
The requirement is for more varied 
and motivating activities. and· re-
sources which will have. the impact of 
local stud ies. Central to the approach 
to curriculum development of G.Y.S .L 
is the idea that teachers and loca l 
groups should go on to adaot. supple-
ment and eventually supplanr the ideas 
and reSOurces in the pubhshed vers ion. 
It is important tnac in t!-l'~ process the 
wider educat ional debate al:'OW 
'worthwhi leness', ·..-e1evance· and 'i n-
terest' are not ignored . 
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SYLLABUS CHANGE IN GEOGRAPHY: A WESTERN 
AUSTRALIAN EXAMPLE 
P.W. HILL AND J.M.R. CAMERON* 
ABSTRACT: This paper employs a generali zed change model to identify 
forces at work leading to the introduction of the new Tert iary Adm ission 
Exam inations geography syllabus in Western Australia. Developments in the 
fi elds of geography and education are assesseu in terms of thei r influences in 
promoting change. and the role of geographical educators as change agents is 
evalu ated. The paper concludes with an attempt to predict likely future 
direct ions us ing the change model. 
In retrospect, it is clear that few geography syllabuses survived into the 
1970s without underg oing considerable alterat ion . Indeed, since the High 
School Geography Project establ ished the precedent for major curricular 
reform in geography, change has become the norm. The rate has often been so 
rapid as to be almost continuous, syl!abuses being repeatedly modified to take 
account of the many and profound changes which have occurred in 
geog raphy, education, and society as a whole . What has invariably emerged 
has not been so much a new product as a new process of curriculum renewal 
which incorporate s th e machinery and the opportunity for continuous 
assessment of the aims. objectives, content and methodology of geography in 
schools. The widespread acceptance of this trend has led Bidd le to suggest 
that 
The hope for the future in geographical education is to incorporate into the 
curriculum the concept of change as a ubiquitous process common to all 
environments.' 
If change is to continue as a positi ve force it has to be read ily facil itated; be in 
response to genuine need; and be subject to close and crit ical scrutiny. For 
these reasons, the mechanism of change as it relates to curriculum 
developments in geography is of more than passing academic interest. This 
paper, therefore, describes curriculum developments in senior school 
geography in Western Australia in an attempt to identify, analyze and assess 
the relat ive importance of the various agents of change and the parts they 
played in the in troduction of a new geography syl labus. Figure 1, a generalized 
model of the process of change, both summarizes and provides a structure for 
the discussion. 
Mr Hill is Junior Research Fellow, School of Education, Murdoch UniverSity, Perth, 
Western Australia; Dr Cameron is Lecturer in Geography and Education, 
University of New England. Armidale, New South Wales. 
' , J uLL , ;FiAI'/ IiCAL EV";C 4 TION 
Figure t Agents of Change Inthe Senior Geography Syllabus in Western Australia . 
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THE CONTEXT 
Since 1913, secondary students in Western Australia have been assessed 
through the annual examinations conducted by the University of Western 
Australia. Assessment has been at two levels: the Junior Examination which 
students sat for at the end of Year 10 when aged 15, and the Leaving 
Examination (Year 12). The syllabuses for these examinations were fixed by 
the Publ ic Examinations Board (P.E.B.) of the university and published 
annually in its Manual of Pubfic Examinations. Because of the importance 
attached to examination performance. the syllabus and more especially the 
con lent of successive examination papers dictated what was taught at all levels 
within the school. Change was rare and typically involved minor alteration of 
the content to be examined. Curriculum development as currently defined was 
absent. 
A particular ly closed and inbred system developed (Figure 2) , Control of 
education in the state by the University of Western Australia, the only 
significant tertiary institution unlil 1967. was all embracing. Not only did it train 
the educators but, through the P.E.B., determined the syllabuses of all major 
school subjects: assessed the students studying those subjects; and accepted 
as its own studenl intake those who successfully matriculated in its 
examinations. The narrow orthodoxy which resulted was further enhanced by 
the university's remoteness from other cen tres of learning. More Significant 
SYLLABUS Ch ANGE % 
was the resu ltant patlern of curricu lum underdevelopment which has so 
typified education in Western Australia. Underdevelopment was particularly 
acute in geography lor here responsibility for constructing courses and 
examining candidates was vested in members 01 the Department 01 Geology. 
Figure 2. The Western Australian Educational Experience: A Closed System. 
GEOGRAPHY AS A CHANGE AGENT 
Against this background, the establ ishment of a chair of geography in 1964 is 
of major significance. This occurred during a period of rapid growth for 
geography in universities throughout Australia and was symptomatic of a 
changing public awareness 0 1 the geographer's role . This, in turn, reflected the 
major changes which were then occurring to geography itself, for it was during 
the 1960s that the quantitative based spatial tradition replaced the essentially 
descriptive area studies tradition which had dominated Ihe geographer's 
concern 10 that point. A number of featu res epitomized this change but 
charac teriz ing all of them was a concern with explaining the results of man·s 
interaction with his environment and with the identification of order and 
meaning on the earth's surface. 
While the impact of the 'new' process oriented geography was rapidly felt at 
university level in Western Australia, school geography remained remarkably 
resistant to change. The syllabus for the Junior Examination was completely 
rewritten in 1972 but this was too late. All government schools and most non 
government schools had, from 1970, prepared their students for an internally 
assessed AChievement Certificate. This was based on the students' perfor-, 
mance over the first three years of their secondary schooling. In addition, most 
students studied social studies. This began to replace history and geography 
as an examination subject as early as 1964. 
At the Leaving level, reform was not manifested in the syllabus unli11974. 
However, an analysis of examination papers in the period from 1965 to 1974 
does reveal a major change in orientation around 1969, the year in which a 
separate matriculation examination was introduced. Th is was imposed on a 
regional geography course and required students to 
review regional studies and from these reviews draw out generalisations 
concerning man, his environment and the modern world.2 
'" N 
f 
l 
9fi UfOGqAPH,CAl EDUCJ~ TlOt : 
Prior to 1969, questions tended towards: 
I . unique as opposed to generic properties of regions 
2. form onented as opposed to process oriented studies 
3. static as opposed to dynamic situations 
4. the systemat ic lis ting 01 causal fac tors as opposed tothe Integration of co-
related factors 
5. facts as opposed to concepts and generalizations 
6. a passive recall of knowledge as opposed to an active response and the 
application of knowledge 
7. descr iptive, literary skil ls as opposed to analyt ic and quantitative skills 
8. low order cognitive skills as opposed to high order cognitive skills 
9. non contentious issues as opposed to a cflti ca l assessment of alternatives 
or a consideration of values. 
After that date, questions were quite clearly of Ihe 'new' geography although 
the syllabus remained basically unchanged. 
EDUCATIONAL CHANGE 
To gain some insight into why the syllabus at the Leaving level rema ined 
unchanged for so long. it is necessary to look beyond the changing nature of 
geography to the second of the academic influences identified in the change 
model (Figure 1); those deriving from the fie ld of education. 
Two trends in secondary education in Wes tern Australia are of particular 
relevance to the origins of the new syllabus. The first is a move away from the 
system of public examinations to one o f internal. school based assessment. 
The second is a move away from a specialized academic education for the few 
towards a general education for all pupils. Both trends are very much in 
keeping with trends evident elsewhere in Australia and overseas, but, be ing 
const rained by the nature of the original examination system, have had a 
belated development in Western Australia . 
The extent of the domination of secondary educat ion in Western Austratia by 
the University of Western Australia through the Public Examinations Board 
was expressed in no uncertain terms in the opening remarks o f the 1969 
Dettman Report on Secondary Education: 
secondary education in Weslern Australia has long been dominated by the 
requ irements of eJtternal examinations. Indeed. it could be sla led that the basIc aim 
of secondary schools has been to enable students to pass the examinatIOns 
conducted by the Public Examinations Board and so qualify tor Junior and Leaving 
certificates." 
The report conCluded. 
We are con .... inced that if schools are to be freed trom the shackles of external 
examinations, then such examinations must be discontinued at ailiavels, Leaving 
as well as Junior.) 
These two quotations refl ec t the extent to which educationalists in Weslern 
Australia, especially senior members of the state Education Department, had 
been influenced by changes in education in the 1960s. 01 particular 
significance was their growing concern with the structure of learning and 
conceptual growth, and the implications posed by a rapidly evolving theory of 
curriculum development. The Public Examinations Board, its syllabuses and 
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its examinations, were increasingly viewed as typifying an outdated and now 
untenable approach to curriculum. Among its se .... eral shortcomings were ils 
emphasis on the study of an arbitrary combination of university based 
subjects: its overemphasis on academic achievement; its focus on the 
teacher's role as a processor and disseminator of specialized knowledge: and 
its disregard of the individual child actually involved in acquiring a general 
education, 
Within the social science area there was mounting concern that the 
examination system placed undue emphasis on the content of individual 
disciplines at the expense of an overall view, and inhibited consideration of 
sign ificant discoveries in the fields of psychology and sociology. Above all. 
there was concern about the widening gap between the content of the 
curriculum and its relevance to the problems of life and the needs of students.· 
Thus. during the 1960s, major changes occurred to both the fields of 
geography and education. Although national or international in origin. they 
had strong local expression and fostered a potential conflict situation for little 
sympathy or understanding of the changes in the other's position existed on 
either side. A stalemate ensued. However, a system had been inherited in the 
P.E.B. in which the initiative for reform was the function of the geographers 
rather than the educators. Occupying the rather precarious middle ground 
between the two camps were the geographical educators. It is to the key role 
they played and to the influence of geographical education that attention is 
now turned. 
GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATORS 
The late sixties were characterized by a groundswelr of dissent as more and 
more teachers expressed concern about the I1mitations of the P.E.B . Leaving 
syllabus asa m~ans of developing geographical understandings, and its lack of 
a clear statement concerning the nature and level of the skills students should 
acquire. The heavy burden imposed by the traditional regIonal approach was 
increasingly resented and serious reservations were expressed about the 
relevance of the syllabus and its contribution to the students' general 
education. 
These early calls for reform were poorly articula ted and perhaps mis-
understood. At all events. they were resisted, with the result that subsequent 
events were by no means characterized by harmonious co-operation and 
fruitful communication. Perhaps the combination 01 circumstances described 
above made inevi tabte the clash between geographers on the one hand and the 
educators on the other. The relatively new Department of Geography felt its 
position challenged by the educational ists and the maChinery of the P.E.B. 
highlighted the role of individuals and personalities. 
The introduction of a separate matriculation examination in 1969 acted as a 
trigger for change and led directly to the formation in December 1970 of the 
Geography Teachers' Association of Western Australia. Adopting syllabus 
reform as one of its chief object ives, the Association spearheaded ils attack 
through its first conference, held in June 1971 . At that time O.K. Wheeler 
identified a number of shortcomings of a pedagogic kind in theexisting course. 
tn outlining his five phase model of curricu lum development. which entirely 
(J) 
w 
( 
I 
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depended on the selection of appropr iate aims, goals and oblect lves,~ he 
pointed out that while the content of the (old) syllabus was clearly prescribed, 
it contained no statement of objectives and only a passing reference to 
possible learning experiences.6 O.S. Biddle, the other key speaker, provided an 
excellent overview of alternative syllabus structures through his reference to 
the developments which had occurred elsewhere in Australia.' As this was the 
fi rst occasion that most Western Australian geography teachers had heard of 
these developments, a number of possibilities were created for them . 80th 
speakers, albeit indirectly, became initiators of change. 
By October 1971, although there was no formal involvement of the 
Assoc iation (and never was), the views of teachers on the possiblecontenl and 
st ructure of a revised syllabus were canvassed. After many unfruitful meellngs 
of the P.E.B. Geography Syllabus Committee and some work by various sub-
committees, the new syllabus was put together by the two leading members of 
the Committee in the relatively short time of nine months during 1972, 
circulated in draft form in April 1973, disseminated through circulars and 10-
service courses, and introduced with minor amendments into the schools In 
1974. 
The resultant sy llabus clearly reveals the dominating influence of academic 
geography in the process of curriculum development. The opening sentence 
("The aim of the course is to guide students to practise the discipline of 
geography ... ")' proclaims its discipline orientation and aligns It with most of 
the major curriculum projects initiated in the US.A., the U.K. and Austra lia 
since the early 1950s. Furthermore, the nucleus of the syllabus, a set at ten 
"concept clusters" (See Fig. 3). represents an obvious intent ion to identify the 
structure of the discipline along lines advocated by Bruner9 and other 
curriculum theorists of the structure-of -the-discip lines school . 
COMMENT 
The new syllabus was written at a time 01 rap id change in both geography 
and education. It clearly cannot be regarded as a stable document for change 
continues to characterize the agents wh ich brought it into being . Besides, and 
more importan tly , it has suffered limitations from the ou tset as a curriculum 
document. In view of the many problems its introduction in the schools has 
occasioned, major alterations appear inevitable. These problems amount to 
problems of interpretation of the ten concept clusters. the nucleus at the 
syllabus: problems of selecting material and determining the depth of 
treatment; problems of student assessment; and problems posed by the 
Tertiary Admissions Examinations system asa whole and the Geography Joint 
Syllabus Committee in particular, both of which are recent compromise 
replacements of the P.E.B. Thus, change is likely to be a continuing 
characteristic of curriculum development in senior geography in Western 
Australian schools. Our change model (Figure 1) may be used in attempting to 
predict likely future directions. 
Walford 'o suggests that the sixt ies was probably the strongest and most 
important innovative period for the field of geography and has also suggested 
that there has already been considerable disappointment with the progress 
that was then made. This is only one indication of the likely declining 
SYLL ABUS CHANG[ ~' j 
Figure 3. A Structure of Geography based on Ten Concept Clusters. 
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importance of developments in the academic discipline of geogra phy as 
change agents for developments in geographical curricu la, even though these 
have been the dominant change agents to date. By contrast. changes in 
educational philosophy and pract ice could playa more impOrlant role than 
hitherto. Of particular significance to futu re developments would appear to be 
the growing attention now given to the relevance and durabi l ity of wh~t 
students Jearn with the accompanying move away from the recall of detailed 
information towards modes of learning that emphasize creative thinking and 
the application of knowledge and which encourage students to develop their 
own attitudes and values. Changes to forms of student assessment are likely to 
have a major impact. 
Given this, however, it is clear that geographical educators have a major role 
to play. The history of events in Western Australia demonstrates that it is they 
who can create (and have created) a bridge between the fields of geography 
and education and that it is they who are the effective interpreters and 
implementers of change. The significance of the fi rst GTAWA conference has 
'" ..,. 
I 
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APPENDIX 12 - Six Valuing Games in Ge')graphy 
"CROSSROADS" 
:C::l=:..==:=~:a 
SIMULATION IN GEOGRAPHY : An example from R H Led'ger, "The New Geography in 
. II U A the3is in Educatioi1 Library. South African High School Te:achl.ng 1 n •• 
NOTE: t deVl'se 51'milar topical simulations You should try 0 
baaed on local or national themes. 
(An e.X-QJTlpl.;, oj a. South f/n::;a.n ai""JotLo'1. excrciaG wid.ely applicable). 
TIL:a £.3 a "(.'!'.plG simulatiun. irlVolo!ng c whole claa3 of an.y 
3iZQ. It req.'.li.rlJ ..... OHe period proced.nd. b:; at 12Q:Jt orte homework per-Lori. 
for preparaticn.. It is v &NJatil(l, suitablp fo r usa in. atudyin.g 
Urba!lization. any",har", an.d. can. be used in.: 
STD. 7 
STD. 8 
Std.10 
Urban i .0;). t i on. 
POfJulct' on. GGogi'ap,l.y, Brazil, Jr::.fXJ.r..,' 
South fIr/can. ~Dop"lat{on, urban. probl&m.a. 
It has the added. ad~a/l.t'2ge 0/ behg C"!TO:,tJ!J "apical. It has n. o 
apec'al r.Jqu i re!il.en C:J bOijond phot03 Cc.t Cvpi8~ cf publ i'3hed mc.tsri.a13 J 
m.ainly nBIJKJpapar c.rt..Lcl~~lJ and is 8u(tabl;; /or USG with an:; ~ep.n.a[Jar5. 
:i'it c e",,;p;oci3f? '.9 a 3trrz!J.lc.~'on of tnG ar'gfl1r.. en.t:/di,gc'.t8tll r./1 
be twaen. grol...l;: .. ') c;j :Jquc. t t. e r.9 an.d gOl)ern..7HJ/1. c pol i ClJ.....fi~a.kGr.s/a.:.:.n' i. n i ~ ira t or 8 
each trying to c:"rtutn.ce tho oth~r to ac~opt th3ir coso. 
Gouerrvnant cans: Tlu.3 3qua'Ccer'3 ii1.lJSt go .. 
Squat Cars' C 'J .. ,'!·?: 'they ~h. ~ I...lld b'J a..Zlol:)ed to .stay. 
AI!!!] 1. To !'C-'r./o,,·c eJ (c;.) the reason", for urban.i.::ation. and (b) 
thG ;.;rU(jler, l s cor..CO>7i.t ta.n.i~ ,/)i th it .. 
.: . For .~"iJ(la to rea.li.::e that differen.t gr"'.Jp3 perCaLlJe 
tit" 8Gr.e probl;}rn ,U!!erertt iy. 
3 . For p" J" ,13 tc reali"" ti,e di/jLc,.,ltiea 0/ deci3ior, ... m.::J)'ir.g 
lCI;~ .; r.! !,;r'oup.,) , a t t i t :Jia,?' GJl,.l. vc.lue.s riLl/or. 
4. Tc :.' ;:; ~:I pT'cct.iCG in or.al!13i.t1.g and (J.xtr-a~t'tl.[] uc.lid. argu.:;:.an.t;J 
jur '..: ":.'CCI'..Cfo] /roill d.i:;o .... ,:,;a datai ·led. ''-~fQrmatLon. 
00 Tc· Di:;'J pract,'c~ in. arg:J.ing/p-ro,Po:Jin[) ~ point oj vfGt1}. 
~ .. 
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PREP.AR.li' .i ON . - .4N D O?-J All I Z.A:rI Q,:' 
The simulation should be conveniently .scheduled tnto the 
normal teaching ~rogra~, for one important function ·it perferms is to 
.; 
break tnto th~ monotony of normal cla~~ procedura. Certain aspects 
of urban.!zatton should halla oee.'1. daalt with pravtously. If not, they 
may ba incorporated into a conventional lesson on urban.izatlon as a 
world traM. 
;10rl.:i. urb=tzatton .statistics should b .. pres13ntad in tabl13 
o.nd graph fo,-;71 (a.g. jro,,! [J.N. "D?mographi'" Yearboolt"). Vartous 
countrl13s should be compared and thon related to Sou~h African fig~res. 
The pupils are than aSK",d to 1 is t as maltV raasons for the 
drtft of pop:.dution to tho ci ttcs as they CO.l1.. 'XMse ar13 discussed 
altd board-ltstad. 
Pupils list t .w ejjacts of this drift on (a) the city and 
(b) its p@ople, both tr.e or!gtn..:rl (nnaoitaltt.s and the migrants. Tl'.esf' 
effect3 may be sub-dillided (nco 1:.. bene/kial and ~. datrim13ntal. 
The thraads will then b& drawn togeth13r, empha.sizln) the 
'r(J1)olutton oj ri.sing expectations' cau.sqd by ""'-at the wv.lerprtvUeged 
see GAd iwar Die the "'.a33 media 0/ tho htgh ll~ing .seGAr/ards aIU 
factlltie.s enjoyeJ. by p·zople in citios. This lead.3 to atter.'pt3 to 
brea){ out 0/ the 'vic!ou.9 circle 0/ ..oo!Jer·r,y' often. ci'laractarist'c oj 
poor rural .s"os i s Cance econu.," 9.s. Thu aoenu'! 0/ a3Capg wh (ch is 
.seen. to pro..ni39 'el:1orc.do') C! batter j:J.t ::.re, L.9' ni.grattort to th.e c'ty. 
Cen3e'luentl:; people jlock to ehg urcc:n ur"Cl3 Uk1ich CCULnot adequc.t::dy 
proo(de .shelter, w.o.~;; Qr s?c,"rity •. This lead3 to tile slum de'Jelop-.ent 
an,.d sq~atter ShCH~y- tO !;'!l~ 30 con-.mon aro;,;n..i the DLit-skirt:) 01 mO.9t large 
C£ties in t .".'rd. ·world cUl.mtri"s. e.g. r . JJl.ma, 
Hong 1:0ftg J Lc.')os I I'an.crt,J..'1, Ca~:.:.g ':-OUl"'~ . So:ne countr i. e3 c.t tempt to d.e~ 
with the proble'7l, ot';C!r3 n.eglact it. 
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1I0JfEilORK 
The pupils are g!oen a handout conta!n!ng !n/ormat!on sheets 
(mostly quoted from artCcles), a map ana a simulation preparation sheet. 
~y cra asked to read the in/ormation shse"ts QJld prepare lor their part 
in the simulation • . 
Two possible simulations are suggested: 
1. A parliamentary debate with the opposition dcmar..d.ing that sqwatters 
be al10wad to remain at 'Crossroads' ; the gooerr.mont is det(]rmined to 
demolist. the squatter camp. 
2. A simulation 0/ the discussion/argument b~CJJeen g:-oups of squattsrs 
and gooernment o//ielals, each trying to con"i .1.ce the vther to accept 
its case: 
(a) The gooernmen" CQ.3e 
(0) Squatters' case 
Sq~at~ers mU8t go. 
They should. be allowed to stay. 
E!ther simulation or both may be use~. 
The class !s dio!eed !nto gro~ps according to the 
simulations to ba u.~tempted. Each indioldual mu,qt taka a stGnce 
(pra/Jrably one towards ~hich he ia sympathetic) and prepare a 
log!cal argument to pera"ade the opposition. The arg=ent should. be 
ra~! anal. 
In the /olloU>-Ilp pupils should be rcq~ired. to evaluate hoUJ 
they ben~J !tted from the sim~lation. It should be made clear that 
there is no correct ans~~r -- what 80ems morally right is not necessarily 
a practical proposition (c/. Time article on Bra?il). Most cases are 
.wch mora intricate than they may seem at first. The teacher should 
<Insure that any misconcspticns aris!n) in tits sin",lation ar" diopelled. 
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SIJJr;LA T IO.'f 
1. Par 1 ia:n.entary debate On the O.opos i t i Of). mot ion: 
HSquatter ~hWlty-tO~3 3ho~ld not bQ claargd unt~l altBrnatt~G 
acc=odation. is provid.ed lor the inhabl~an.t3.w 
You should B;ctract as ",:.ch in/or.71ation. '~s you can. Irom the informa.tion 
shoets to back up your stan.ce. Using this and. your gBneral 
.~nowledge, prepare a clear, logical, watertight argument to pre:Jent 
your stance In the debate, not neglecting ways 01 defeating the 
opposition. Organ.ize it in such a way a:J to be able to make 'lour 
points without "ncue revetit(on of Doints alraaau made gffectivelr/ 
by earlier 3DeaJ,grs. 
2. Sqw:..tter/Offldalr!.<YIt DtscussCon/Argument.' 
(a) ImagIne you ara B.A.A.B. (Bantu ~/alrs J~n.inistration Board) 
o/flclals detuilec to clear Crossroads Squatter C~p. Prepara a 
plan. of actIon to do this d~signed to Cau~d as little unrest and 
discom/ort ~s possiblo to those concerned. Also prepare yourself 
to handl;; a. .... eating .:lith a dO.0:.tat(vn 0/ the ~·~uct~.,rs like:':; to 
request CJ~ audiance :01 th you on thg subject. Bear in m~nd ths 
daterivraCing human. relations positIon. in. Sout.'! .{frica. 
(6) Imcgin.e you are a squatter hou3ehold~r liv:ng with your /an.l~y 
,at Crossroads. Prepara a coggnt statement 0/ (1) why you are a 
aquatter J (2) why you ara in Cros"roads wtd (3) :dly you should 
be alloWGd. to stay. You should ba praparad to be a ",ember of and 
apoke=an. for a squatter delagation to vl.~i t B .. LA.B. requestIng 
that Crossroads ba allo~d to r~n.ain. 
In the meating, (In class) In addition to prasantlng your 
simulatac viero, you should,'l3 a c1a33 memiJar, try to reach. an obJect iva 
eValuation. of the discussion/argument In tile 11.0.0'1 01 ILndin.g a :vor'rab13 
long-term solution Co the proDlem. 
World Trade: a game for 
13-16 year olds 
I ','::1$ li"!cel"1\1y faced "/llh a ~)~' IC ::Jfotlem ' )0','1 to leaCh 
~hc concept 01 imbalanced 1I;,ce rel,)lionships bctv.' (. (!n 
dC'veloped and underdeveloped ~"lIOns 10 a class of Ihir1y-
SIl( m'~ed-ablhly third years Ha'/,og spent one IrUlUess 
!C~ on on the tOPiC . In which only a fe'.v olthebrlghtesl pupils 
\','::ore Involved . r decided that I shCuld cui my lesses In thai 
Clre-cI 'OO and try a fresh approach The I€sul\ was a Hade 
qiH~ ~ ~'. ~. eh laSl(d a double lesson (eighty f':"lInutes). but 
Ct:'LJ;~1 h,:r,~ lasted longer. and '\'hICh Invoh .. ed the whole 
Cl:l% WI '.':ha l at times could be le~s than poli tely deSCribed 
(IS nc:<:r- f lolocs condl:lons -- I hi!:e reI sed Ihe oflgloallo 
m(!uce thiS Side effect! The l oUo· .... -up d;scuSSlOn and wntten 
wOlk ·1Iuslrat ed a pleaSing compr(!hension by even thc least 
abtc pupils o f v.hat IS a relative!y abstract concept. Th~ 
s •. me could be easlty Inlcgra:cd Inlo any course on econ· 
omic d,_ ·.'e-Iopme,..1 and neej not t ~ confined 10 Ihird years. 
\Vllh furir.cr adaptal lons and inciuSlon of such factors as 
t racc·~·. :;I S. brm3!ion 01 Car.cls. r,~c j el(change rates CIC .. 
Inp. {lame could be ea ~ lly sUlled 10 an O·le'Jel gloup. 
Background and equipment 
Gr Oups 01 pupils i pf~ fcr i1 bly :hle~ 10 iI ~JrO\lp) I€'present 
cnunt ncs ollhe world which ar~ el:h ,~r ~rlmary producers or 
.nell,>t"al manufactllrenj. Through e~change each counlfy 
.'lu',1 Iry :0 oblaln the goo,js Ihey reqUire. be Ihey Industllal 
CO:lr.:r'c s tr , .ng 10 p'OCI:re I;'lW malellais or the primal )' 
rrodll(er~ trying 10 oblaln Ind\l~t(l,) ! goods The end Jesuit of 
It ·· ,·! ,~,\r~1e ::,11culd be ~ o show rhe 1 (' !~:lve economic strengln 
,·1 til>~ 'lldu~:(1,1 1 nal lOIlS ilrod ;l : ':er n among!'. t prim:lrv 
; ~ ' ()(':I, Ct ·: S ·.·;hlt": !! rc!:ect'> :h,! '''lr·' ~ '~"nc '~ 01 lr.e partlclII"1 
(;'; "'~" ;!lL , <~ I C O!I t;'1!I1~; 
[(," ·pn·f'Il! 
1 n",1] l,n,ls o f pm'nary ~Io'~ucls cr :r.C['51';':)1 goods need 
()n!y be ' E-presenlcd by (I,He'enl ·:\IOUfed cOllds As 100H:;e 
IlI.J'nt·: rs 0 1 cards arc n('eded th.;, C' IS no n"ed 10 WfI,fJ (1n 
1"' ;-1 :11 e"rd . but Simply to · ..·m ! !! <tn :.;");)r(1D!li .h) colour lI:ey on 
;! l'~ h:a.C __ t>o':lfd / OHP E,1ch C:l.d ' .)1 ·xonO'nlcalrC<lsons as 
1.·· .. 1( 11 dS "ny. need onlv t"te 2' .. c:"1 . 7':cm The lo:towln? 
('l!r'X'r't} :. and quantlhe'> ;lfe rpcc·~mend~'d bul 01 course 
:he ·':.n~bcr 0 1 c.:l!e~olles us(.'d wl lI ::e d('~endcnt on the size 
tl cl,)<;s. The quantities seem la lse btlt sl,e"tl'e she(:ts 0 1 
c:.l r{~~0,""!I.j and a gUIllotine makes :~.e lob qUlle easy 
ThIS IS a sugqested bre,)kctown 01 ;:JloduCls and numbel 01 
U; I::; -:-er (",U.x:;ory They ;:lIe open~.J \. ttlla:10I1s accOfdlng 10 
·.\ r,dl i'ou m"y w'sh Ihe outcome :t' ~'.' 
Industrial Goods 
M.l' :"")! C,'Vs 
C,",~rll'COlI gor~~s 
EIf-c : r·c:~1 
22 
No. of Uni t s 
300 
300 
300 
Bryan Massingham 
The Island SchCJvI. H. ~g 0\,)119 
Primary Products 
001 
Iroo are 
Copper 
CoHee 
Sugar 
Tropical FrUlI 
COCO.'l 
' 0 
30 
30 
25 
25 
25 
25 
2. InstructIOn ShC~!5 Il"'strllC1M.)ns ~flO"':CI be rn .:\~e :lv,~II· 
able 10 al! groups. (""C ~ e t lor me i.'l(/us1"af Nar,(,ns ai\1 
another fer the Pflm,lrl Produc' -s On no acccunt "houid 
lhe different grcups S(:~ <;'<lch o ther S In:-huctlOr.S Gener ... t 
instruchons relelling to :I"e gttmC ,""!IC ea:.r ilnd Ci"ln be 
verballi' gtven. 
INDUSTRIAL NATIONS 
INSTRUCTION SI-'EET FOR YOUR EYES ONL Y 
The JOb of your COU:1:"""'i IS to m.:\ __ ~~ mOlar CillS. c!>(·ml" 
cals and electllci'll ge·oes You do nOI have any raw 
m,l teflafs 01 your (' : .. 1'1 .l :"ld ',eu :n';lc.-fore '""Iced to buy 
Ihese from ol\)('r counlr.es You cnn buy yOur I ;)\v 
rni'! tellals uSing the 5ti: ·;~. ollllduslf1al goods wh,ch you 
already h:we The Qu,~n: . tICS 01 t.;., .... F"n01tCII(l !S needc-d 
arc as 11.'liowS. 
One unit o f iro n are one unit of oil Fi ve 
motor cars 
One u"it o f oil "- Ten units of c h emica l goods 
One unit of copper Fifteen units of el ec-
tri ca l goods 
You mtl$t obtain :1"'.(' l aw m<l :Cfl,) ~s 1:0'111pe P/lnl,)ry 
Ploducer CountllU; Some 01 ihc~e coun!rres ,1150 
supply foodstuffs .~rd :hC':C can " Is-.: be OOllG', i 
Once you have ~l.>I· . CI ... ll t 11:"1115 el ,;t.,'. malWI;,!S. you 
can exchange Ihc,-.-· Ior " dustrl.,i S00l1s G(Y.)d., C,1n tl,~ 
obtained from. ,·.ho \\-. !I ~ actIng as 
(he '"bank " 
In you r group. yOl..' 'SIIt ne'..>d ~O chOC'sc 
A. An accountant to keep records . 
B. A roving buyer and seller . 
C . A stationa ry buye r and seller. 
You can change o1Jces wl\h eac.h c1t"1ef as Ihe game 
goes on Both b\l~ er s and sellers mllst mfOIlTl Ihe 
cu::countant Imtned l ~r~ty the)' have (:ompIiJiC'C a daal 
so an ar,::uralC r(>cc ld c~n b'! I(;('pt 
Remember Ah·. i ~ S :ry .1nd GO ,1$ c00d a deal as 
pOSSlbl~ when bUi- ,I'g \ :'\1r ~a\\.;ma :er ,a l s . 
< " '" " .' ; G· -'"; . . I;'''~ C\, ""o(~'r ';lA~ 
PRIMARY PRODUCER COUNTRIES 
Ir~STRUCTION SHEET FOR YOUR EYES ONLY 
Your country produces You co nOl 
have enough lac!olles 10 m,] __ ~ induS!II,]! goods and 
:herefore In order 10 prOVide your people With such 
Irems as motor cars. chemical gOOOs (palnls lel1lhs· 
ers detergents etc .) and electrical goods (radlos . relc· 
Visions. stereos etc) you need (0 eXChange what you 
produce lor industflal gOOds. You can also exchange 
your products for other primary produCIS. but you can 
only obtain industrial goods !tom the industrial coun-
tile s. NOT Irom Ihe bank . 
In your group. you Will need 10 choose' 
A . An accountant to keep records. 
B. A roving buyer and seller. 
C. A s tationa ry b uyer and selle r. 
YCu C::1n :..r:.-. ,-.,;e rl,u.:~"> ... ,:n L'd':-~ lit!":o.:l <is i"e '~..i"" 
goes on SA n buyer'> .1nt,J ~c: I(.·rs muSI mlurm !n'! 
accountant Imm",rl'iltely lnry nJ .... e compi~led a Jeal 
SO an acculalC rtXGrd CJn!:le kept 
Remember .... Iways 1ry and get .1S gOOd a dedi as 
poSSible 
3 . Accounts sheet. The accounts are nol an integral part 01 
the game as one really only requires Ihe f.guresfor (he final 
stocktaking and these can be obliirned by Simply adding up 
Ihe cards at the end of the game. However rhe need 10 keep 
account does slow the number o f deals to a mOle accept-
able pace and one can also use II to work Cut exchange 
rates which can prove to be an intercsting exerCise. 
Accounts Sheet 
Type 01 Country a,l 
S tock : JO 
Gocx!s Sold and deal:; 
1 011 
2 lOll 
1-3 
1 : 
l Oll 
I Iron Oro 
. 
• u 
o 
;; , 
2 
Type of goods and quantity purchased I 
'---, I ---,- ---,----------,--
! J U ;;: .. 0 <>. _ • • • 
• 'u -: ill" L' 'E~ <i~ ; go ~ " 0 00 ;;:: ~ u u n8 wu 0 - --t---- " . 0.. ~ , 0 .. u 
, ~EE[----1 -- - - ------ - -- ----J 2 ' j=t=-= :.::: = •. ... · .-1 2 
6 
7 
8 
, 9
1 1'0 
i" 1 
;'21 _ 
1- ---1---~ --- r- -i' ---~- I--+--t---- i -- ----- --- ---- _____ 1. ___ ---·----- T -- i 
-1 ----- - -- - - -- ,-- -1-- --__ + _  ~ __ __ I 
- I --- ---- - - --- -I - - ! - --- -- --- -- -- -- I 
I! I 
. I - - - -1 - --- - - --
, 
i 
, - i- - r --r I _ -- I --- J. : 
I -l --- J ~ -:1 ~-~ 11 ~ ! --- ~:: -I -:= 1 - :~! 
l£c-:: J!tl :+-1 
1------ ----f --~ -- t-- - -- I -- I (~~", --- --- - ---- --- - -- -- --- ___ J - I I rF,_~:iSi~0C"-U::' "f ~;;~ca~l~t ~~ :~o~ _:~~ __ ~.:: -;'':::'~i+-,- l :~]~~]~:-~: 
1
13 
"I 1'5 
I ; .~ 
( Tf'.'(t>'nq("~'.,~ Oct(lt"<'r I!OS4 23 
'" <D
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THE GAME 
PU[' I:S ':-'~':>rd:; '. I'"' ~ :~2~.~S '.J' '~ree S:lC'llk'l 8'(1('-" ·'"!e ...... ·-
:;e ."es . '"1 . ...?";;: .1:':" .... ~ I : ·;',]11\1 <1i·.~!~I:JU!~(! :rlr(;\.; -:"' ~'\ ,; lr'le 
. ..)OfT' Eac'" '.::ro .... ,c Sr'()',L~ "'l . :n :Je aSSI~v',co a r ,) 1:.) ,1:-. 1:-' 
industria. CDuntry or a primary p;oducer. i \vOlJld 
'ecomrne r ,_"",: ~",J~ t."1ere sn Juld be at least !nree lr.cuSfrl.1 1 
"latJons It'.'.:] ,f the clas:; !S SfT-aill a,""'o al le~,st 51); :J'1ma,y' 
:::r:)ducers 'f "r'? C!2SS : 3 :arne enouch It IS (I oooc: 1.:0.1 :0 
/lave som~, CC'Jnt~les procu'CJnq the' same orOc .... l' :::-- Tne 
;;roups can, Dr00uC"3 tho::' o'·/·,:n Sign (,n ,1 O)~;Ct"? c: •. uper 
!nforrTitng the other crOL:;:; '.":hZlt they are selling 
2 InstructE)n sheets ~r.d ;:mmary product cards should be 
handed out. All the Drlmary produCI cards are dlslnOuted al 
the start - normally one sel 01 producls to eacn primary 
;:>roduct counlr'/ tthougn It would be possible to have a mIX 01 
say two products). A stock of industrial goods should also be 
given to each industrlat nation. Five units of each of the 
goods IS adequate for start ing purposes. 
3 . The bank should hold the resl of the stock of Industriat 
goods. The bank will on ly deal with the industria l nations. At 
times the bank will be very busy and whilst the teacher can 
take the role of the banker. it will not allow other Involvement. 
tt is an easily manageable job. A spare pupd or even a sixth 
former with time on their hands might like to Join In. 
4 . It IS important that only the "roving buyer and seller" In 
each group is allowed to move around the room . This is 
particularly important if the activity has to be confined to a 
small classroom. The "stationary buyer and seller" can 
always "batl his wares" so to speak. 
5. The game will run Itself after the introductory instructions. 
but it is always possib le to ·throw"things in during the game. 
For example . you cou ld give one of the foodstuH producers a 
pile of oil cards and Inform the ciass tha~ oil had just been 
discovered in that country. You may also like to suggest 
qUietly to two countr ies which are producing the same 
product that they ought to think about "getling tor-ether" and 
acting as a cartel. There are plenty of other possibili ties Ihat 
will spring to mind as the game goes on. 
Follow-up wotk 
At any time you see fit. the game can be brought to a halt 
- there 15 ["10 CJOVIQUS ending as the bank can always start 
recycting accumulated product cards if it so desires . At the 
finish. the countries should be given lime to complele their 
accounts and then each group can read out their f,nat stock 
take. ThiS can be recorded on the blackboardlOHP In order 
to form the baSIS of diSCUSSion. i .e. 
Country Cars 
Induslrlal Nallon It) 25 
Industnal Nation (2) 
011 
Coppe' 
etc 
Iron 
Country Ore 
Industrial NatIon (1) 2 
Industna! Nntlon (21 
0,1 
Copper 
etc 
24 
Chemical Electrical 
Goods 
36 
Copper 
o 
Goods 
45 
Oil 
3 
CoHee 
Sugar etc. 
2 6 
'"' ~",!,sC'~.s<; · ,....,r" ':2,'" Ihef"l Ll"-·.' :>:: .",:1:' (!~0L.: : .... ·e ~,lrT'1P '>-.: '., . 
SL:i~S d"":(j :r-=.) ''2dSOf1$ :'J' ...... [I 8,::V :: CG'a~ 'esL.:!5 Ou'2s: :: ' ~,:; : 
25,<; '.\' :! Je :-:S ', c~ ,s. DLit "',~I', ,".: IU,'JE:' cne s SJC r. d -; 
( ~ ~V'l'. ' (i' ,~ ::" .' oli OrOdlJc -:v (j0 :-)€'tt~r 1~ (l"', :~l i-' 5U;; l r :::' 
ducer? 
l e t lA/hal h,x:'ccnCd 'v\her (1 new supph;:Jf C i '.\.;:', (::", . 
co\,,:;>rCti ' 
(dl vVho gO! inc nest r(\t(' of (>xchClnq.':l 
The game does require a :::ert3ln Z1mounl c;f prcp;l;:l!:c,n .-" 
the eHort IS worth it. ApC\;1 from Its edUCJ11Qn a ; V(1IUt: ' " 
highly enjoyable and perhaps mOSI Impor:anL Ius !:) ,r1\\-I , ' 
everybody in the class, unlike some games and Slmul(1IJon 
activities. where the qu iet or the lazy can keep themseives In 
the background 
RESOURCES FOR TEACHING 
ABOUT HONG KONG 
Finding maps. photographs and detailed topical Inlor-n -
ation for lessons on overseas localions is ohen a proble-n 
The Hong Kong Government produces a Wide range o' 
maps and book lets. at relatlvety low cost. WhlCt1 may be o ' 
use in. the UK. . 
Maps Detailed plans. at scales between 1'600 an: 
1 :5.000. are available but the three series which are mas 
like ly to be of Interest are : 
1. the two 1 :50.000 topographical shee!s for whlcr 
there are also comparable geological maps (the pair I': 
uspful for lessons on fault landforms, jocks and re!jel .1:-' : 
drowned coastlines) : 
2. the 1 :20.000 series of 16 sheets. of wh ich map t 
(Hong Kong Island and Kowloon) is useful for lessons 0' 
urban geography: 
3. the 1 :400.000 thematic maps on such tOPICS a 
population density and Hong Kong climate. the lallp 
being usefu l for tessons on monsoon cllmale and rei" 
ralnfatl. 
Prices for these maps range between HKS2 and to (e 
~ HK$11 .5) 
Books The Government publishes a Year Book whlc 
contains a deSCription of Hong Kong as well as bas,c sla 
IStiCS and photographs this is also avallabte throuc 
HMSO. London . Among booklets only av"lIable In Hor 
Kong are titles on New Towns. Marke! Towns . Count · 
Parks . typhoons and water supply: these are priced 
between HKS 1 0 and 15. For tessons in urban I"nd u, 
and social segregation . the 1981 Census (Tertiary Pia: 
nlng Unit Tabu tations. Kowloon and New Kowloon) IS 
valuabte source of data. At HKS44 It IS not cheap. bul 
contains a 1: 15.000 map of the districts and Includes " 
formation on age. occupation. Income etc 
A complete list is in the Governmenl Publica lions Dire 
tory which is obtained from ' The Governmenl Inform"tl( 
Services. The Government Pubtlcal lons Centre. Gener 
Post Office Building . Ground Floor. Connaught Plac 
Hong Kong . 
Whilst the lis1 IS free . air mail postage is about HKS 
and IS ad'/lsable. as sea mall ohen lakes 2 months Who 
ordering always slate whelher the English. or Ch,ne 
language verSion IS required 
Phrllp G. Stimpson. Unrversliy of Hong Kong Scnool 
Educallon 
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8. Mnybc the main importance of sim ulations Ie; their clrect on the ~ocia l 
setting in which learning t"kcs pl ace. l\laybc their physical [orlllal alone. 
which dt:m an dc;; a significant departure from the uo;,ual setup of a clnss-
room (chair shuOlin!.!. grouping, possibly room u iv idcrs, ctc .), produces 
a Illon:: rcla \cd, natural cxchan~c between teacher nnd students bIer on. 
9. ~Iaybc sinHll:llions lead to person:!! growth. The high d egree of invol ..... e-
ment Ill:!}' provide some of the outcomes hoped for from T-groups, 
sCII~iti\'iIY training. hasic enCollnter groups, etc. 
Simulation Game Design 
In traditional social stud ies courses, decision-making opporlllnitks 
that lead the student to nn appreciation of his rol e in changing things 
rank high ill the init;'ll statements of objectives. But l1w translation of 
these objt:ctives into appropriate learning experiences has rarely been 
evident. In simulation games design makes quite explicit the decisions 
to be lllnde by each player, toge ther with the concrete circulllstances 
in which he will make his decision. This is good trai ning for the citizen 
of tomorrow's world. 
The first step in game design then is the id entifica ti on of outcomcs. l /) 
These outCO[lles are re lated to place, time, or function and so the iti c.ll-
lifi cation of th e bounds that mark the "when.:," "when," and "what" 
is the starting point in the process of analysis. The analysis begins hy 
identifying the decision-making compon ents such as government or 
individual citizens. Roles for players within cach COIllPOIH..'llt arc then 
spelled out. This includes the recognition fur each role pbyer of his 
gO:1!s, the way in which his decisions might alTect the total outcome, 
the measure of slIccess he can be expected to achieve, and the resources 
available to him. These items set th e stage for significant c.lecision-
making, n stage that will represe nt a comprO! llise between the reality 
being simulated and the degree of complexity permissible for the game. 
The second s tep in design is the planning of the game in a step by 
step fashi on. The relative importance of each rok is stipul ated. The 
possible interact ions bct\vecn players are tabulated, and these Illay be 
cooperative or competitive. The sequence of evcnts is next determined 
either as a series of similar cycles or as a fixed num ber of moves, In 
this sequence the externG! factors must be taken into Clccounl. By ex-
ternal fact ors arc Illeant those conditions such as weather, or behavior of 
people in othcr parts of the country, which arc beyont! thc control 
of the players but <llTect the outcome. Oftcn thesc ext~rnal factors will 
be introdl1ced hy a throw of a die. As a lillai phase (If gallH': pl,uln i ll ~ 
a loss in population while the player who tce(ls nlS reorm.! IHl.ll 1! 1ll<l1l I " 
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th e physical factor5 arc selected - a hoard for each player, one large 
board for a whule gallle, or si mply paper and pencils. 
Severa! experimental playings of a game are necessary to get the 
"bugs" out of it. Idle time for playcrs has 10 be eliminated. Calcula-
tions that "drag" in the course of the game have to be simplifieli or 
spccdcd up. Rules ha vc to be ligiltC'lled lip so that they ars not likely 
to be misund erstood . 'l'radeofTs may have to be made between con-
nie ting factors. 
Concentration on one topic may be desirable for better understand-
ing, even ,It the expense of comprehensive coverage of the theme. 
Drama ti c phases of play lllay be necessary for stimulating interest even 
at the ex pense of c,tim discllssion of seriolls topics. Inc.Jccd , because 
of the widt.! range of abilities and agcs for which Illost gamcs see m to 
he suitable, it may be highly desirable to make the game playable at 
sC\'eral levels of complexity. This can be done by introducing a se ries 
of cUlllplic<lliollS that make the game increasingly realistic for more 
experienced or more mature student s. 
Geugraphic Simulations 
SECTlUN: A SIMULATION GAME 11 
The gam(' of Seclioll was designed to provide students with an unc1er-
st'lIlding of the connicts of interests among the sections of a political 
territory as they art.! expressed in the political process. Regional COlll -
petition occurs 'It two levels. First, there is political competition within 
each section because it includes people and groups of diITerent social 
and economic interests. Second, there is political competition among 
sections, !:'lch expressing certain dominant interests. Only the latter 
competition is directly represented in the political arena. 
So th at slmiL' nts actually experience the pressures of connicting in-
terL's lS at both individual and sec ti onal levels, the game requires that 
students lieal with each othcr as citizens of a hypothetical state, Mid-
land, USA. Midland is a simplified representation of any state, COIl1-
pos('d of a cnpital, Centerville, and four sections: an agricultural section 
(Farm); a growing manufacturing sect ion (Boomtown); a declin ing 
manufacturing section (North East); and an underdeveloped rural sec-
tiun (Plea sa nt J\.!ountains). Each sectiona l team desires state aid for 
several improvelllC'nts. Each individu;d within the s('ctinn wants those 
illlprllVClllcllts that he think s will bring him the grc<llcst personal beneHt. 
~ 
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The information necessary [or play is provided through a regional 
scenario (The ",tidland Gazelle) and role profiles. In the scenario, 
social nIH..! economic characte ristics o[ each section arc described and 
the needs of each sec tion are illl.licatcd either implicitly or explicitly. 
The role profiles gi\"e each slllth:nt a unique personality and outline 
his indi\'jdu :11 interests . 
To emphasize regiona l political competition, Sectioll focllses on the 
perioJ just prior to a session of the state legislature that will allocate 
funds for public projects in the state on the basis of sec tional requests. 
In the fir~t phase of the game, the members of each secti(ln prepare a 
proposal requcsting state fund s fo r desirable projects. Several steps 
occur during thi s phase . First, each section member and his represent a-
tivt! Jlll'l' t 10 idctl!ify sectiona l necd~. Theil , pl:1ycrs an.! given an oppor-
tunity 10 (OllllllUllil.:;tlc wilh Illembers frolll other seetilms ill order to 
ddinl! lllutually bcnclic ial projccts. Nex t, students return to thei r sec-
tion al tL'ams to prepare proposals under thc leadership of their repre-
scnlath'cs. T lll:SC proposnis me then presented to the State Executive 
CUIIl1llillL'C by the pulitic;"!i representat ive. The representative, then. -.......J 
rdurns to his constituents to discuss the tentatiyc budget pla n. If this N 
plan ic; :lccl.?p lable to thl! constituents, the reprcsentntivc will try to 
have the hudg~t approved. If it is unacceptable, the represcntative will 
try to t l:lVt! it redrafted. No prctktcl"lnincd outcome has been built into 
tIlL' gam!..! . 
In the s~'c.:olld phase, Ihl! pol itical consequellces of the game arc 
assess~ d. Each citizen will indicate his satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
\\·ith thl! approvcu budget by voting on a scale of points frol11 one to 
kn fo r his sectional representative. The rt:presentntive with the highcst 
llumber (If points is the winDing representati\"l,~· . Simultaneously, reprc-
sl.?ntat ivl'S will vote 011 whether or not the Executive Comm ittee should 
cOll tinue in powcr. Finally, a calculation will determine the winning 
sectional tca m. Rules for scoring procedures are given under Scoring. 
The game will conclude with a class discussion of the concepts learned 
dur ing the playi ng of the game. 
Guil1elines 
The estj1l1~kd tc~chjng limc is scven days. 
" 
The classroom is di\' ided into six sections in acconiancc with the follow-
ing Jcscription, and the players shou ld be assigned to the appropriate part of 
the rOOlll. 
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Spatial Injustice in the City: 
A Workshop Bas~d on GYSL Material 
Garv Hall 
Allerton High Sclzool, Leeds wha ~ do J':u feel? 
._-------------------,----------
Over the past few years th< L«ds group of GYSL 
teachers have produced a number of locally based 
resources for the Young School Lea~er Proj~cL The 
success of the Young School L~3\·t:r Project has been 
due partly to the dfarts of teachers' groups ::re3ting 
local resources to replace or supplement those materials 
published in the original packs. The ... sources p ... sented 
here were introduced inm lite workshop and discussion 
ccnuw. on- both-- the' use of this. anci~lmilar material 
and oruhe whol~ .. prq_b.leJr'_ O['"'lC_hin~ .abQut Spatial 
)njust.ice. 
Figures 26 and 17 are census data sheets, in the stvle 
of those contained in rhe published packs, for two 
areas oi LeedS- Woodhouse and _~Iwoodley. Woodhouse 
is an old part of Leeds, to the north-east or' (he city 
centre.. \"'hich still has some housing of Vic!C'nan age. 
Alwoodley is a newer suburban are:! of r.orth Leeds, 
consisting mostly of post-war owner-occupled housing. 
The two cenSllS Jatl sheet~ when compared. show 
marked contrasts in housing q:Jality anJ social we !I-
being between lrelS of inna-city and suburban 
housing. 
Figure 28 is a map of L""ds showing thos" .r<,g of 
the city found [Q have serious p:"oble:ms of housing 
quality as detennined from the 1972 C<"sus_ The 
areas of problem housing appear as a familiar "ring" 
panern around and at a shon distance from the city 
centre. 
.V\y school uses G<ography for (he Young School 
L<at-er as its CSE syllabus, and also offers the Avery 
Hill O-kvo!. The course topic "Cities and People" 
offers several opportunities for teaching abuut spatial 
injustice in the city. Different residential environments 
are studied and compared in Cnit II; the problems and 
patterns of moving house is treated in Unit IV, as is the 
special problem of migrants in the city_ Unit V deals 
with the problems of planning in the urban environ-
menL In all of these topics, the concept of spatial 
injustice can be introduced and taught. 
~l i'!i':!.'~~ be defined as "the unequal 
distribution of material. weU,beiol:-iD_che urban 
environment". The resources reveal various aspects of 
S'p-;~i;ri;j·~·tice as it occurs in Leeds, and many other 
British cities.. 
59 
V 
This topic is seen by many teachers and by some 
authors as bemg more sensHive than most, ~ince it 
PUtS teachers in some schools into the Eosition of 
corifronung theIr pupils wah the reality of their own 
economIC or SOCIal deprivation. It is a topic which risks 
:reatmg resentment among those pupils living in 
depnved areas, and might also appear to force teachers 
tnto the role of political agents teaching direct polilical 
action. 
However several members of the workshop spoke of 
their own ~xperiences of teaching this topic in classes 
in deprived areas, and were emphatic in 'heir belief 
that lhis topic could be - and should be - presen ted in 
such schools. They reported no serious problems of 
pupil hostility_ to either the topic or to its implications 
for their. circumstances. S!1ccess in presenting the 
topic in class does not appear to~ on where your 
school happens to be, but rather more j)IJ how the 
_-,eac!Je., - t(",nqlesJh~e- The ,·iew was clearly held 
that tact and absolute honesty would work with the 
\-ast majority of pupils. 
There are a number of sensitive topics which may 
arise in socially-oriented subjects (such as the G YSL 
syllabus) - Spatial Injustice in Cities is only one. It 
became clear in the workshop that these present 
opportunities for teachers to reach pupils at a level not 
always possible in less emotive topics - and that such 
opportunities should be welcomed. It is in teaching 
topics of social or political sensitivity that geography 
teachers can justify their role as educators; the: 
development of understanding in our pupils of the 
social forces surrounding them is not only a challenge 
- it is a necessity if real learning is to occur_ 
Teachers interested in obtaining copies of the 
resources presented here, or any re lated resources on 
Leeds, can do so by wri ting to: 
Mr T M Renwick 
Regional Coordinator & Examinations Officer, 
GYSl, 
41 High Ash Avenue 
Leeds LS17 
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Housing Patterns 
~ ~ .:; 
Leeds 
.... 
.. . . . 
.... 
" , :. 
........ 
o 1 , ? Milu 
1-1 -...", ... , ..."",'-' -,,-'-
.1 % , .. 14""...., 
The centre of the city consists of offices, shops and places 
of entertainment_ ~0und the centre there are residential 
areas consisting of rows of old 2 and 3-storey dwellings, and, 
in some places, larger houses-that were once the homes of 
wealthy people but which are now often divided into flats. 
This ring around the centre is an area of shabbiness which 
.. is gradually being replaced. 
The outer parts of the city are mainly residential and open 
space with a great emphasis on semi-detached houses rather 
than terraces. 
G. Hall. March 1975 
Fig. 28. Sample of a resource sheet on housing problem areas 
Saurce: Leeds GYSL Local Curriculum Development Group 
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THE RAINFOREST GAME 
Introduction 
In this game, students 'explore' the Amazon Rainforest in the hope of finding a commune inhabited by a lost tribe 
of Indians. 
tnformation 
To start , each player must throw a 'five' or a 'six '. After starting, the players take turns to throw the die, following 
the instructions printed in each square of the game board reproduced below. 
The first player to return safely to Belem after reaching the commune wins the game. 
Bele':') 
(To .... n 01 
3500001 
Find Ine 
rema,ns of a 
swamp deer 
Killed by a 
puma 
27 
Reacned a r. /er 
..... here under' 
o;;;row trJ thoc;" 
Go back tHO 
squares 
2. 
ro ;)e. use vine 
M,ss one turn 
25 
Near escape 
with 2 m Ion-;; 
elec:r,c eel 
'-
Fine tre mouth r,:-------::~\:"Iri,li!:fi~ 
o! :/le Amazon 4 
IH(-- ----i 
31 
Ta~.e phOtos 
0 1 at:3ndoned 
23 
squares 
Another 
friend tnps over :~~~Ii I bunre55 tree foo ts 
and break.s leg 
Mass one lurn. 
D,s:urb colony 
of hre ants Go 
baCk one square 
3. 
3? 
S:umble ag.,l,nsl 
a tree M ISS onf 
turn 10 remove 
tnor~ trom arm 
Set UP camp 
MISS one turn 
Find a lloodec 
on way ecross fiver Bu~d a 
fiver Go back dugout canoe 
seven squares MISS one turn 
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/>,1a."1 o ... er:,oa~d . ~eave the boat '" tf ~a:e marched ;~end plOvokes 
all,~a~or aaacks. a~ Manaus , now ",,'" € 'I" i' trlrea days 10m anaconda 
c d ~~ ~ 
r ,esc;,;e an go go throuGh the '" l/.~<~ ,T wllncut trouble and IS squashed 
back twO squares jungle on foot ~ !:", g Go ahead three and swallowed 
" Set UP camp 
M,ss one t UNl 
~;1. IV ~ ~ r r squares Go back two !i.Quares . L t,- . ..L. _ _ ", ... (' ( " ---=--;::-;;::~~;:;--7, 1\', ~' .' ,,' .... ' -' \71 .' I·,A') \ <',' . -:.-::: ~-. 
·~.-r , ~- ~ " ".",."".,.,,, . .-j 50 
,. ~-.\ , , ~ 
\" ' 1" ' ~ --=~. I!-::"'~. ' 
'- FOo.;nd me progress 1,','3<1 
-'./" ~::;:§';S;0 comml..ne of lost 1111 you throw 
""-, . tr,be Threw a a one 
, "" P:"uO " ~rO'ls;ons 
"\;:j 'Jance IwO 
s-;,-a~es 
Ta-.e pnotos 01 
-;; ,;~nt ha:1e and 
::eauUul fungus 
I.' ss one lur;) 
'1"1 
is now or-I f a 
small c(ee~. 
3000 m abo.e 
,""------i sea le-.el 
19 
Rain s:oos 
'ailing Go 
ahead three 
SIX Ie return 10 
Belem 
Set u;) cam;) 
M ISS one tum 
18 
Detour around 
swamp and 
mOl..nlalnS 
MISS one turn 
(hree squares 
17 
Torrent,al 
rain sJows 
progress MISS 
one turn 
16 
I , 
12 
TLoal Ama:o'l 
storm clouds are 
bUHdlng IJP 
Reduced v:$lon 
tv1lss one t .... rn 
Malaria attack 
Go back live 
squares 
177 27 
;'ic J..ie ~l'Tl:1b ';0 find out "".hJ.\: '2:lch 0: ~s ::l1inks of our home ar~a. Do 
's.'C ~:l:n i( ~~J,.~ i~ ;.:; a " ~ood " 0 :- !l bac" place ~o :"ivc i:1? .\1ost of us b:; 
new wll: java :o~~cd some i~ c a about ou r home area and the type of 
J .. ;'OC:1;' :lC5 t:l~'~ ::1.:: C t: ~lC !"C .. 
A .. 1:1 your book PUl: the side hcoding The ~u ali ty And Amenities Of My Home 
:\r c a .. 
3. 'e'{ri::c at lco.s:: .?IVE se;lt cnces to describe what your home area is like. 
Look at ::~c Snvi=ol~cllt Survey Table. It shows 10 things or features 
· ... hich 3bould be :ound (pl"escn.t) in an area. T!1inking of your home area, 
compictc ;hc !ollowing 011 the Table: 
1 . F:: l i.:1 the name of you :::- home area. 
2, ~i~c a g=adc !or c~ch of the features shown. 
=CJ. !li~C3 arc show!) ~t t:1C top of the ~able. 
The grades and their 
3. ,\dd up t i:c ~rn.dc:; ;lnu wri:e tile answer in the To::a1 box. 
J. Vc:', :::;;:- c: ;.r.i.';' y <..:.,: Lu :"':l' :.. ~; ;.!1c p ':'';; Diu.gr::.m to sho',v your Environment 
SLil:'1CY 70 :.:::...!.. 
·Jf-:--;."te :h€) answers out in sentences. 
looks and 50unds like an essay. 
::!. ~;, .V::'.l~:l uo::" OU g:l t .::i yOt: ... • :-;'oroe ;).re.:l? 
.... :.:; :~c 30 r-:a':" ;;1 ;,.: ycu~' ;: o:nc arC:l i:1 !nr..er or Out er London? 
.1. ··'i lia: J,.·cr-c you :ryi:lg to fl.nd out? 
.J. Jc':o rc :."'J U could col our in the .?ie Diagra:n what did you have to do? 
G. How ;;)'<lny fcatur~s wore used in the Environment Survey Table? 
7 . ',vhy were :~ree c!ifferect g-rades used? . 
3. " {h:l~ · .... ·a.::; the hlb'.!1est To ta': ·.vhich could have been scored? 
'J . ;: :: the :: ighcst :'0::.1.1 l!ad been scored what type of area would your home 
:::.rC:l :lJVC :JCC:1? 
1 J. 7:~ c lo we.:n To t a':" ·.vhi c:l could have been scored was what? 
~ .!.. r: t:1C lowest Total hJ.d beell scored whJ.t type of area would your home 
arcJ. ;'l:lVC ~ccn? 
, 0 
~-. I: :hc :'..JtJ..l of :i..5 :'o.c! ~een sco red what would this have meant? 
:3. ',,( hJ~ '.Vas :l1c 'i.'otJ.l ·.VhlC h you scored? 
l·~. Gi'lc your Total In a pe r cent ;).ge (%) (Look at the Pie Diagram ~o help 
you ) . 
• !3 . ·,vlla\.. does your Total tell you about what you think of your home area? 
1 lG. Docs your ilome area have any "good" features? '(Loo'li - ~t your Table) 
I. ~h J.t a=c t~ c y? \ 3 17. iJoes your home arcJ. b.J.ve any "poor" I 
13. You :nay ~ot ,grec that the features on the Environment Survey Table [ 1 lC:J.st FIVE sentcnces try to explain how 
fea.tures" What are they? In at 
the IIpoor" features could be made 
·1 
. , 
1 
~cLtcr ( i~proved ) . 
, 
.J.rc i:npor"t.:lnt. L::':::S'!' FIVE things in order of importance that you think I 
'! 
:;:::.i\c .1::' area IIg ood" to 1 i ve in. 
J ______ 1 
.:, 
~.~ 
>i , 
c • 
. , 
28 
30 
70 
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I 
:""':J • G2.!'age ~Y' ovi si or.. 
c .Planned play areas :or y oung c.h.i l dren. 
'~ .?l e..r_~ed. provisi o~ fo r elderl.y people. 
I l e.Ap~ea!,9..!':c0 of are.J.,€ . g. no litter;rubbish;eyesores. 
I:- . ?::-eedom :ram traffi ~ noise and danger. 
!e.?:-ee:.oi.'! ::- om ir:c!lS:!"i.3.1 3.cti~.rities, e.g.gasworks; 
I , 
I :'2.:'1 W2. "; 
I 
1:)0 
50 
?:::RCZ1I'I'AGZ - (~) 
~8oked af~er(i~ goo~ 
= ~ O. 
20 
o = ~ly Score 
30 
I 
1 SC ':P.E 
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' ;::'0': " 01' "::ac" ?:J.:::.es : c l~·.;e :::.. ::1 ::::. 5 S:'"Jcy you a!"e ;O ~ :Jb to 7:.~y 
~~~ ~l~ t ou: :! 70U~ ~ome is In a good place o r ?osi:ioo to ~ench cer~a~::. 
~~~~~:i cs o~ yo~~ iome a~ea. To do :his a11 you ~ave ~o do is to count 
:~ : ~O'V ~3~~ ~a =es S ~ 3~ep3 :: is !rom your home t o the different 
: ~cal:lC 5 , .\= yeu ~o ~o: a:: l~ve In t~e 3a~e ~uild1ng or even in :he 
3 J .... a c J.!"ca t!'1c ::-~S 1>~:::; ':;;:1Qulc all be d~:ic!·cn ~ . A LOW number for the 
:\.":lcn:..::,r I:1dcx means ::. ... t. j'our home wlll be 1n cl. good place (position) 
:0 reach the local .::lI1leni:les. :\ HIGH DUi:lber for the Amenity Index lt1eans 
:~13: your home will not be 10 a good place or position to reach the 
:Jc3.1 a:nenitles. 
/\. T~i3 15 to be ~~:::en i ~ on the Amenity Index ~able For My Home: 
:::,:n;nt the ;1UJ1~i)e!' of paces it. t akes !rom your home to reach the 
J~ cn:";';l(,';;:; t :: .::; .: r e- .!.:'3~:.:d .i -: ::~~ ·~:lb~e. 
Ac.d:.:p '~ ... .:. :::~ :; ... :;- ~::: ':" c -:: ; ::, ::':- '3 J.r::! ·n .. ~~:·~ :;,e a!l3Wer·!.:l ~jc Tota! ~ox. 
J, J:'!l;:;C t~e :;';: .1 :' J:: 1) ':,:1::"Cj 1.3 :he :11:'':I !:) e:- 0: ::'.;:1r.:! ::ities i..lsed. T!1e 
:1r::; ',~(: :. ':: :..!:' ;i ·: ·~ 70U ::~~ A :tlE ~' :7Y ::·;D.2X :1~~er :0:- ::our home. 
"{ rl:e ~h 'J A.:.t.:::;.:;::-';' : : fDr:X number f0::- e'.I~:-:'· :i: e:iloer of the clJ.ss. 
:lc:.J.cm).)c .:- :0 w::ite your o""n Ameni-: y Index :::lumber ::iown . 
.., ·,Vori\. out '",hat ~!-;,c AVZRAGE r\menity Index nu~ber is for the class. 
~ ~it c the an~wer i~ :he space, 
.... . !~ :;our book ~ut t ~le side he.:lding ·'.\n .-\.:'Jenity I:tdex For \1y Home". 
J . ,\ ns·J,·c;- :.Je follow2,'g queSi:10ns. 
~ ritc your 3entcnc£s out s o :hat It 
~V rite 
looks 
1 . Wh at wer0 you t~ying to find ou:? 
your a~swers out in sentences. 
and sounds like an essay. 
2. '·\' hJ.:: dId yau !1a·.Ie to CO to work out the ,\menity Index? 
J. ',n,y d id .:;ou ;~ a ·/c ~o :i::d out :he .-\.r.ienit:,r Index for the rest of the 
c llss? 
,1. ·,','hat wa3 t.he a verage Amenity Index for the class? 
5. ilow many pupils scored more than the average? 
G. ',Yhat was the highest Amenity index number that was scored? What does 
this mean? 
i. How many pupils scored below the average? 
8. ·,~"h J..t was the lowes~ Amenity Index number that was scored? ',Vhat does 
this mean? 
!l. What 'Nas the Amenity Index number that you scored? Where did it come 
in the class? 
10. Is your !"lome in a very good, gOOd, fair, poor or very poor position 
to rC:lch the amenities? 
11. Try to explain why the Amenity Index numbers are not all the same. 
29 
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'! !iU?f?2R O? ?ACES 
1 . ?a~k O~ playing :ield 
2. Telephone box 
3 . fus stop 
5. S\.!perma.:-ket I 
6. C~emst I 
~ ?u:,lic :-touse I , , . 
8. ?!' i ml. r y School r 
I ! ! ~ f~'r: ~· .~;; :,,/. 1::; ~: , ::> p / . I , 
/r~·",ps ) \..., ....... 
I t r 
f 
I i 1 , ~::..~lrn::?. OF ; 1 I 2 , , ) 6 7 8 9 I 10 ,) ~ 
;?!J?ILS I I I I I i I I , 
I I I I I 1_'~'<SlITTY 
i 
I 
I I I I I I INDEX I 
,\VERAGE AMEIITTY nIDEX OF T:!E CLASS; 
lSI 
APPENDIX 13 
Report on Teaching Units by Fieldworkers 
Time ava i lable to do the work. 
2 Number of pupils in the class. 
3 Size of the classroom . 
4 Absence of learning aids - particularly maps. 
5 Topics themse l ves. 
6 Pupils' ability to use English. 
Time available 
Time taken to teach the unit s was not enough. To arrive at sati s-
factory results of the research a period of at least four weeks, 
I would suggest. 
2 Number of pupils in the class taught 
Pupils were initially more than sixty. This figure alone posed 
some difficulties in dividing groups, providing some reading 
material and providing opportunities for fu ll participation. The 
period during which the research was carried out was registration 
period, thus the number of pupi l s in class gradua lly and con-
stantly increased. This affected the fill ing in of questionnaires 
because some had missed first lesson/s. 
3 Size of t he classroom 
High numbers of pupils in the classroom s imply reduced space, as 
a result arranging furniture properly to suit the method to be 
used became difficult, though it was poss i ble to arrange in sp ite 
of the problem. 
4 Absence of learning aids - particularly maps 
Maps drawn on charts were used instead of actual maps which have 
more advantages and are much more accurate. 
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5 Topics themselves 
The topics done were well chosen because they spread over the 
syllabus and were suitable to easily incorporate values education. 
The problem could be that they were much too general. particularly 
'Renewable and Non-renewable Resources' and 'Developing and Developed 
Countries'. I say they were general in the sense that they may only 
serve as an introduction to a certain specific concept. more 
especially if you are to playa game at the end of the lesson. 
6 Pupils' ability to use English 
When undertaking a simulation game. speaking problems arise. Pupils 
need to be engaged in the practice more often to get used to using 
some English words so as to let the game continue. Mastering this 
ability would make them feel free and enjoy every geography lesson. 
This is one of the problems I encountered sometimes. I had to allow 
pupils to express their feelings in their mother tongue. 
